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Abstract
Structural failure of low-rise buildings is the root cause of higher number of casualties, death tolls
and economic losses at the place of occurrence of tornadoes. Proper design of low-rise buildings
in tornado-prone areas require accurate estimation of tornado-induced wind loads; however,
exhaustive research to estimate the wind loads reliably on buildings during tornadic events is still
lacking. Several studies have been carried out to investigate the magnitude of forces induced by
tornado winds on buildings from experimental as well as computational side. However, the wind
pressures obtained on the building from different experimental studies have shown significant
variation from one study to another. Similarly, the wind pressures on the building from CFD
simulation of tornado vortex often lacks comparison and/or validation with experimental data.
Even the modeling of CFD tornado chamber and CFD flow validation is fraught with several
challenges such as requirements of high-performance (or supercomputing) resources and lack of
guidelines for validation of wind field of tornado vortex from CFD model.
Thus, in this work, a simple yet an effective CFD tornado simulator model is developed, which
provides comparable results with experiment without the necessity of supercomputing resources.
This work also identifies and proposes four important features of tornado vortex (i.e., touchdown
swirl ratio, core radius, the maximum tangential velocity & the elevation of maximum tangential
velocity) including the ground pressure profile for validation of wind field obtained from CFD
model. A comparative analysis of the four important vortex features from different tornado
chambers and different work of literature is also presented. Lastly, the pressures induced by
tornado vortex from CFD model on the building is validated with TTU experimental datasets.
Furthermore, a detailed analysis on the effect of size of building, flow structure and Reynolds
number of vortex on the induced wind pressures on the building is also presented.
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The papers listed in V and VI above were prepared for educating students and practicing engineers
to be able to set up their own CFD models for evaluating wind loads on the buildings. For handson-learning experience, some Github repositories were created to upload and store the OpenFOAM
case files so that the readers of the paper could visit the webpage, download relevant case files,
and learn along the way by reading the paper. The webpages are as follows:
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The chapter wise development of this thesis is presented next. The subject (i.e., structural failure
of low-rise buildings and wind loads induced by tornadoes on low-rise buildings) is introduced
first in Chapter - 1, followed by literature review in Chapter - 2 and details of computational
modeling of CFD tornado simulator in Chapter - 3. In Chapter - 4, the flow features of tornadolike vortex obtained from the CFD model is compared and validated with experimental datasets
from Texas Tech University (TTU) tornado simulator datasets. In Chapter - 5, the flow features of
tornado-like vortex obtained from different experimental and CFD tornado simulators are
compared while in Chapter - 6, the pressures induced by tornado-like vortex on the building from

CFD model is validated with experimental datasets from TTU simulator. In addition, the effect of
size of the building on the pressures induced by tornado-like vortex is also documented. In Chapter
- 7, the effect of different flow-structures and Reynolds number of tornado-like vortex on induced
pressures on the building is presented. Lastly, in Chapter - 8, the conclusions from different studies
are summarized, the limitation of the present study is pointed out and the directions for future
research are delineated.
The content of Chapter-4 is primarily based on Paper - I while the contents of Chapter - 5 is based
mostly on Paper - II and some part is taken from Paper - III. Finally, the contents for Chapter - 6
and 7 are derived from Paper-IV. As paper I, II and III are published already, so, the Chapters - 4
and 5 are presented as the summary of published papers highlighting the important outcomes
whereas Chapters - 6 and 7 (based on Paper - IV in review) are presented with more details,
illustrations, and descriptions.
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Chapter -1: Introduction and Objectives
1.1 Introduction
Tornadoes pose a threat to nearly all structures of varying sizes and configuration, whether a highrise or low-rise building, enclosed, partially enclosed or an open building. Buildings designed to
withstand wind loads due to straight-line (SL) winds may sustain major structural failures or may
even be destroyed when impacted by tornado-like winds (Refer Fig. 1). This is due to larger forces
and pressure loads produced by tornadoes as compared to SL winds (Selvam and Millet, 2005).
Among the several categories of buildings, low-rise buildings have been found to be most
susceptible to major structural failures often with complete destruction. Higher number of
casualties, death tolls and economic losses at the places of occurrence of tornado is often attributed
to structural failures of low-rise buildings, which represents the majority of residential houses.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Major structural failure (roofs uplifted and blown off) of a low-rise building (From Yang
et al., 2018) (b) destroyed low-rise building by tornadoes (From Schlueter, 2016)
Accurate estimation of tornado-induced wind loads is necessary for proper design of low-rise
buildings in tornado-prone areas. However, there are no guidelines in existing building codes and
load standards till date regulating the minimum wind loads to be considered for design of buildings
in tornado-prone areas. Before quantifying tornado-induced wind loads and proposing a procedure
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of design of buildings in tornado-prone areas, the details of tornado flow field (i.e., wind velocity
and pressure distribution in tornado vortex) must be well understood first.
1.2 Different Approach of Exploring the Wind Field and Wind-induced Load by Tornadoes
Exploration of tornado wind field and the wind loads induced by them on buildings has been
carried out by four different approaches in the existing literature, viz. (a) Field Measurements (b)
Post-Storm Damage Investigation (c) Experimental tornado simulation and (d) Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tornado simulation.
Field Measurements involve acquisition of wind velocities and pressure data of real-world
tornadoes by chasing a live tornado in real time using radar instruments (Bluestein and Pazmany,
2000, Alexander and Wurman, 2005). However, data collection from field measurements is risky
and life threatening at times. Besides, it is hard to predict formation of tornadoes and be equipped
with necessary instrument setup to take data measurements of a live tornado. As a result, field data
of real-world tornadoes is scarce in the literature. Even the available field data can barely be used
for engineering design purposes as the collected data pertains to velocity and pressure
measurements of real tornadoes at significant elevations from the ground surface. For engineering
design purposes, velocity, and pressure distribution close to the ground surface (within 10m from
ground level) is necessary as most of the low-rise residential houses are built within that range of
elevation.
Post-storm damage investigation involves correlating a tornado by an equivalent SL wind speed
that would result in similar level of damage as the tornado (McDonald, 2001; McDonald et al.,
2009). This approach only provides a very coarse estimation of tornado-induced wind loads, which
cannot be relied upon for designing buildings as both the nature and magnitude of forces exerted
by tornado winds show stark differences from SL winds. In the earliest attempts to quantify tornado
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wind loads on building, Selvam and Millet (2003) developed a CFD model of tornado vortex,
which was described by the distribution of tangential velocity only. Lack of validation of CFD
model with experimental data as well as lacking radial and axial velocity components in CFD
tornado model were the two limiting aspects of the work. However, the model could consider
vortex of varying sizes relative to the size of building and could account for different ratios of
translational to tangential velocity as observed in full-scale tornadoes. Using the model, the
pressures could also be compared for straight-line winds to the rotating vortex winds directly.
However, in the contemporary CFD tornado chamber models, such comparison cannot be made.
Due to limitations of field measurements and post-storm damage surveys, the trend gradually
shifted to simulating tornado-like vortices (hereafter referred to as tornado) in a lab setting using
experimental tornado chambers. Experimental tornado chambers were used to study the flow
characteristics of tornado winds as well as tornado-induced wind loads on buildings (Tang et al.,
2018a; Haan et al., 2008; Refan and Hangan, 2018; Haan et al., 2010). However, experimental
simulation of tornadoes is also fraught with challenges as explained below.
1.3 Limitations of Experimental vs Benefits of CFD Tornado Simulation
Experimental simulation of tornado vortices in experimental tornado chambers have contributed
significantly to the understanding of flow dynamics of tornado vortices over the years but there
are still several challenges with experimental tornado chambers. The construction, operation and
maintenance of experimental tornado chambers is prohibitively costly on one hand whereas on the
other hand, it is challenging to obtain near-surface velocities and pressures which are important
from an engineering perspective.
Meanwhile, due to advancements in computing speed and storage technology, CFD is evolving as
a tool for numerical simulation of tornado vortices to study the detailed characteristics of tornado
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wind field. An experimentally validated CFD model is not only an economical alternative to
experimental tornado simulation but is also a faster tool to advance the knowledge in this area.
Furthermore, validated models can assist in future design of efficient tornado chambers; the design
of an experimental facility known as WindEEE dome was optimized using validated CFD models
(Natarajan, 2011). In addition, near-surface velocities and pressures can be acquired easily in CFD
tornado chambers as compared to experimental tornado chambers. Thus, numerical simulation
using CFD is an alternative cost-effective approach for studying tornadoes and hence this approach
is taken for the current work.
1.4 Challenges with Modeling of CFD Tornado Chamber and CFD Flow Validation
Modern day CFD tornado simulation involves modeling geometry of CFD tornado chambers to
resemble the shape of experimental simulator facilities (Yuan et al., 2019; Huo et al., 2020); such
modeling attempts require CFD tornado chamber to be placed inside a larger computational
domain in which the air discharged from outlet is recirculated back into the tornado chamber via
the inlet. Consequently, a larger computational domain is required and turning vanes must be
modelled physically at the inlet for setting up inflow at required orientation angles. So, this
approach becomes very demanding computationally as enormous number of grid points are
required for meshing of computational domain due to which grid resolution becomes challenging
and consequently the accuracy of model gets compromised. In addition, the sophisticated geometry
of CFD tornado simulators with physically modeled mechanical components such as turning vanes
and fans often requires supercomputing resources (which in general is not accessible to many
people) to obtain a reliable solution. Besides, some guideline as to how the wind field of tornado
vortex obtained from the CFD model should be validated against the experimental datasets is also
lacking in the existing literature. As a result, some computational studies are validated by
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comparing the tangential velocity profile (Ishihara et al., 2011) while a few others are based on
ground pressure profiles (Liu and Ishihara, 2015a). While the tangential velocity profile or pressure
profile must compare well with experimental measurements for a good CFD model, but validation
based on comparison of tangential velocity profile or ground pressure profile alone may not be the
sufficient criteria for CFD flow validation. This is because the tornado-induced pressures on the
building depend on several other important features of tornado vortex such as touchdown swirl
ratios (ST), core radii (rc), elevation of core radius (zc), maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax) and
pressure distribution. Variation of these important flow features in different tornado chambers
changes the flow field of tornado and its interaction with buildings resulting in different pressures
on buildings. So, in this work, four important features of tornado vortex including the ground
pressure profile are identified and considered for the validation of wind field obtained from CFD
model. Additionally, an attempt is made to compare the four important features of tornado vortex
from different tornado chambers (both experimental and CFD) available in the existing literature.
This is done with the motivation to learn about the similarities and/or differences of the wind field
in different tornado chambers.
1.5 Challenges with Tornado Pressures on Building Using CFD Vortex Chambers
Several studies have been undertaken from both the experimental and computational side to
estimate wind loads on building subjected to tornadic winds (Mishra et al., 2008; Haan et al. 2010,
Sabareesh et al., 2013, Selvam and Millet, 2005). However, the pressure coefficients on the
building show significant variation from one experimental study to another. Similarly, the wind
pressures on the building obtained from CFD models often lack comparison and/or validation with
experimental data (Nasir et al., 2014).
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Different works of literature have considered different flow structures (single-celled vortex in
Mishra et al., 2008 whereas a double-celled vortex in Li et al., 2019) of tornado vortex while
evaluating tornado forces on building. In addition, there seems to be a lot of variability in the scale
of building models considered in different work of literature (such as 1:3500 in Mishra et al., 2008,
1:100 in Haan et al., 2010 and 1:1900 in Liu et al., 2015b). Besides, the Reynolds number of flow
also varies in different studies of the literature. However, a systematic investigation of tornado
pressures on the building due to different flow structures of vortex, different sizes of building and
different Reynolds number is lacking in the literature. Consequently, there is lack of understanding
on how different sizes of building, different flow structures of vortex and different Reynolds
number of flow would affect the pressures induced by tornadoes on building.
Thus, there are several challenges in various steps of CFD tornado simulation starting from the
challenges in modelling of an efficient CFD tornado chamber to the challenges in validation of
CFD flow field and the validation of tornado pressures on building. Thus, this thesis seeks to
resolve the challenges stated above, beginning with the challenges in validation of CFD flow field
by developing a simple, efficient CFD tornado chamber that delivers a reliable solution within a
reasonable timeframe without the requirements of supercomputing resources. Further details about
the objectives of current work are discussed in detail in section 1.6 below.
1.6 Thesis Objectives
The objectives of the current work are enumerated below. Each objective has been split into several
tasks for clarity and are listed below.
Obj.-1: To develop a simple and efficient CFD tornado simulator model to reliably simulate
the tornado wind field and obtain reliable wind load estimates without
supercomputing resources (Details of the model is included in Chapter-3).
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Obj.-2: To validate the wind field of tornado vortex from CFD model with experiment. The
wind field and pressure measurement on the floor from Texas Tech University
(TTU) tornado chamber – VorTECH, are used for comparison.
O-2.1: To compare touchdown swirl ratio from CFD model with TTU experiment.
O-2.2: To compare core radius at different elevations obtained from CFD model with
TTU measurements.
O-2.3: To compare pressure distribution at the base of CFD model with pressure
measurement on the floor of TTU tornado chamber.
Obj.-3: To compare the four important features of tornado vortex (i.e., touchdown swirl ratio
(ST), core radius (rc), maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax) and elevation of core
radius (zc)) from different tornado chambers.
O-3.1: To review the existing literature and compare touchdown swirl ratio (ST), core
radius (rc), maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax) and elevation of core radius (zc)
from different tornado chambers.
O-3.2: To perform supplementary CFD simulations to understand the effect of geometric
variation (total height and outlet diameter) of tornado chamber on the four
important vortex features.
Obj.-4: To compare and validate the pressure coefficients on a building due to tornado vortex
from CFD model with TTU measurements.
O-4.1: To report and compare the mean and the minimum pressure coefficients on the
building obtained from CFD model with TTU experiment when the building is
placed at the center and at the core radius of vortex.
O-4.2: To compare the effect of different sizes of the building on the induced pressure
coefficients from CFD model.
Obj.-5: To compare wind pressures on a building model due to different flow structures of
tornado (prior to, during and after vortex touchdown) as well as different Reynolds
number.
O-5.1: To compare the pressure coefficients due to different flow structures of tornado
vortex on building from CFD model.
O-5.2: To compare the pressure coefficients on building due to different Reynolds number
of flow from CFD model.
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Chapter-2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Different approaches to estimate tornado-induced wind loads are reviewed in this chapter.
Tornado-induced wind loads, on an engineering scale, are estimated mainly using three
approaches, i.e., (a) Post-storm damage investigation (b) Experimental tornado simulation (c) CFD
tornado simulation. Several studies carried out using the three approaches are summarized in the
following text and are organized into three subsections. In the latter two sections (i.e., experimental
tornado simulation and CFD tornado simulation), different work from literature that are based on
simulation and description of tornado flow field are described first followed by the studies
involving evaluation of tornado-induced forces on buildings.
2.2 Post-Storm Damage Investigation
Post-Storm damage rating is based on the idea of correlating a tornado by an equivalent straight
line (SL) wind speed that would result in the same damage levels as the tornado. Fujita (1971)
proposed an intensity scale for tornadoes based on wind speeds and categorized different damage
levels by distinct range of wind speeds (McDonald, 2001). With advancements in construction
technologies and improvements in building materials over time, it was felt that the original Fujita
scale under-estimated the wind speeds in different damage categories (McDonald et al., 2009).
Thus, a revised scale, also known as Enhanced Fujita Scale (EF-scale) was implemented by
National Weather Services (NWS) in 2007 (Huang et al., 2016; Doswell et al., 2009; Potter, 2007).
The range of wind speeds in original Fujita scale (F-scale) and Enhanced Fujita scale (EF-scale)
obtained from McDonald et al. (2009) is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Wind Speeds in different categories of Fujita (F) and Enhanced Fujita (EF) scale
Original Fujita Scale
Enhanced Fujita Scale
Category

Wind Speed1 Range (mph)

Category

Wind Speed1 Range (mph)

F0

45-78

EF0

65-85

F1

79-117

EF1

86-109

F2

118-161

EF2

110-137

F3

162-209

EF3

138-167

F4

210-261

EF4

168-199

F5

262-317

EF5

200-234

Note: Wind Speed1: 3-sec gust wind speed at 10 m height considering open-country terrain
Although post-storm damage investigation provides some outline to estimate wind loads due to
tornado winds by correlating with an equivalent SL wind speed, there are still several drawbacks
with this approach, which are discussed in the following paragraph.
Tornadoes have very different wind profiles comprising rotational as well as vertical velocity
components whereas the rotational and vertical components are nearly absent in SL winds (Selvam
and Millet, 2005). Since, the characteristics of tornado winds and SL winds show stark differences,
estimated wind loads by correlating winds (i.e. tornadoes and SL winds) with completely different
wind profiles also brings the estimated wind loads into question. The extent of structural damage
or damage levels caused by tornadoes also depend on the relative size of tornado vortex impacting
the structure, the duration of impact of tornado vortex with structures, the size of tornado-borne
missiles formed during a tornadic event, etc. but there is no way to account for these factors while
estimating equivalent SL wind speeds based on tornado damage assessment surveys. Furthermore,
this approach is somewhat subjective in the sense that different damage assessment teams may
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assign different damage rating to the same damaged structure, which would result in different wind
speeds and thus, different wind loads.
Due to several drawbacks stated above, the trend gradually shifted to simulating tornado-like
vortices using experimental tornado chambers. Tornado-like vortices were produced in a lab
setting and then the interaction of tornado-like vortices with various structural models were
studied. Further detailed review on experimental simulation of tornadoes is provided in section
2.3.
2.3 Experimental Tornado Simulation
The earliest laboratory simulation of tornado-like vortices can be traced back to 1970. Ying and
Chang (1970) developed a laboratory model of tornado-like vortex and concluded that strong
tangential velocity components were necessary for air converging at the base of the tornado
chamber via inlet for the formation of tornado vortex. With some improvements to Ying and Chang
model such as introduction of honeycomb section at the top of tornado chamber, Ward (1972) and
Church et al. (1977) obtained several configurations of tornado vortices ranging from a singlecelled vortex to a double-celled vortex and multi-vortex tornado by varying the inflow angles.
Ward (1972) concluded that aspect ratio of tornado chamber should be small (usually less than 1)
for the formation of tornado vortices, which are accompanied by a sharp drop in pressure at the
center of vortices. On the other hand, Church et al. (1979) reached a conclusion that swirl imparted
at the inlet of tornado chamber influences the formation of different configuration of tornado
vortices, i.e., either a single-celled vortex or double-celled vortex as previously concluded by
Davies-Jones (1973). All these works stated above were driven with the motivation to obtain
relevant vortex features and flow structures of tornadoes as observed in real world tornadoes inside
a lab environment.
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2.4 CFD Tornado Simulation
Early numerical simulation work on tornado vortex modeling were based on axisymmetric models
(Harlow and Stein, 1974; Rotunno, 1979; Nolan and Farrell, 1999). Harlow and Stein (1974)
proposed an axisymmetric model for tornado vortex and obtained single-celled as well as doublecelled flow structures of tornado vortex without imposing any special boundary conditions.
Rotunno (1979) also used an axisymmetric model based on Ward tornado chamber for modeling
of tornado vortex and reported different features of tornado vortex such as vortex breakdown
bubble and vortex touchdown by varying swirl ratios. These early numerical works on tornado
vortex simulation were mostly based on idealization of tornado winds by an axisymmetric flow
model without any inclusion of turbulence models in them. However, complex tornadic flows are
comprised of highly turbulent flow structures in the flow field consisting of turbulent eddies of
different shapes and sizes. It is imperative to consider the turbulent eddies either by modeling its
effect or by resolving them in the flow field to obtain the true characteristics of tornadic wind field.
2.4.1 Turbulence Models in CFD Tornado Simulation
The effect of turbulent eddies in a flow field are considered with the help of turbulence models in
CFD. In a turbulent flow field, eddies of different sizes are present. For the true representation of
flow field, eddies formed in a turbulent flow field must be either resolved by the mesh or its effect
must be modeled. Depending on whether the turbulent eddies are completely or partially resolved
by mesh or completely modeled, there are three methods of turbulence modeling in CFD.
(i) Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS): In DNS, the mesh is very finely resolved such that the
mesh captures all the turbulent eddies of varying length and time scales in the flow field. DNS
is very accurate, and superior compared to other turbulence modeling methods; however, due
to the finely resolved mesh, enormous number of grid points are required to discretize the
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computational domain, which makes the computation prohibitively costly. Thus, numerical
simulation works using DNS are limited mostly for simple flows with low Reynolds number.
(ii) Large Eddy Simulation (LES): In LES, certain fraction of the turbulent eddies is resolved by
mesh itself whereas the effect of turbulent eddies smaller than the smallest grid are modeled
by increasing the effective viscosity of flow. The computational cost of LES is lower than DNS
as the turbulent eddies beyond a certain cut off size (dictated by the smallest grid size) are not
resolved; instead, their effect is modeled. As the turbulent eddies smaller than the smallest grid
size are not resolved by mesh, the accuracy is a little compromised in LES. Even with a slightly
compromised accuracy level, LES is appropriate for most engineering computations and
applications.
(iii) Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Equation (RANS): In RANS, none of the turbulent
eddies in the flow field is resolved by mesh. Instead, the effect of turbulent eddies is modeled,
thus, resulting in the mean flow field. In RANS, the flow field is decomposed into 2
components, i.e. (a) Mean flow component and (b) time varying flow component. Time
averaging is applied for the mean component of flow field. Thus, the result of RANS model is
a time-averaged flow field without any resolved eddies in the flow domain. Consequently, the
accuracy of RANS is low compared to LES but still for some specific engineering applications,
RANS may be applicable.
As tornadoes are comprised of highly turbulent flows and Direct Numerical simulation (DNS) is
prohibitively expensive, so, it was necessary to include proper turbulence models in tornado vortex
modeling for accurate CFD computations. In that regard, Lewellen et al. (1997) introduced large
eddy simulation (LES) for modeling of translating tornado-like vortices and observed that
translating tornado vortices are more turbulent (due to larger fluctuation of velocity components)
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than stationary tornadoes. Nolan and Farrell (1999) studied about flow structures of tornado
vortices using an axisymmetric numerical model and proposed a non-dimensional parameter called
as vortex Reynolds number (based on eddy viscosity) rather than swirl ratio for studying evolution
of different structures of tornado vortices. However, the use of vortex Reynolds number is scarce
in the literature since eddy viscosity varies from one location to another location in the flow domain
and it is not easily quantifiable. Lewellen and Lewellen (2007), using previously developed LES
model, studied intensification of tornado-like vortices near the ground and concluded that the
cumulative effect of pressure drop at the center and large tangential velocity near to core of
tornado-like vortex was responsible to produce a vertical gradient of pressure. They also concluded
that vertical pressure gradients facilitated formation of downdraft and thus were limiting factor for
intensification of tornado-like vortices near to the ground. All the CFD studies stated above
involved using different numerical techniques to obtain tornado-like flows and comparing vortex
features with experimental and full-scale tornadoes. The comparison, however, was only done on
a qualitative basis. Hangan and Kim (2008) tried to correlate CFD tornado vortices with full scale
tornadoes by proposing a matching technique based on two length scales (core radius and elevation
of core radius) at the location of maximum tangential velocity. Although Lewellen et al. (1997)
had done some preliminary work on translating tornadoes, the differences between a stationary
and a translating tornado vortex was not very well understood. Natarajan and Hangan (2012) tried
to explore the effect of translation and surface roughness on tornado vortices using Large Eddy
simulation (LES) and concluded that translation causes a reduction of maximum tangential
velocity for low swirl ratio vortices whereas the maximum tangential velocity slightly increases
for high swirl ratio vortex. They also concluded that increasing roughness produces a similar effect
as reducing swirl ratio of tornado-like vortex.
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2.5 Validation of CFD Tornado Flow Field
Simulation of tornado vortices using CFD can be traced back to early 2000s (Selvam and Millet,
2003) but validation of CFD flow field with experimental data was limited due to scarce
experimental and field data at that time. In a decade long period from 2005 to 2015, some important
contributions were made towards experimental simulation of tornado vortices with the
construction of large experimental tornado chambers in different parts of the world (Mayer, 2009;
Haan et al. 2008; Hangan, 2014; Wang et al., 2016). As more experimental data became available,
more studies were done on validation of CFD work with experimental measurements (Ishihara et
al. 2011, Liu et al., 2015a). In the following paragraph, a succinct review of comparison and
validation attempts of CFD flow field with experimental measurements is provided, limitations in
existing CFD validation efforts are pointed out and the important features of tornado vortex that
should be compared while validating CFD flow field are listed.
Ishihara et al. (2011) modeled a CFD tornado chamber based on dimensions of experimental
tornado chamber used by Matsui and Tamura (2009). The CFD flow field was validated by
comparing the tangential velocity profile from CFD model with experimental measurements.
However, the study was limited to two test cases of swirl ratio (i.e., S = 0.31 and S = 0.65) only
and it is unclear whether vortex had touched down or not in either of the two swirl ratios. Liu et
al. (2015a) developed a CFD model and validated it by comparing time-averaged ground pressure
profile from CFD model with experimental measurements of Kikitsu et al. (2012). The pressure
profile obtained from CFD model showed good match with experimental pressure profile, but the
comparison was limited only to a single test case of swirl ratio, i.e., S = 2.44. In addition, neither
information about vortex touchdown nor the kind of flow structure represented by S = 2.44 was
provided. Kuai et al. (2008) and Fangpin et al. (2016) modeled CFD tornado chamber based on
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the experimental Iowa State University (ISU) tornado simulator and computed the tornado wind
field; however, a direct comparison of vortex features from the CFD model was lacking with ISU
experimental measurements. Gairola and Bitsuamlak (2019) modeled all the three major tornado
chambers in the world, i.e., VorTECH tornado chamber, ISU tornado chamber and WindEEE
dome using Large Eddy Simulation. However, validation of flow field was limited to ground
pressure profile and tangential velocity profiles at certain specific elevations. Later, a simplified
CFD model was proposed to represent the flow field of all the major experimental tornado
chambers. Due to very high computational costs, majority of the work was done using a simplified
CFD model based on Reynolds Stress Model (RSM) under RANS framework. The selection of
RANS turbulence model instead of LES was a major factor in limiting the scope of the work. In
the CFD community, it is very well agreed that LES turbulence models are better and more
accurate than RANS models as the mesh employed in LES simulation resolves the turbulent eddies
in flow field rather than modeling the effect of those eddies. For a complicated flow phenomenon
such as that of tornadoes, it would have been a better choice to compare the results from simplified
CFD model based on LES rather than RANS.
From the review, it can be said that validation of flow field is mostly based on comparison of
tangential velocity profile from the CFD model with experimental measurements and a few studies
are also based on comparison of pressure profile. However, validation of CFD flow field is lacking
with respect to important tornado vortex features such as touchdown swirl ratio (ST), core radius
(rc) and pressure distribution over a range of varying swirl ratios, which are of engineering
significance and strongly influence the tornado loading on buildings. The end goal of CFD flow
validation is to obtain a reliable model for accurate estimation of tornado-induced forces on a
building, so, it is important to validate CFD flow field by identifying the important tornado vortex
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features, which influence tornado forces on building. However, the existing literature is lacking
validation of CFD flow field based on important tornado vortex features listed above. Further
detailed discussion about the important tornado vortex features, and how they influence tornadoinduced forces on building is discussed in section 1.1 of Verma and Selvam (2021b).
2.6 Tornado Forces on Building from Experimental Tornado Chambers
Mishra et al. (2008) investigated pressure and force coefficients on the faces of a cubical building
model using an experimental tornado chamber called TTU-VSII at Texas Tech University (TTU).
Due to small size of TTU-VSII tornado chamber, the size of building model used for wind load
estimation was also very small (1:3500). Such small scale posed a great problem in proper
resolution and interpretation of tornado forces on the structural model. This was the motivating
factor for construction of a large-scale Ward type tornado chamber at TTU called the VorTECH
(Mayer, 2009). However, the major limitation with Ward type tornado chambers is that translating
tornado vortices cannot be produced in those chambers. Instead, the building must be moved
relative to tornado vortex to mimic the relative motion of tornado vortex with respect to building
for evaluating tornado forces on building. The limitation of considering a stationary tornado vortex
for quantifying tornado forces on buildings was finally eliminated when the tornado chamber at
Iowa State University (ISU) came into operation in 2004. Sengupta et al. (2008), Haan et al. (2010)
and Hu et al. (2011), using the ISU tornado chamber, computed force, and moment coefficients on
a building model due to tornado winds and compared with ASCE 7-05 provisions. They concluded
that the forces on building due to tornado winds were significantly higher (by up to 200%) than
SL winds, thus, buildings designed for SL wind loads were under-designed for loads induced by
tornado winds and were likely to fail during tornadic events. Although ISU tornado chamber with
its vortex translation mechanism is somewhat able to mimic the translating nature of real-world
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tornadoes but it is still not fully representative of real-world tornadoes. This is because the
generated tornado vortices are moved in a pre-defined path in ISU tornado chamber whereas the
path traced by real-world tornadoes changes over time and is often unpredictable and random. To
investigate flow characteristics and forces exerted by different kinds of winds such as tornadoes
and microbursts, another large-scale experimental facility called as WindEEE dome (Hangan,
2014) was constructed at Western University (WU). Refan et al. (2014, 2016) investigated
different flow structures of tornado-like vortices in scaled WindEEE dome and proposed a scaling
technique for matching the simulated tornado vortex with full-scale tornadoes. Hence, the trend of
developing tornado-like winds inside a laboratory setting that started in 1970s has seen several
changes over the period of 4 decades with incorporation of several improvements in design and
construction of tornado chambers as described above. In that regard, from an engineering
perspective, three major experimental tornado chambers, i.e., (a) VorTECH at TTU (b) ISU
tornado chamber at ISU and (c) WindEEE dome at WU represent the state-of-the-art in
experimental modeling and simulation of tornado winds and for evaluation of tornado-induced
wind loads on buildings. Further details about the tornado chambers can be obtained from Tang et
al. (2018a), Haan et al. (2008) and Hangan (2014) respectively. All the experimental tornado
chambers stated above have their own distinct geometric configuration and flow generation
mechanism (Gairola and Bitsuamlak, 2019).
Despite being a valuable tool for studying about tornado vortices and tornado-induced forces on
building, there are several limitations with experimental tornado chambers. Many tornado
chambers can only produce a stationary tornado vortex such as VorTECH at TTU, Purdue
University tornado chamber (Church et al., 1977), University of Birmingham tornado chamber
(Gillmeier, 2019) while only a few tornado chambers can produce a translating tornado vortex
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such as ISU tornado chamber and WindEEE dome. Even in ISU tornado chamber and WindEEE
dome, neither the translation speed nor the mechanism of tornado translation bears resemblance to
real-world tornadoes. In addition, tornado vortices generated in experimental tornado chambers
have only been able to achieve a match in terms of geometric similarity while failing to match the
kinematic and dynamic similarities of real-world tornadoes (Baker and Sterling, 2019). On top of
that, the construction, operation, and maintenance of experimental tornado chambers as well as
data acquisition is very costly. Thus, there are several challenges with experimental tornado
chambers that needs to be resolved before a tornado vortex fully representative of full-scale
tornadoes is produced and wind loads are assessed.
2.7 Tornado Forces on Building from CFD Tornado Chambers
With advancements in computing speed and storage technology, CFD has evolved over the years
as a tool for numerically simulating tornado vortices and estimating tornado-induced wind loads
on building. Selvam and Millet (2003) numerically simulated tornado-like vortex based on
Rankine Combined Vortex Model (RCVM) using Large Eddy Simulation (LES). As there was
ample information about the nature and magnitude of wind loads produced by straight line winds
from wind tunnel tests, the wind loads induced by tornado winds were often compared with SL
winds and ASCE 7 provisions (for wind load estimation due to SL winds). Selvam and Millet
(2005) compared force coefficients on a cubical building with SL winds and concluded that forces
due to tornado could rise by up to 50 % for walls while even higher for roof by up to 100%. Nasir
et al. (2014) computed wind load due to a single-celled tornado vortex on a tall building
(Commonwealth Advisory Aeronautical Research Council (CAARC) building) using RANS
model and concluded that the largest suction forces is encountered by building when it is at the
center of tornado vortex. They also concluded that the suction forces are due to large pressure
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drops that occur at the center of tornado vortex and such pressure drops dominate the overall
loading of structures due to tornado. The tornado vortex considered in the study was geometrically
scaled with the Happy Texas tornado (Bluestein et al., 2004) using the technique proposed by
Refan et al. (2014). However, there were certain shortcomings in the computed pressures on
building from Nasir et al. (2014) such as (a) comparison and validation with experimental
measurements was lacking; instead, pressure obtained from a tall building was compared with a
short building and (b) a less accurate RANS model instead of LES was chosen in the CFD model.
Hence, on the computational modeling side, there is a need for validation of tornado pressures on
building from CFD model with experimental measurements.
After reviewing the existing literature, the forces, moments, and pressures induced by tornadowinds on building are documented in Table 2. It can be readily noticed in Table 2 that there is
significant variation in reported forces and pressures on building due to tornado winds. Several
factors may be responsible for the variation of tornado forces such as different scale of building
model, different flow structures of tornado vortex (different swirl ratios) and differences in
reference quantities (reference velocity and pressure) considered while evaluating force and
pressure coefficients.

SN

Table 2. Tornado forces, moment, and pressures on building from different references
Reference
Cfx
Cfy
Cfxy
Cfz
Cmxy
Cmz
Cp
Ref. P

1

Selvam and
Millet (2005)

1.33

1.36

-

1.81

-

-

-2.82

0

2

Sengupta et al.
(2008)

-

-

1.97C

1.44C

1.14C

0.34C

-

-

2.17TB

1.78TB

1.15TB

0.53TB

-

2

-

-

-1

Ps,g

3

Mishra et al.
(2008)

2.4

2.45
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Table 2. Tornado forces, moment, and pressures on building from different references (Cont.)
SN
Reference
Cfx
Cfy
Cfxy
Cfz
Cmxy
Cmz
Cp
Ref. P
4
5
6

Haan et al.
(2010)
Hu et al. (2011)

2.7

2

-

4

-

-

-5

Pa,o

0.8

0.6

-

2.75

-

-1

-4.2

Pa,o

Sabareesh et al.,
(2012, 2013)

-

-

-

-5.5 ST

-

-

-19

Ps,f

-9.0 RT
7

Liu et al. (2015a)

2.3

0.9

-

-1.2

-

-

-1.1

0

8

Nasir and
Bitsuamlak
(2014)
Li et al. (2019)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-2.5

Pmax,g

-

-2.4D

-

-

-0.6D

Patm

-2.0S

(101 KPa)

9

0.1D -0.2D
1.5S

-1S

-8.4S

***Note: - C: Cube building; TB: Tall building; S: single-celled tornado; D: double-celled tornado;
r: roof; ST: smooth terrain; RT: rough terrain
Of the several possibilities, it can be clearly observed from Table 3 that a diverse range of flow
structure of tornado vortices have been considered in the existing literature for evaluating tornado
forces on building. Different flow structures of tornado have different wind velocity profiles and
pressure distribution; different velocity and pressure distribution results in different loading
conditions on building. The difference in flow structure is one of the most important factors leading
to a wide variation of tornado forces on building. However, the kind of tornado flow structure that
would result in most severe loading conditions on a building is not yet known in the existing
literature.
Table 3. Different features of tornado vortex and scale of building model used for estimating
tornado forces on building
SN
Reference
Model
S
rc
Vtmax
OA
Ref. Vel.
Scale
1

Selvam and
Millet (2005)

-

-

60 m =
3 units

90 m/s =
4.5 units/s

0°, 45°

Vt + Vtrans
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Table 3. Different features of tornado vortex and scale of building model used for estimating
tornado forces on building (Cont.)
SN
Reference
Model
S
rc
Vtmax
OA
Ref. Vel.
Scale
2
Mishra et al. 1:3500 0.19
(2008)
3
Sengupta et
1:100
0.24,
0.3m,
9.7
0°, 45°
Vtmax
al. (2008)
1.14
0.53m
m/s
4
Haan et al.
1:100
0.08- 0.23-0.53 m 8.3 - 11.9
0° - 90°
Max. VH
(2010)
1.14
m/s
@ 15°
5
Hu et al.
1:200
0.1
0.16m
10 m/s
0°
Vtmax
(2011)
6
Sabareesh et
1.3
37.3 mm
V@RH
al. (2012)
7
Sabareesh et
0.43,
Fully
V@RH
al. (2013)
0.87
engulfed
8
Liu et al.
1:1900
2.44
0.112m
18.6 m/s
10° - 50°
Vtmax@
(2015b)
@ 10°
MEH
***Note: - Fully Engulfed implies that the building model considered was fully engulfed inside
the core of tornado vortex. Also, 0° - 90° @ 15° implies that the orientation angles in the study
was varied from 0° to 90° in increments of 15°
Li et al. (2020) investigated the effect of different flow structures of tornado vortex on a domeshaped building and concluded that single-celled vortex produces more critical loading conditions
on a building than double-celled vortex; however, they also speculated that the double-celled
vortex have greater potential of producing dynamic loading effects on a building. Most of the
residential houses are comprised of cubical or prismatic buildings while dome-shaped buildings
comprise only a small subset of residential housing. Thus, there is a need for systematic
investigation of tornado-induced forces on building due to different flow structures of tornado
vortices to determine a reference tornado model (or reference flow structure of tornado) that
produces the worst-case loading scenario on a building. Selection of a reference tornado model (or
a reference flow structure) would help to reduce if not eliminate the variability in tornado-induced
forces on building. Extensive case studies carried out considering a reference flow structure of
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tornado on buildings of different shapes, sizes and configuration would help to establish and codify
design procedures for buildings in tornado-prone areas.
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Chapter-3: Computational Modeling
3.1 Introduction
The geometry of computational domain must be created first before tornado-like vortices can be
simulated using a CFD model. The geometry of computational domain is modeled in such a way
that the modeled geometry bears resemblance to experimental tornado chambers to the greatest
extent possible. In that regard, it is a common practice to use Computer Aided Design (CAD)
packages to create a solid model for the computational domain as shown in Fig. 2.
However, the problem with sophisticated 3D CAD models is that the simulation process becomes
too demanding computationally and often high-performance (supercomputing) resources become
necessary to obtain the solution. Due to very high requirements of computational resources, a
simplified model is considered for the current work and is described in the following section 3.2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. CAD model for computational domain (a) VorTECH tornado chamber (Taken from Gairola
and Bitsuamlak, 2019) (b) ISU tornado chamber (Taken from Yuan et al., 2019)
Even in sophisticated 3D CAD models shown in Fig. 2, there are certain simplifications made such
as in VorTECH tornado chamber (Gairola and Bitsuamlak, 2019), the effect of fan is created by
providing a definite mass outflow rate at the location of fans instead of modeling the fans.
Similarly, in ISU tornado chamber, the effect of fan is created by providing a pressure jump at the
location of fans (Yuan et al., 2019) instead of modeling and rotating the fan blades.
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3.2 Computational Domain and Meshing of Computational Domain
Even in the sophisticated 3D CAD models as described in section 3.1, there were certain
simplifications made and even with certain simplifications as described above, the computational
cost of CFD simulations was very high. Thus, a relatively simple geometry for computational
domain is considered in the current work as shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, air enters through
an inlet at the base of CFD tornado chamber and is transported up through the chamber before
exiting via outlet at the top of tornado chamber.

Fig. 3. Simplified Computational domain for VorTECH tornado chamber
The cross-section of experimental tornado chamber called VorTECH at Texas Tech University
(TTU) and the simplified CFD tornado chamber for VorTECH are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in
Fig. 4 (a), the inlet height of experimental tornado chamber (VorTECH) is kept the same in CFD
tornado chamber but there were some simplifications made to the outlet of CFD tornado chamber.
The fans from VorTECH tornado chamber were not explicitly modeled in the simplified CFD
tornado chamber.
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Portion modeled by CFD

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Cross-section of (a) experimental tornado chamber VorTECH at TTU (b) simplified CFD
tornado chamber for VorTECH
3.2.1 Determination of Depth of Outlet in Simplified CFD Tornado Chamber
The experimental tornado chamber (VorTECH) at TTU consists of 8 fans altogether, each with a
diameter of 4ft. The total area of 8 fans was determined next using the diameter of fans. Later, an
effective side hole along the periphery (or circumference) of CFD tornado chamber was provided
with a depth that would result in the same area as the 8 fans taken together. The calculation to
determine the depth of outlet in CFD tornado chamber is as follows:
Diameter of each fan in VorTECH (ϕ) = 4 ft = 1.2192 m
π ϕ2

(1)

Total area of 8 fans = 8 x ( 4 ) = 9.34 m2

(2)

Curved Surface Area (CSA) of outlet at the top of CFD tornado chamber = 2 π rup hout

(3)

Equating (2) and (3), we have,
 2 π rup hout = 9.34 m2
 hout =

9.34 𝑚2
2 π 𝑟𝑢𝑝

=

9.34 𝑚2
2 π (2 m)

= 0.743 m
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Thus, the depth of outlet at the top of CFD tornado chamber (hout) was found to be 0.743 m. Except
for the size of outlet, remaining dimensions are kept same in CFD tornado chamber as they are in
the experimental TTU tornado chamber.
3.2.2 Meshing of Computational Domain
The computational domain is discretized by a structured 3D grid in Cartesian coordinate system.
Origin is chosen at the base center of computational domain as shown in Fig. 5 (a). The smallest
grid size is provided as 0.01ho and it is stretched in all the 3 directions (i.e. X, Y and Z direction)
by a grid expansion factor of 1.1 until the size of grid becomes 0.05ho. Once, the largest grid size
of 0.05ho is reached in all the 3 directions, the grid size thereafter is kept constant at 0.05ho. Thus,
the maximum aspect ratio (ratio of max. grid size to min. grid size) of cells in the mesh is kept at
5. Initially, a semi-staggered node-centered grid system was chosen to discretize the computational
domain. However, a physically unrealistic pressure field (checkerboard pressure oscillation) was
obtained as the final solution using the semi-staggered grid system. Thus, a staggered grid system
was introduced later and is used in the current work.
Figure 5 (b) shows the mesh composition for the entire 3D computational domain. If the mesh of
3D computational domain is viewed in XY-plane, mesh composition as shown in Fig. 5 (a) is
obtained whereas if viewed in YZ-plane, mesh composition as shown in Fig. 5 (c) is obtained.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Meshing of computational domain (a) XY-plane (b) 3D domain (c) YZ-plane
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3.3 Governing Equations, Solution Schemes and Boundary Conditions
Flow in a CFD tornado chamber is considered incompressible as the density of air inside the
tornado chamber is constant over time. As the computational domain is discretized in 3D Cartesian
coordinate system, so, the 3D Navier-Stokes (NS) equation in Cartesian coordinate system is used
to solve for the velocity and pressure field as unknowns in the computational domain. The flow
inside a tornado chamber takes place at a very high Reynolds number (Re) such as Re = 4 x 105.
Thus, the flow is turbulent inside a tornado chamber. The turbulent flow inside a tornado chamber
is comprised of eddies of various sizes or length scales. Not all the turbulence length scales can be
captured by the grid used to discretize the computational domain. To resolve the eddies of all the
turbulent length scales, Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) must be employed but it is
prohibitively costly whereas Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) model resolves none of
the turbulent eddies in the flow field. Thus, Large Eddy Simulation (LES) based on Smagorinsky
model that resolves certain fraction of turbulent eddies formed in flow field by the grid itself and
models the effect of smaller eddies by sub-grid stress (SGS) modeling (i.e., increasing effective
viscosity by adding turbulent or sub-grid scale viscosity - sgs ) is used for the current work.
The governing 3D incompressible NS equations used in the current work are as follows:
Continuity equation:
̅̅̅i
∂U
∂xi

=0

(4)

Momentum Equation:
̅̅̅i
∂U
∂t

+ U̅j

̅̅̅i
∂U
∂xj

=−

̅
∂P

∂
+ 2 ∂x ( + sgs )̅̅̅̅
Sij
∂xi
j

sgs = (Csgs Δ)2 √2 ̅̅̅
Sij ̅̅̅
Sij

(5)

(6)
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In Eq. (6), Csgs = 0.1 is the Smagorinsky constant and Δ = 3√(Δx Δy Δz) is the length scale of subgrid scale (SGS) turbulence and ̅̅̅
Sij is the LES filtered strain rate tensor given by (7).
̅̅̅

∂u̅j

∂xj

∂xi

1 ∂ui
̅̅̅
Sij = (
+
2

)

(7)

Further details on flow modeling used for the current work can be obtained from Selvam (1997).
Finite Volume Method (FVM) with a node-centered scheme is used to obtain the linear system of
equations for solving the unknowns (i.e., velocities and pressures) in the computational domain.
The convection terms in NS equation are approximated by QUICK scheme (Leonard, 1979) while
the diffusion terms are approximated using central difference scheme. Momentum equations are
solved using line iteration method while continuity is satisfied by SOLA procedure as reported in
Hirt and Cook (1972).
3.3.1 Non-dimensionalization of NS Equation
In CFD modeling, it is a common practice to non-dimensionalize the governing equations by using
some reference values. The non-dimensional equations are numerically stable as the magnitude of
variables remain low during computations. Non-dimensionalization becomes more important
when dealing with non-linear partial differential equations such as NS equation because nondimensionalization tries to prevent computation from diverging. During the process of nondimensionalization, dimensionless numbers appear in the governing equation. For instance, a
dimensionless number called Reynolds number (Re) appears during the non-dimensionalization of
NS equation. The Reynolds number is defined by (8).
Re =

ρVl
μ

(8)
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Thus, non-dimensionalization has another advantage that the dimensionless number (such as Re)
can be varied to understand its effect on flow field rather than varying the individual terms that
appears in the definition of Re given by (8) above.
For non-dimensionalization of NS equation, two reference variables are considered in the current
work. Either the inlet height (ho) or the radius of tornado chamber (rup) is chosen as the reference
length for the current work. Similarly, the radial velocity at the inlet height (Vro) is chosen as the
reference velocity for non-dimensionalization of NS equations.
If x, y, and z denote the coordinates along x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis of the discretized
computational domain in dimensional form then, the corresponding non-dimensional coordinates
are given by x*, y* and z* respectively. Similarly, if U, V, and W denote the velocity components
along x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis in the discretized computational domain in dimensional form then,
the corresponding non-dimensional velocities are given by U*, V* and W* respectively. In the
similar manner, the solved non-dimensional pressure field in the computational domain is
represented by P* for the actual physical pressure field (P). The relationship between the
dimensional and the corresponding non-dimensional variables is as follows:
U* =

U
Vro

; V* =

V
Vro

; W* =

W
Vro

; x* =

x
ho

; y* =

y
ho

; z* =

z
ho

; t* =

Vro t
ho

; P* =

P
ρV2ro

; Re* =

V∗ro h∗o


Further details about non-dimensionalization of NS equations can be obtained from Cengel and
Cimbala (2014).
3.3.2 Initial and Boundary Conditions
Different boundary faces of the computational domain indicated by different colors are shown in
Fig. 6 (a) and (b). The inlet boundary face, side wall boundary face and the outlet boundary face
are represented by red, blue and yellow color respectivaly (Fig. 6 (a)). Similarly, the top wall is
represented by cyan color (in Fig. 6 (a)) whereas the bottom wall is represented by green color
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(Fig. 6 (b)). A section plane ABCD dissects the computational domain into 2 halves and passes
through the diametric axis (AB or CD) of cylindrical computational domain. The sectional view
through plane ABCD formed by the intersection of cylindrical computational domain and plane
ABCD is shown in Fig. 7 (a) whereas in Fig. 7 (b), the top view when a transverse section is taken
at X-X’ (in Fig. 7 (a)) is shown. The names of each of the boundary faces are stated at the location
of respective boundaries (such as Inlet, Outlet, etc.) in Fig. 7 (a).
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Different views of computational domain showing different boundary faces (a) Isometric
view (b) Perspective view

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. (a) Sectional view through plane ABCD showing the boundaries of computational domain
(b) Top view for transverse section at X-X’ showing velocity boundary condition at inlet height
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The velocity and presssure boundary conditions (BCs) in each of the boundary faces as shown in
Fig. 7 (a) are stated below:
(a) Inlet:
Velocity BC: A logarithmic velocity profile is provided at the inlet given by (9) and (10), which
is also shown in Fig. 7 (b). The radial component of velocity is given by (9) whereas the tangential
velocity compoenent is given by (10). The vertical velocity component is taken as 0, i.e. 𝑉𝑧∗ = 0.
𝑉𝑟∗ = 𝐶1∗ ln (

𝑧 ∗ +𝑧𝑜∗
𝑧𝑜∗

)

(9)

In Eq. (9), 𝑉𝑟∗ (𝑧 ∗ = 1) = 1 and 𝑧𝑜∗ is non-dimensional roughness length considered as per the
terrain conditions. Knowing 𝑉𝑟∗ (𝑧 ∗ ) and 𝑧𝑜∗ in Eq. (9), 𝐶1∗ is calculated for the problem.
𝑉𝑡∗ (𝑧 ∗ ) = 2 a S 𝑉𝑟∗ (𝑧 ∗ ),

(10)

where a = aspect ratio of CFD tornado chamber given by a = ho/rup and S = swirl ratio of flow.
Pressure BC: Neumann boundary condition is provided at the inlet by specifyiing a zero gradient
condition for pressure in the normal direction.
𝜕𝑃 ∗
𝜕𝑛

=0

(11)

(b) Side wall:
Velocity BC: No-slip boundary condition is provided for the side wall and is given by (12).
U* = V* = W* = 0

(12)

Pressure BC: Neumann boundary condition is provided at the side wall by specifyiing a zero
gradient condition for pressure in the normal direction.
𝜕𝑃 ∗
𝜕𝑛

=0

(13)

(c) Outlet:
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Velocity BC: Total inlet velocity is provided as the outlet velocity (Vout) boundary condition and
is given by
2

2

∗ + V∗
Vout = √Vro
to

(14)

Pressure BC: Neumann boundary condition is provided at the side wall by specifying a zero
gradient condition for pressure in the normal direction.
𝜕𝑃 ∗
𝜕𝑛

=0

(15)

(d) Bottom wall:
Velocity BC: No-slip boundary condition is provided for the bottom wall and is given by (16).
U* = V* = W* = 0

(16)

Pressure BC: Neumann boundary condition is provided at the bottom wall by spescifyiing a zero
gradient condition for pressure.
𝜕𝑃 ∗
𝜕𝑛

=0

(17)

(e) Top wall:
Velocity BC: No-slip boundary condition is provided for the top wall and is given by (18).
U* = V* = W* = 0

(18)

Pressure BC: Neumann boundary condition is provided at the top wall by specifyiing a zero
gradient condition for pressure.
𝜕𝑃 ∗
𝜕𝑛

=0

(19)

In addition to the boundary conditions stated above, law of the wall boundary condition is also
implemented at the walls. The velocities and pressure in the computational domain is initialized to
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zero. All the simulation test cases are run for a total non-dimensional time (t*) of 25 units unless
stated otherwise.
3.4 Grid Independence Test
In CFD work, it is a common practice to obtain solution for the same problem using different grids.
If the solution obtained from different grids such as a coarse grid, a moderately refined grid and a
fine grid show only a marginal change in the finally obtained solution then, the obtained solution
is said to be grid independent.
In the similar line, for the current work, three different grids (G1: coarse grid, G2: moderately
refined grid and G3: fine grid) are considered for grid independence test. Details of the grids such
as the smallest and the largest grid spacing, total number of grid points used for discretizing the
computational domain, etc. is reported in Table 4.
Table 4. Different Grids considered for Grid Independence test with their mesh sizes
Grid resolution
G1
G2
G3
Grid points in X-direction
61
75
85
Grid points in Y-direction
61
75
85
Grid points in Z-direction
50
70
85
Total no. of grid points
186050
393750
614125
Smallest size of grid
0.006ho
0.005ho
0.004ho
Largest size of grid
0.030ho
0.025ho
0.020ho
3.4.1 Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) as Error Estimate
When the pressure profiles or tangential velocity profiles obtained from different grids are
superimposed on one another, the profiles do not overlay perfectly over each other. Thus, there are
some deviations in the obtained solution from one grid to another. Such deviations are quantified
by an error estimate known as Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) and is given by Eq.
(20).
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𝑵
√∑𝒊 (𝑷𝒊,𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅 𝑿 − 𝑷𝒊,𝑮𝒓𝒊𝒅 𝒀 )

NRMSE =

𝟐

𝑵

(20)

| 𝑷𝒎𝒂𝒙 − 𝑷𝒎𝒊𝒏 |

In Eq. (20), the variable ‘Pi, Grid X’ represents the property of flow field (such as pressure or
tangential velocity) at ith coordinate in the profile from a grid (here named as Grid X) and ‘Pi, Grid
Y’

represents the same property of flow field (pressure or tangential velocity) at the same i th

coordinate in the profile from another grid (here named as Grid Y). Finally, the NRMSE is
normalized by the range of dataset and is given by | Pmax - Pmin |, where Pmax is the maximum value
of flow property under consideration (pressure or tangential velocity) and Pmin is the minimum
value of flow property under consideration (pressure or tangential velocity).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Tangential velocity profile for S = 0.15 at elevation (z) = 0.075ho (b) Radial ground
pressure profile for S = 0.15
Finally, the profiles of pressure at ground surface as well as the profiles of tangential velocity at
elevation of z = 0.075ho obtained from 3 grids (G1, G2 and G3) are shown in Fig. 8. The pressure
and tangential velocity profiles are both taken along the diametric axis of tornado chamber. The
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pressure profile is taken on the ground plane with the pressure values calculated relative to the
inlet of tornado chamber, whereas the tangential velocity profile is taken at an elevation of z =
0.075ho above the ground plane. The radial ground pressure profile from the grids (G2 and G3)
collapses well with the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE) of about 3.97%. Similarly,
the NRMSE for a tangential velocity profile was obtained at 2%. As the NRMSE values for both
ground pressure profile and tangential velocity profile are less than 5%, it is concluded that the
obtained solution is grid independent. For further studies and analyses, the grid (G2) is used unless
otherwise stated.
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Chapter-4: Validation of CFD Flow Field with TTU Experiment
4.1 Introduction
The tornado flow field obtained from CFD model needs to be validated with experimental data
first before validating tornado forces on building. Since it is not very practical to compare every
single aspect or feature of tornado vortex from a CFD model with experimental data, it is necessary
first to identify the most important features of tornado vortex for comparison and validation that
strongly influences the tornado forces on building.
While identifying the important tornado vortex features, attention has been provided to those select
features of tornado vortex that are expected to play the most important role during validation of
tornado pressures on building. A validated CFD model with respect to the important vortex
features provides greater confidence in computed loads during validation of tornado pressures on
building. It also ensures that the interaction of tornado vortex with building models in a numerical
simulation environment exhibits greater resemblance to real world tornadic events. The important
features of tornado vortex that are considered in CFD flow validation with experimental
measurements are as follows: (a) Swirl ratio at vortex touchdown or alternatively called touchdown
swirl ratio (ST), (b) Core radius of tornado vortex, and (c) the near-surface pressure distribution
with varying swirl ratios. Further details about the important tornado vortex features and the reason
for considering those features important in CFD flow validation are described in section 1.1 of
Verma and Selvam (2021b).
(a) Touchdown Swirl ratio (ST): While comparing the value of touchdown swirl ratio for both
the aspect ratios (a = 0.5 and 1.0 of tornado simulator), a good match was obtained between the
results from CFD model and the TTU experimental results; touchdown was observed for the swirl
ratio (S) value of 0.22, when the aspect ratio of simulator was unity and for the swirl ratio (S) of
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0.36 when the aspect ratio of the simulator was 0.5 for both the CFD model and TTU experimental
tornado simulator. Further details about the flow field with flow visualizations such as pressure
contour plots and velocity vector plots are available in Verma and Selvam (2020) for the case of
tornado simulator with aspect ratio of unity and from Verma and Selvam (2021b) for the case of
tornado simulator with aspect ratio of 0.5. The aspect ratio of experimental TTU tornado simulator
can have only two values, i.e., a = 0.5 and 1.0. As the CFD model predicted touchdown swirl ratios
of TTU tornado simulator reasonably well at both the aspect ratios, i.e., ST = 0.22 for aspect ratio
of unity and ST = 0.36 for aspect ratio of 0.5, it is concluded that the CFD model can predict the
evolution of tornado vortex in TTU tornado simulator facility reasonably well.
(b) Core radius (rc) of tornado vortex: Core radius of tornado vortex is the distance between the
center of tornado vortex and the point where the maximum tangential velocity is located. The core
radius of tornado vortex depends on the location of center of tornado vortex as well as the location
of maximum tangential velocity in flow domain. So, the maximum value of tangential velocity
including its location must be ascertained first before core radius of tornado vortex can be
estimated.
Some of the key technical terms used in comparison of core radius are introduced first in the
following text before discussing the results of comparison of core radius from the CFD model with
TTU experimental results.
4.1.1 Local Core Radius and Vertical Profile of Core Radius
In Fig. 9 below, a typical tornado vortex indicated by red dotted line is shown. In the same figure,
different XY-planes dissecting the tornado vortex at different elevations are also shown such as zo
= 0, z1 = 65 & z2 = 150 (Refer Fig. 9). Considering the XY-plane at zo = 0, different flow properties
of tornado vortex such as velocity (tangential and radial), and pressure can be measured along line
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AB (in Fig. 9). When tangential velocity is measured along the line AB in experimental tornado
chamber (or extracted in a CFD tornado chamber), and the distribution of tangential velocity is
plotted along the line AB, then a typical tangential velocity profile as shown in Fig. 10 is obtained.

Fig. 9. Local core radius at different elevations (z1 and z2) (Modified from Hu et al., 2011)
As shown in Fig. 10, the core radius (rc) of tornado vortex is the distance between location of the
maximum and the minimum tangential velocity. However, tangential velocity also varies with
elevation from the ground level. For instance, if tangential velocities are measured at different
points along line AB at elevations such as zo = 0, z1 = 65 and z2 = 150, then different tangential
velocity profiles (although with similar shape of profile but with varying magnitude of tangential
velocity) are obtained at different elevations.
So, at each elevation, the points of the maximum and the minimum tangential velocity can be
located and the distance between those two points gives the local core radius at that elevation.
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When the local core radii (rc) are plotted against the corresponding elevations at which they occur,
the plot so obtained is called the vertical profile of core radius (such as Fig. 3 from Verma and
Selvam, 2021b). From the different elevations, the elevation at which the maximum of the
maximum tangential velocity is obtained is the final core radius of the tornado vortex (rc, max) and
the corresponding elevation is called the elevation of core radius of tornado vortex (zc, max).

Fig. 10. Tangential velocity of tornado vortex along line AB (Fig. 9)
4.1.2 Fluctuation of Maximum Tangential Velocity over Time
The core radius of tornado vortex is defined with reference to the maximum tangential velocity in
the flow domain. However, the maximum tangential velocity (or tangential velocity in general)
changes with respect to time as shown in Fig. 11. As the maximum tangential velocity changes
over time as shown in Fig. 11, the value of core radius of tornado vortex also changes over time.
For complicated flows, which comprise of fluctuating velocities and pressures in time, it is a
common practice to consider a suitable length of time and then calculate time-averaged velocities
and pressures for comparison.
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Portion of time-series for
Time Averaging

Fig. 11. Variation of maximum tangential velocity at the center of CFD tornado chamber at base
plane
For the current work, time series of tangential velocity after non-dimensional time of 10 units (i.e.,
from t/tref = 10 units to t/tref = 25 units as shown in Fig. 11) is considered to calculate the timeaveraged core radius and elevation of core radius. The period before t/tref = 10 non-dimensional
time units is not considered for time-averaging of core radius as the flow in CFD tornado chamber
is not fully developed. For time-varying flows, it is a common practice to start time-averaging of
flow properties only after the initial transients have been eliminated. In Fig. 11, the tangential
velocity before non-dimensional time of 5 units has more abrupt variation as during that time, the
tornadic flow is trying to reach a fully developed state. Thus, after monitoring the tangential
velocity up to 10 non-dimensional time units, the averaging of tangential velocity, core radius and
elevation of core radius was done.
However, there is an added complexity in tornadic flow phenomena besides the variation of flow
properties over time. The center of tornado vortex itself does not remain fixed in space at the center
of tornado chamber. Rather, during the evolution of tornado vortex over time, the center of tornado
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vortex keeps shifting from the center of tornado chamber. This phenomenon is described in the
literature by the term called vortex wandering (Refan et al. 2018, Gairola, 2017). Further details
about vortex wandering observed in this work can be obtained from the section on “Phenomena of
Vortex Wandering” in Verma and Selvam (2020) and from section 3.1.5 in Verma and Selvam
(2021b).
4.1.3 Vortex Wandering and Difficulty in Core Radius Estimation
The phenomena of vortex wandering, thus, creates a problem in estimation of core radius of
tornado vortex as the center of tornado vortex and the location of the maximum tangential velocity
must be located simultaneously to calculate the core radius. As the tornado vortex continues to
evolve over time, the process of determining the center (represented by location of the minimum
tangential velocity) and the location of the maximum tangential velocity must be performed at
each time-step. Finally, a time-averaged core radius must be calculated from the time series of core
radius. The step-by-step procedure of determining the minimum and the maximum tangential
velocity over different time steps and finally the time-averaged core radius can be obtained from
section 3.1.2.1 in Verma and Selvam (2021b). Using the procedure, the vertical core profiles for a
vortex with two swirl ratios, i.e., S = 0.24 and S = 0.78 were extracted from CFD simulation as
well as digitized from Tang et al. (2018 b). Further details about the comparison of vertical core
profile between the CFD model and the TTU experiment can be obtained from section 3.1.2 in
Verma and Selvam (2021b).
4.1.4 Comparison of Vertical Core Profile from CFD Model with TTU Experiment
The profile obtained from CFD simulation for a vortex with swirl ratio, S = 0.24 showed an overall
good agreement with experimental result of S = 0.24 (both of which are representative of singlecelled vortices in the respective simulation) with an average deviation (AD) of 0.016 times the
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updraft radius (rup). However, for the double-celled vortex (corresponding to S = 0.78), larger
deviation as compared to S = 0.24 was observed. The average deviation is about 0.066 times the
updraft radius (0.066rup). The observed discrepancy for S = 0.78 may be attributed to flow
measurement challenges in a post-touched down tornado vortex. On the CFD side, the grid
becomes coarser as the distance from the center of CFD simulator increases, thus, it may also have
contributed to the observed discrepancy. Due to greater turbulence in the vortex core in a post
touchdown condition and due to vortex wandering effects, it is suspected that taking flow
measurement becomes very challenging at proper location as stated in Tang et al. (2018 a), and
thus may be the probable cause for observed deviation. Since the average deviation of vertical core
profile for both the vortices, i.e., at swirl ratio (S) = 0.24 and S = 0.78 are low and the vertical
profile of core radii from the CFD model shows an overall good agreement with TTU experimental
core profile, thus, it is concluded that the CFD model can produce similar tornado vortices as the
TTU tornado chamber.
4.2 Comparison of Near-Surface Pressure Distribution Over a Range of Varying Swirl Ratios
from CFD Model with TTU Experiment
Tornado winds comprise of a sharp drop in pressure at the core of tornado vortex. The sharp drop
in pressure causes large suction forces on the roofs, facades, and walls of the building, thus, causing
uplifting of roofs and collapse of walls of the building. As most of the residential buildings are
located within an elevation of 10 meters (Kashefizadeh et al., 2019) from the ground level, the
pressure distribution due to tornado winds close to the ground surface is of great importance from
an engineering standpoint. As tornadoes of different flow structures are obtained by varying swirl
ratio and each of the different flow structures possess different pressure distribution close to the
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ground surface, thus, the near surface pressure distribution due to tornado over a range of varying
swirl ratios was considered important for CFD flow validation.
4.2.1 Fluctuation of Pressure in Time
Pressure at the ground surface due to tornado vortex was found to be varying in time (refer Fig. 4
(b) in Verma and Selvam, 2020). When flow properties are varying with respect to time, it is a
common practice to consider a suitable length of time to calculate time-averaged velocity and
pressure to describe the flow field. The experimental pressure profiles from TTU were calculated
as an ensemble average of 10 different pressure measurements. To calculate the time-averaged
flow properties, it is necessary first to understand the nature of variation of flow properties over
time. The time-series plot of the minimum pressure (Fig. 4 (b) in Verma and Selvam, 2020) shows
an approximate sinusoid-like variation of waveform. The nature of variation of waveform is an
important clue as to what length of time should be considered for computing the time-averaged
flow properties. Thus, a procedure was adopted for time-averaging of pressure which is described
in detail in the section “Time-Dependent Flow Phenomena” from Verma and Selvam (2020).
Finally, using the same procedure, the time-averaged pressure profiles obtained from the CFD
model are compared with TTU experimental pressure profiles. A good qualitative agreement was
readily noticed between the CFD pressure profiles and TTU experimental pressure profiles at
aspect ratio of unity (refer the section on “Touchdown S and Effect of Varying S on Radial Ground
Pressure Distribution” and Fig. 10 from Verma and Selvam, 2020). Similarly, the time-averaged
pressure profiles obtained from the CFD model at aspect ratio of 0.5 are compared with TTU
experimental pressure profiles (refer section 3.1.4 from Verma and Selvam, 2021b). The pressure
profiles again show a good qualitative agreement as the peak negative pressures are observed for
the tornado vortex corresponding to S = 0.36. Finally, the pressure profile (in dimensional form
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where pressure is expressed in Pascals) from the CFD model for S = 0.44 at a = 1 is compared
with pressure profile from TTU experiment for same swirl ratio and aspect ratio (refer Fig. 4(b)
from Verma and Selvam, 2021b). The pressure profile from the CFD model matches well with
TTU experimental profile except for some differences in pressure gradient close to the center of
tornado vortex. Considering TTU pressure measurement as the reference, the deviation in negative
peak pressure predicted by the CFD model is about 4.42 %.
As the pressure profiles obtained from the CFD model show good qualitative agreement with TTU
experimental pressure profiles over a range of varying swirl ratios and the comparison of
dimensional negative peak pressure from CFD model to TTU experiment shows deviation less
than 5%, thus, it is concluded that the CFD model predicts the pressure field of TTU tornado
simulator reasonably well.
4.3 Summary and Conclusion
The features of tornado vortex, which are important from an engineering perspective and can
strongly influence the tornado forces on building are identified for comparison and validation of
CFD flow field. The important tornado vortex features are (a) touchdown swirl ratio (ST) (b) core
radius (rc) of tornado vortex and (c) near-surface pressure distribution over a range of varying swirl
ratios. When these vortex features from CFD model are compared with TTU experimental
measurements, a reasonable agreement is observed in the flow field. The conclusions drawn from
the comparison of CFD flow field with TTU experiment are summarized below:
1. The value of touchdown swirl ratio (ST) = 0.22 at aspect ratio (a) = 1, obtained from the
CFD model matches with TTU experimental results at aspect ratio of unity. Similarly, the
value of touchdown swirl ratio (ST) = 0.36 obtained from the CFD model matches with
TTU experimental results at aspect ratio of 0.5. The aspect ratio of TTU tornado chamber
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can only vary between 0.5 and 1.0. As the CFD model predicts touchdown swirl ratio very
well for both the aspect ratios (i.e., a = 0.5 and a = 1), it is concluded that the CFD model
reasonably predicts the evolution of flow field of TTU tornado chamber.
2. The average deviation in vertical core profile from the CFD model with TTU experiment
for S = 0.24 is 0.016rup whereas for S = 0.78, the average deviation is about 0.066rup. As
the average deviation for both the core profiles are low and the vertical profile of core radii
from CFD model shows an overall good agreement with TTU experimental core profile, it
is concluded that the CFD model can produce similar tornado vortices as the TTU tornado
chamber.
3. As the pressure profiles from the CFD model show good qualitative agreement with TTU
experimental pressure profiles over a range of varying swirl ratios and the comparison of
dimensional negative peak pressure from the CFD model to TTU experiment shows
deviation less than 5%, thus, it is concluded that the CFD model predicts the pressure field
of TTU tornado chamber reasonably well. As the important features of tornado vortex from
CFD model agrees well with TTU flow field, it is, thus, concluded that an experimentally
validated CFD model is obtained.
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Chapter-5: Comparison of Touchdown Swirl Ratio and Important Vortex Parameters
from Different Tornado Chambers
5.1 Introduction
The swirl ratio of a vortex and the rationale for considering it important in CFD flow validation
was discussed in Chapter-4 as well. Swirl ratio strongly influences the drop in pressure at the center
of tornado vortex. The maximum drop in pressure that has been observed during tornado
touchdown (Tang et al., 2018 a) is one of the most important factors to influence wind loading on
buildings (Nasir and Bitsuamlak, 2016). From literature review, it has been found that different
tornado chambers have different touchdown swirl ratios. This implies that tornado forces on
building from different tornado chambers would also differ from one chamber to another due to
differences in flow structure of tornado vortices. In the following text, the touchdown swirl ratio
(ST) of different tornado chambers and other important vortex parameters (such as core radius,
elevation of core radius, maximum tangential velocity, etc.) from different tornado chambers are
reviewed. Although there exist differences from one tornado chamber to another, the similarities
in flow pattern of different tornado chambers are identified. Based on the similarities in flow
pattern of tornado chambers, the reviewed tornado chambers are grouped into five major
categories. However, the value of touchdown swirl ratio is found to differ from one tornado
chamber to another even within a given category. Finally, some supplementary CFD simulations
are carried out to understand the effect of geometric variations (such as differences in total height
and size of outlet) in different tornado chambers on the important vortex parameters. Reviewing
the literature, however, it was found that there exists different definition of swirl ratio (Gillmeier,
2019). For comparison of touchdown swirl ratio of different tornado chambers, it would be logical
to compare the value of touchdown swirl ratio when they are all expressed according to a common
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definition. Hence, conversion relations are worked out between the different definitions of swirl
ratio and the details of conversion relations follow in the upcoming text.
Firstly, the most popular variants of definition of swirl ratio from the existing literature are
reviewed and then conversion relations are worked out for comparison of touchdown swirl ratio
from different tornado chambers based on a single consistent definition.
5.2 Different Definitions of Swirl Ratio
The key terms used in different definitions of swirl ratio (S) are defined below and are illustrated
in Figure 12 (a). Similarly, Figure 12 (b) shows the radial locations of flow domain (tornado
chamber) where different swirl ratios are defined on a typical tangential velocity profile plot.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. (a) Demonstration of notations used in different definitions of swirl ratio in a tornado
chamber (b) different radial location chosen for defining different swirl ratios
One of the most popular definitions of swirl ratio that is also used throughout the current work is
given by
S=

𝐕𝐭𝐨
𝟐 𝐚 𝐕𝐫𝐨

,

(22)

where ‘a’ is the aspect ratio of tornado chamber in Eq. (22) and is given by
a=

𝐡𝐨
𝐫𝐮𝐩

(23)
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The definition of swirl ratio described by Eq. (22) is used by Natarajan and Hangan (2012), Refan
and Hangan (2016), Kashefizadeh (2018), Gairola and Bitsuamlak (2019), Gillmeier (2019) and
Verma and Selvam (2020). Besides, there exists another definition of swirl ratio (S1) given by Eq.
(24), which uses circulation at the edge of convergence region (Г∞) and volumetric outflow rate
(Qout) from the tornado chamber to evaluate the value of swirl ratio.
𝑺𝟏 =

𝐫𝐮𝐩 Г∞
𝟐 𝐐′𝐨𝐮𝐭 𝐡𝐨

(24)

The definition of swirl ratio described by (24) is considered by Church et al. (1977). Besides (22)
& (24), some other common definitions of swirl ratio found in literature which uses the updraft
radius (rup), maximum circulation in the flow field (Гmax), volumetric flow rate per unit axial height
(Q’out), inlet height (ho), the maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax), radial velocity at inlet height
(Vro), core radius (rc), etc. in their definition are listed in Eq. (25) and Eq. (26).
𝑺𝟐 =

𝐫𝐮𝐩 Г𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝟐 𝐐′𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐡𝐨

(25)

The definition of swirl ratio given by Eq. (25), is used by Refan and Hangan (2018) while Haan et
al. (2008), Liu et al. (2015b) and Yuan et al. (2019) have used the definition given by Eq. (26).
𝑺𝟑 =

𝛑 𝐫𝟐𝐜 𝐕𝐭𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐐𝐨𝐮𝐭

(26)

It can be readily noticed in equations from Eq. (22) to Eq. (26) that different terms (or variables)
are used in the definition of swirl ratio. Therefore, it is hard to compare touchdown swirl ratio from
different works of literature unless the values of touchdown swirl ratio are calculated according to
a common definition. Hence, it is necessary first to derive conversion relations to convert the value
of swirl ratio from one definition to another. The procedure followed to obtain the conversion
relations is described in detail in section 5.3 below.
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5.3 Conversion Relations for Swirl Ratio from One Definition to Another
Two terms, i.e. (a) circulation and (b) mass outflow rate are used frequently in several definitions
of swirl raio above. Thus, it is necessary to understand and simplify those terms first before
conversion relations are derived.
(a) Circulation: Circulation (Г) in the flow field is defined by closed path integral of dot product
⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) and is given by Eq. (27). As circulation is
⃗ ) and a directed line segment (ds
of velocity vector (V
defined by a closed path integral, so, the magnitude of circulation depends on the chosen path.
⃗ . ⃗⃗⃗⃗
Г = − ∮ ⃗𝑽
𝒅𝒔

(27)

If the chosen path is located at the edge of convergence region and is formed by the circumference
of tornado chamber, then the computed value of circulation is called far field circulation and is
denoted by Г∞. In a similar manner, if the chosen path is located at the location of maximum
tangential velocity in the flow domain, then the computed value of circulation is called maximum
circulation and is denoted by Гmax.

Fig. 13. Graphical representation of definition of circulation (From Anderson, 2014)
When the expression of closed path integral given in Eq. (27) is simplified, the far field circulation
and the maximum circulation in a tornado chamber are respectively given by
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Г∞ = 2πrup Vto

(28)

Гmax = 2πrc Vtmax

(29)

(b) Mass flow rate: The mass flow rate (inflow and outflow) in a tornado chamber is defined by
⃗ ) and the normal to the surface vector (𝐴) and is given by
the dot product of velocity vector (𝑉
⃗ .𝐀
⃗
𝐐= 𝐕

(30)

The magnitude of the 𝐴 is the surface area. When the area |𝐴| in Eq. (30) is considered at the inlet
of tornado chamber, the obtained mass flow rate is called inflow rate and when it corresponds to
the outlet of tornado chamber, the calculated mass flow rate is called the outflow rate. The mass
inflow rate and mass outflow rate in a tornado chamber are given by Eq. (31) and Eq. (32)
respectively.
𝐐𝐢𝐧 = 𝟐 𝛑 𝐫𝐮𝐩 𝐡𝐨 𝐕𝐫𝐨

(31)

𝟐
𝐐𝐨𝐮𝐭 = 𝛑 𝐫𝐮𝐩
𝐕𝐫𝐨

(32)

Using mass conservation principle, the mass inflow rate and outflow rate can be equated in a
tornado chamber as the flow under consideration is incompressible flow. Thus, the volumetric
outflow rate (Qout) can be substituted by inflow rate (Qin), i.e.
𝐐𝐨𝐮𝐭 = 𝟐 𝛑 𝐫𝐮𝐩 𝐡𝐨 𝐕𝐫𝐨

(33)

5.3.1 Derivation of Conversion Relations for Different Definitions of Swirl Ratio
As stated earlier, the swirl ratio definition given by Eq. (22) is taken as the reference and all other
definitions are converted into a form like that given by Eq. (22).
(a) Conversion relation between S and S1: Simplifying Eq. (24) by substituting Eq. (28) and Eq.
(33) in Eq. (24), the following relation is obtained.
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𝑺𝟏 =

𝐕𝐭𝐨

(34)

𝐡

𝟐 ( 𝐫 𝐨) 𝐕𝐫𝐨
𝐨

Thus, it can be readily observed that the definition of swirl ratio defined by Eq. (22) and Eq. (24)
leads to same expression (given by Eq. (22)) even though different combination of variables are
used in the definition.
(b) Conversion relation between S and S2: Simplifying Eq. (25) by substituting Eq. (29) and Eq.
(33) in Eq. (25), the following relation is obtained.
𝑺𝟐 =

𝐕𝐭𝐦𝐚𝐱

(35)

𝐡

𝟐 ( 𝐫𝐨) 𝐕𝐫𝐨
𝐜

If we assume that the maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax) and core radius (rc) can be expressed
into tangential velocity component at inlet height (Vto) and the updraft radius (rup) using multipliers
αv & αr such that
αv = Vtmax/Vto

(36)

αr = rc/rup

(37)

and simplify Eq. (35) by substituting Eq. (36) and Eq. (37), the following expression is obtained.
𝐒𝟐 =

𝟐

𝐕𝐭𝐨
𝐡𝐨
( ) 𝐕𝐫𝐨
𝐫𝐨

𝛂𝐫 𝛂𝐯 = 𝐒 𝛂𝐫 𝛂𝐯

(38)

Thus, it can be readily observed that the value of swirl ratio calculated using Eq. (22) and Eq. (25)
for the same flow condition would differ by a factor of ‘𝛂𝐫 𝛂𝐯 ’.
(c) Conversion relation between S and S3: Simplifying Eq. (26) by substituting Eq. (33) in Eq.
(26), the following relation is obtained.
𝐒𝟑 =

𝛑 𝐕𝐭𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐫𝐮𝐩
𝐡𝐨
𝟐𝛑 ( 𝐫 ) ( 𝐫 ) 𝐕𝐫𝐨
𝐜
𝐜

(39)
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Using similar assumption as made in (b) above and substituting Eq. (36) and Eq. (37) in Eq. (38),
the following expression is obtained.
𝐒𝟑 =

𝐕𝐭𝐨
𝐡𝐨
𝟐 ( ) 𝐕𝐫𝐨
𝐫𝐨

𝛂𝟐𝐫 𝛂𝐯 = 𝐒 𝛂𝟐𝐫 𝛂𝐯

(40)

Thus, it can be readily observed that the value of swirl ratio calculated using Eq. (22) and Eq. (26)
for the same flow condition would differ by a factor of ‘𝛂𝟐𝐫 𝛂𝐯 ’.
The conversion relations worked out above implies that the value of touchdown swirl ratio
evaluated using Eq. (25) and Eq. (26) would also differ by the same factors ‘𝛂𝐫 𝛂𝐯 ’ and ‘𝜶𝟐𝒓 𝜶𝒗 ’
than that calculated from Eq. (22). So, in the following section, the value of touchdown swirl ratio
of different tornado chambers is converted into a single consistent form given by Eq. (22) for
comparison.
Tornado chambers with different geometrical configuration and flow generation mechanism exists
in the literature. However, there still exists some similarities in the flow pattern of several tornado
chambers. Accordingly, the reviewed tornado chambers were grouped into five major categories
by identifying macroscale flow similarities such as the mechanism of flow entry into a tornado
chamber, progression of flow inside the tornado chamber and exit of flow out of the tornado
chamber.
5.4 Different Classification Categories of Tornado Chambers
Although there exists different configurations of tornado chambers in literature, each of them can
be broadly classsified into five major types as shown in Fig. 14. The classification is based on flow
generation mechanism of tornado vortex and outlet condition. The tornado chambers can be
broadly categorized into (a) Side Opening System (SOS) (b) Top Full Opening System (TFOS)
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and (c) Top Partial Opening System (TPOS) (d) ISU (Iowa State University type tornado
chmaber), and (e) WindEEE dome.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 14. Major classification category of tornado simulators (a) SOS (b) TFOS (c) TPOS (d) ISU
tornado chamber (e) WindEEE dome
In Table 5 below, the values of touchdown swirl ratio, the maximum tangential velocity, core
radius, and elevation of core radius are reported from different tornado chambers, which are
classified into 5 major categories. The value of touchdown swirl ratio is calculated according to a
single consistent definition given by Eq. (22).
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Table 5. Comparison of touchdown swirl ratio and other important vortex parameters from
different tornado chambers
S.
N.

1

2

3

4

5

Tornado Chambers

References

ST

Vtmax/Vro

rc/rup

zc/rup

a)0.025/
b)0.021/
0.021
c) -

a) Tang et al. (2018 a, b) – EXP

a) 0.22/0.36

a) - / -

b) Verma et al. (2020, 2021a) –
CFD
c) Harlow et al. (1974) - CFD

b) 0.22/0.36

b) 3.7/3.5

c) 0.30

c) -

a) 0.05/
b) 0.04/
0.11
c) 0.10

a) Verma et al. (2021c) - CFD
b) Rotunno (1977) - CFD
c) Verma et al. (2021a) - CFD
d) Ward (1972) - EXP
e) Kashefizadeh et al. (2019) –CFD

a) 0.40
b) ≈ 0.40
c) 0.45
d) 0.48
e) 0.50

a) 4.9
b) c) 3.8
d) e) 5.0

a) 0.07
b) 0.22
c) 0.12
d) 0.21
e) 0.12

a) 0.034
b) c) 0.048
d) e) 0.028

a) Church et al. (1977) – EXP
b) Verma et al. (2021c)-CFD
c) Verma et al. (2021c)-CFD
d) Gillmeier (2019) - EXP
e) Liu et al. (2015b) - CFD

a) 0.34
b) 0.45
c) 0.60
d) 0.69
e) 4.42

a) 3.8
b) 6.7
c) 9.6
d) 4.7
e) 6.0

a) 0.24
b) 0.07
c) 0.06
d) 0.15
e) 0.16

a) 0.177
b) 0.048
c) 0.078
d) 0.075
e) 0.095

a) Yuan et al. (2019) - CFD
b) Haan et al. (2008) - EXP

a) 1.46
b) 2.23

a) 6.3
b) 6.0

a) 0.19
b) 0.12

a) 0.024
b) -

a) Karami et al. (2019)
& Refan et al. (2018) - EXP

a) 1.96

a) 1.9

a) 0.19

a) 0.089

The major observations and conclusions drawn from Table 5 are summarized below:
1. Different categories of tornado chambers have different range for values of touchdown
swirl ratio. This implies that different categories of tornado chambers produce different
kind of tornado vortices (or different flow structures) of tornado vortices at similar value
of swirl ratio unless the values are expressed according to a common definition.
2. The SOS category of tornado chambers have the lowest value of touchdown swirl ratio.
Following the trend of SOS category of tornado chambers, the next in the list comes the
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TFOS category of tornado chambers with ST values clustered around 0.45-0.48. The TPOS
category of tornado chambers have higher values of touchdown swirl ratio than TFOS
category.
3. In the TPOS category of tornado chamber, the value of touchdown swirl ratio for Liu and
Ishihara (2015a) is extraordinarily high. In the tornado chamber model used by Liu and
Ishihara (2015a), the circulation provided to inflow at the inlet gets diffused in a large
region of space due to expansion of air as it progresses above the updraft hole in course of
its upward motion. Due to diffusion of circulation provided at the inlet, it is suspected that
the value of touchdown swirl ratio may have become very high.
4. Lastly, the ISU tornado chamber and WindEEE dome take the bottommost places in Table
5 with significantly higher value of touchdown swirl ratios compared to the previous
categories.
5. For ISU tornado chamber, it may seem at a brief glance that touchdown swirl ratio from
CFD model to experimental chamber vary significantly. Further attempts were made to
understand the cause of deviation and it is suspected that (a) different vane angles at
touchdown (30° for Yuan et al., 2019 and 35° for Haan et al., 2008) and (b) streamlining
of vanes and ducts in Yuan et al. (2019), may have been the major causes of variation in
value of touchdown swirl ratio. Swirl ratio is directly proportional to tangent of vanes
angles, thus, if we scale the magnitude of touchdown swirl ratio from Yuan et al. (2019) by
the ratio tan35°/tan30°, the new ST value for Yuan et al. (2019) is obtained as ST = 1.8.
Thus, previously observed deviation is reduced significantly. The process of streamlining
tends to have a smoothing effect on flow transport phenomena. So, streamlining of vanes
and ducts may have been another reason to lower the value of touchdown swirl ratio in
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Yuan et al. (2019), thus some discrepancies have been noticed between the CFD model
and experimental touchdown swirl ratio of ISU tornado chamber.
6. Finally, touchdown swirl ratio for WindEEE dome is also significantly higher than other
categories. In WindEEE dome, fans are located very far from the updraft section which
tends to diffuse the circulation supplied at the inlet of tornado chamber and the size of
outlet to the size of updraft is also very low (≈ 0.064 – 0.18). It is suspected that due to
those reasons the value of touchdown swirl ratio in WindEEE dome is significantly higher
than other tornado chambers.
It can also be noticed from Table 5 that the value of touchdown swirl ratio shows variation within
a given classifcation category of tornado chamber. For instance, in TPOS category, the value of
touchdown swirl ratio varies in a wide range from 0.34 to 4.42. Thus, attention was now fixed to
geometrical details (total height and size of outlet) of tornado chamber and the effect of total height
and outlet size (outlet diameter) on important vortex parameters was investigated next.
5.5 Effect of Variation in Geometry of Tornado Chambers on Touchdown
Tornado chambers differ from one to another with regards to geometrical features and dimensions
such as the total height (H), inlet height (ho), size of updraft radius (rup), ceiling height, size
(diameter) of outlet, mass outflow rate via exhaust, etc. It is not practical to study the effect of
variation of each of those geometrical details as it would demand an enormous number of
parametric case studies by varying one geometric aspect (such as total height) while keeping other
geometrical dimensions same. Thus, two major geometrical dimension of tornado chamber, i.e. (a)
total height of tornado chamber (H) and (b) diameter of outlet (Dout) are identified and chosen for
paramteric study.
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Fig. 15. Demonstration of inlet height (ho), total height (H), updraft diameter (Dup) and outlet
diameter (Dout) of a tornado chamber considered in parametric variation study
As the effect of variation of total height and diameter of outlet can be readily observed in TFOS
and TPOS category of tornado chambers, thus, TFOS and TPOS category of tornado chambers are
chosen for the parametric case studies. The variation of total height of tornado chamber on the
important vortex parameters is studied using TFOS type chamber and later the opening at the top
of TFOS type tornado chamber will be gradually reduced (resulting in TPOS type tornado
chamber) to study the effect of variation of outlet diameter on touchdown.
5.5.1 Effect of Variation of Total Height on Important Vortex Parameters
Gairola and Bitsuamlak (2019) have proposed a simpified tornado chamber with a height of 15ho
to represent tornado flow field of the major experimental tornado chambers, i.e. VorTECH, ISU
tornado chamber and WindEEE dome. Hence, in this work, the total height of tornado chamber
with 15ho was chosen as a base case and then the total height was gradually increased to 18ho and
21ho to understand the efect on important vortex parameters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 16. CFD Tornado chambers with different total heights to study the effect of variation of total
height on touchdown (a) H = 15ho (b) H = 18ho (c) H = 21ho
The velocity vector plot along with pressure contour in the background for flows before, during
and after touchdown are shown in Fig. 17 when the total height for tornado chamber is kept at H
= 15ho. Similar plots follow in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 for the total height of tornado chamber
maintained at H = 18ho and H = 21ho respectively.
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 17. Velocity vector plot with pressure contour in the background for total height of tornado
chamber 15ho (a) S = 0.29 (before touchdown) (b) S = 0.45 (during touchdown) (c) S = 0.60 (after
touchdown)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 18. Velocity vector plot with pressure contour in the background for total height of tornado
chamber 18ho (a) S = 0.35 (before touchdown) (b) S = 0.43 (during touchdown) (c) S = 0.45 (after
touchdown)
(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 19. Velocity vector plot with pressure contour in the background for total height of tornado
chamber 21ho (a) S = 0.35 (before touchdown) (b) S = 0.41 (during touchdown) (c) S = 0.42 (after
touchdown)
The values of touchdown swirl ratio for the tornado chamber with total height 15ho, 18ho and 21ho
were obtained at 0.45, 0.43 and 0.41 respectively and are shown in Fig. 17, 18 and 19 respectively.
Further details about the effect of variation of height of tornado chamber on vortex touchdown can
be obtained from section 3.2.2 of Verma and Selvam (2021b) and section 3.1.2 of Verma and
Selvam (2021a). The values of touchdown swirl ratio and other important vortex parameters
including the percentage change in touchdown swirl ratio with increase in total height of tornado
simulator is shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Effect of variation of Total Height of tornado chamber on important Vortex Parameters
S.N. H
ST
% (ΔH)
% (ΔSTD)
Vtmax/Vro
rc/rup
zc/rup
1

15ho 0.45

-

-

3.8

0.119

0.048

2

18ho 0.43

20

4.44

3.7

0.113

0.052

3

21ho 0.41

40

8.89

3.6

0.107

0.049

From Table 6, two conclusions can be drawn, i.e. (a) the value of touchdown swirl ratio decreseas
with increase in total height of tornado simulator and (b) large changes in total height of tornado
simulator can only produce a small change in value of touchdown swirl ratio (For instance, in
either of the cases with total height as 18ho and 21ho in Table 6, the change in value of touchdown
swirl ratio is only about 20% of change in total height of the tornado chamber). Similarly, the
maximum tangential velocity as well as the core radius of tornado vortex are found to be decreasing
with increase in total height of tornado chamber. However, any specific trend is not observed for
the elevation of maximum tangential velocity as it increases first when height of tornado chamber
is increased from 15ho to 18ho and then decreases when total height is increased further from 18ho
to 21ho.
5.5.2 Effect of Variation of Outlet Diameter on Touchdown
The TFOS category of tornado chamber was considered as a base case with fully open outlet at
the top of tornado chamber, i.e. with outlet diameter as Dout = Dup. Later, the diameter of outlet
was gradually decreased to Dout = 0.75Dup and Dout = 0.50Dup (resulting in TPOS type tornado
chamber) to understand the effect of reduction in outlet size of tornado chamber on touchdown.
Further details with velocity vector plot along with pressure contour in the background for flows
before, during and after touchdown for different outlet sizes of the tornado simulator can be
obtained from section 3.2.1 of Verma and Selvam (2021b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 20. CFD Tornado chambers with different diameter of outlet to study the effect of variation
of outlet diameter on touchdown (a) Dout = Dup (b) Dout = 0.75Dup (c) Dout = 0.50 Dup
The values of touchdown swirl ratio for tornado chambers with outlet diameter of Dup, 0.75Dup
and 0.50Dup were obtained at 0.40, 0.45 and 0.60 respectively. The values of touchdown swirl ratio
and other important vortex parameters including the percentage change in touchdown swirl ratio
with decrease in outlet diameter of tornado chamber is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Effect of variation of outlet diameter of vortex chamber on important vortex parameters
S.N. Dup
Dout
Dout/Dup
ST
% (ΔDout) % (ΔST) Vtmax/Vro rc/rup zc/rup
1

2ho

2ho

1.00

0.40

-

-

4.9

0.073

0.034

2

2ho

1.5ho

0.75

0.45

25

12.5

6.7

0.067

0.048

3

2ho

1.0ho

0.50

0.60

50

50

9.6

0.063

0.078

From Table 7, two conclusions can be drawn, i.e. (a) the value of touchdown swirl ratio increases
with decrease in outlet diameter of tornado chamber and (b) the change in touchdown swirl ratio
with decrease in outlet diameter of tornado chamber is more pronounced than the former case (i.e.
change of touchdown swirl ratio with increase in height of tornado chamber). Decreasing the size
of outlet diameter increases the touchdown swirl ratio, the maximum tangential velocity, and the
elevation of occurrence of maximum tangential velocity while decreases the core radius.
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5.6 Summary and Conclusion
Different definitions of swirl ratio are reviewed and conversion relations are worked out to connect
different definitions of swirl ratio. When the value of swirl ratio is expressed according to a single
consistent definition, it is observed that different tornado chambers have different values of
touchdown swirl ratio. Identifying the macroscale similarities in flow pattern of different tornado
chambers, the reviewed tornado chambers are classified into 5 major categories. However, it is
found that there exists variation in value of touchdown swirl ratio within a category of tornado
chambers (for instance, in TPOS category from Table 5, ST varies from 0.34 to 4.42). So, attention
is provided to study the effect of variation of geometric features (total height and outlet diameter)
of tornado chamber on touchdown and other important vortex parameters. The conclusions drawn
from literature review and parametric variation study are summarized below.
1. Different tornado chambers have different values of touchdown swirl ratio when
touchdown swirl ratio is evaluated based on a single consistent definition of swirl ratio.
2. Among the different classification categories of tornado chamber, the SOS category of
tornado chambers have the lowest value of touchdown swirl ratio followed by TFOS and
TPOS categories. As compared to other tornado chambers, ISU tornado chamber and
WindEEE dome have higher value of touchdown swirl ratio. Thus, the SOS category of
tornado chamber seems to be the most efficient tornado chamber configuration for
producing a touched-down tornado vortex.
3. TFOS and TPOS categories of tornado chambers have similar flow generation mechanism.
However, some variation in the values of touchdown swirl ratio was observed in TFOS and
TPOS categories of tornado chamber. So, attention was then fixed to understand the effect
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of geometric variations (such as variation of total height and size of outlet of tornado
chamber) on touchdown and other important vortex parameters.
4. It was observed that the value of touchdown swirl ratio decreases with increase in total
height of tornado chamber and large changes in total height of tornado chamber can only
produce a small change in value of touchdown swirl ratio.
5. Similarly, the value of touchdown swirl ratio increases with decrease in outlet diameter of
tornado chamber and the change in touchdown swirl ratio with decrease in outlet diameter
of simulator is more pronounced than that with the increase in height of tornado chamber.
6. Overall, it is observed that decreasing the outlet diameter of tornado chamber has a stronger
effect on the wind field of tornado vortex than increasing the total height of chamber.
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Chapter-6: Validation of Tornado-induced Pressures on Building and Effect of Size of the
Building Model on Induced Pressures
6.1 Introduction
Numerous studies have been carried out both on the experimental as well as on the CFD side, yet
there seems to be quite a lot of variation in pressure and force coefficients induced by tornado-like
vortex on buildings from different work of literature. Consequently, it is hard for an
engineer/designer to make a reasonable estimate of wind loads due to tornado-like winds for
designing buildings in tornado-prone areas. In addition, there is no well-established procedure for
estimating tornado-induced wind loads on buildings (like that of straight-line winds) in ASCE 716 or other relevant building codes and load standards. The pressure and force coefficients differ
from one study to another on the experimental side (Refer Table 2 & Table 3 in Chapter - 2)
whereas on the computational side, tornado-induced pressures lack comparison and/or validation
with experiments. Thus, in this work, the wind field and the induced pressures on buildings
obtained from the CFD model are compared/validated with TTU experimental measurements. This
would provide greater confidence in the estimated pressure coefficients evaluated from the CFD
model. However, in this work, the interaction of wind field of a stationary tornado-like vortex with
building model is considered instead of a translating one. Even though the full-scale tornadoes are
translating in nature, the interaction of wind field of a stationary tornado-like vortex with building
placed at different locations can still provide valuable insights on the flow physics and forces
induced by tornado-like vortex on a building. This is because the interaction of a stationary
tornado-like vortex with building can still be viewed as the interaction with a translating tornadolike vortex at some particular time instant. Thus, in this section, the pressures induced by tornado-
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like vortex on the building from CFD model are compared/validated with TTU experimental
measurements.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 21. (a) Experimental tornado simulator VorTECH at Texas Tech University (b) Simplified
CFD tornado simulator Model
Z

X

Y

(a)
(b)

(c)

Fig. 22. (a) 3D sketch of building model (b) 2D sketch of building – Plan (c) 2D sketch of building
model – Elevation
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On the other hand, different sizes/scales of building models are considered in different work of
literature while evaluating the pressures on the building due to tornado-like vortex (Refer Table-3
in section 2.7). Different sizes or scale of buildings used to quantify wind loads on the building
can affect the magnitude of induced pressures and forces on building. Alrasheedi and Selvam
(2011) studied the influence of plan area of building on the forces induced by tornado-like vortex
and observed that the vertical uplift forces on the roof of building decreases with increase in plan
area of the building. Gorecki and Selvam (2012) drew similar conclusion after studying the forces
produced on a 2D cylinder using different sizes of tornado. Although it is evident from these
studies that the size of building relative to tornado-like vortex can influence the interpretation of
induced pressures and forces on the building but any guidelines for selecting the size or scale for
a building model was not provided in those studies. Thus, in this chapter (specifically in section
6.4), the criterion for selecting the size of building relative to the core of tornado-like vortex
proposed by Kikitsu and Okuda (2016) is discussed in detail and the comparison of pressures
induced by tornado-like vortex on two different sizes of the building model is also presented.
Before discussing the results on validation of wind-induced pressures on building from CFD model
with TTU experimental results, the effect of grid resolution on the wind field of tornado-like vortex
is presented. Some interesting results were observed (such as numerous suction vortices in the
region of stretching cells in the mesh, different number of suction vortices as well as different
location of suction vortices) while studying the wind field of a stationary tornado-like vortex
interacting with the building model. Thus, different grids were used to check the influence of grid
resolution and cell aspect ratio on the formation of suction vortices and other relevant flow
parameters (such as the near-surface tangential velocity and the ground pressure profile). The
results from the study are documented next in section 6.2.
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6.2 Effect of Grid Resolution on the Wind Field of Tornado-like Vortex without Building
The grid used for CFD computations can greatly influence the accuracy of solution obtained from
numerical model. When the interaction of wind field of tornado-like vortex and the building model
was studied at core radius location, multiple suction spots or vortices were observed as shown in
Fig. 23. It was also noted that the vortices were formed in the regions comprising of stretched
hexahedral cells. So, it was felt necessary to investigate whether if the formed multiple vortices
are due to a complex interaction of tornado wind field with building or if the grid consisting of
high aspect ratio cells introduce any artificial flow features or vortices in the flow field.

(b)

Zoom in region

(a)

Multiple
Vortices

Fig. 23. (a) Pressure contour plot of tornado flow field with mesh in the background when building
is located at core radius (rc/ho = 0.46) for S = 0.83 (b) Zoom in region from Fig. 23 (a) near the
core region of tornado vortex
6.2.1 Effect of High Aspect Ratio of Cells in Mesh
During the discretization of governing equations using Control Volume Method (CVM), the
governing NS equations are integrated over a control volume, which are then simplified further to
form a linear system of equations. The linear system of equations consists of terms with
coefficients containing area of faces. So, the shape or the geometry of cells has an influence on the
linear system of equations. Thus, if the cells have high aspect ratio, the linear system formed
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becomes ill-conditioned and ill-conditioned systems are hard to solve/converge and are likely to
diverge as well. Thus, high aspect ratio cells in the grid can be a potential problem leading to
convergence issues as well as multiple vortices observed in Fig. 23.
In Fig. 23 (a), the pressure contour plot of the flow field around a building is shown when the
building is placed at core radius location including the mesh in the background and in Fig. 23 (b),
a close-up view of the core region (marked in Fig. 23 (a)) is shown including the mesh and velocity
vectors in the background. It can be observed that multiple vortices are formed in the vicinity of
center of CFD tornado simulator in Fig. 23 (b) instead of a central tornado core. Also, it should be
noted that the vortices are formed in the region where the cells start stretching leading to higher
aspect ratio hexahedral cells. Cell aspect ratio is an important mesh quality metric, and it is
generally recommended to have a cell aspect ratio equal to or close to unity for stable and accurate
numerical simulations. Thus, in the following text, three different grids are used to compare the
wind field of tornado-like vortex and to assess if multiple vortices observed in Fig. 23 (b) are due
to the influence of high aspect ratio cells in the grid.
The three grids used to assess the tornado wind field consists of the following:
(a) A uniform grid with constant grid spacing in the X, Y and Z-direction with a cell size of 0.04ho
units. For simplicity and convenience in naming, the grid is designated as “Mesh-A”. The
uniform grid spacing gives second order approximation as compared to close to linear
approximation for variable grid spacing. However, the downside of this kind of grid is that it
would result in a large grid with very high number of grid points, which increases
computational cost and time by many folds.
(b) A non-uniform grid with stretching cells from the center and with the maximum cell aspect
ratio of 10, designated as “Mesh-B”. Using a grid of this type consisting of stretching cells
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from the center, the computational cost and time can be reduced but high aspect ratio cells
could lead to formation of ill-conditioned system of equations and furthermore lead to
convergence issues as well as formation of artificial vortices as explained above.
(c) A hybrid grid with uniform cells at the center (up to 0.78rc units on either side of center of
computational domain) followed by stretching cells with maximum cell aspect ratio of 5,
designated as “Mesh-C”. Combining the arguments from (a) and (b) above, a third type of grid
was made consisting of finely resolved uniform mesh in the center containing the core of
tornado vortex and with stretching cells with maximum cell aspect ratio of 5 in the regions
away from the center of tornado simulator. This grid combines the positive aspects of both the
meshes, i.e., Mesh-A and Mesh-B as it consists of finely resolved uniform mesh at the center
to capture important flow-critical phenomena and also eliminates the formation of illconditioned system of linear equations that can cause convergence issues. Furthermore, the
computational cost and time is also optimized by coarser grid away from the center of tornado
simulator.
The visualization of mesh in XY-plane for the 3 grids mentioned above is shown in Fig. 24 and
the details of 3 different grids used to study the effect of grid resolution on tornado flow field is
reported in Table 8.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 24. Visualization of 3 different meshes in XY-plane (a) Mesh - A (b) Mesh - B (c) Mesh – C
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Table 8. Details of grids to study effect of grid resolution on Tornado flow field without building
Grids
Mesh – A
Mesh – B
Mesh - C
Min. Grid Size
0.04ho
0.01ho
0.01ho
Max. Grid Size
0.04ho
0.10ho
0.05ho
Max. Cell aspect ratio
1
10
5
Cells in X-direction
101
91
157
Cells in Y-direction
101
91
157
Cells in Z-direction
151
81
134
Total Cell Count
1540351
670761
3302966
Using the three grids, the solution of flow field for swirl ratio case of S = 0.83 is obtained; the time
series plot of pressure and the maximum tangential velocity at the bottom of CFD simulator is
shown in Fig. 25. After non-dimensional time of t* = tVro/ho = 20 units, the pressure time-series
plot seems to have developed a periodic waveform (particularly for Grid-B (green color) and GridC (blue color)). Similarly, the time-series plot of tangential velocity indicates a statistically steady
state condition as the time-series is fluctuating around the value of Vt /Vro = 4.5.
Thus, it is concluded that the flow field has attained a statistically steady state condition and there
is no effect of initial transient phenomena in the solved tornado wind field after t* = 20 units. Now,
a qualitative inspection of tornado flow field is carried out by plotting the contour plots in XYplane at the bottom plane of tornado simulator.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 25. Variation in time (a) pressure (b) tangential velocity at the center of tornado chamber in
the ground plane
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(a)

(b)

Zoom in region

Fig. 26. (a) Pressure contour plots with mesh and velocity vectors in the background for S = 0.83
at z/ho = 0.01 units in XY-plane (tornado flow field only without building) (b) zoom in for Fig. 26
(a) with contour and velocity vectors in the background using Mesh – A
From Figs. 26 (b), 27 (b) and 28 (b), it can be concluded that the number of suction spots (or
vortices) as well as their location varies from one mesh to another. For instance, using Mesh-A,
tentatively 5 vortices are obtained whereas using Mesh-B, only 3 vortices are obtained. Similarly,
using Mesh-C also, 3 vortices are formed;however, the location of vortices are different in MeshB and Mesh-C even when all the flow parameters and total simulation time are kept constant for
all the 3 grids. Thus, it is concluded that different grids affects the flow field of tornado-like vortex
to some extent even when all the simulations are carried out for the same final time (t* = 30 units)
with all the input parameters same except for the grid.
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(a)

(b)

Zoom in region

Fig. 27. (a) Pressure contour plot with mesh and velocity vectors in the background for S = 0.83
at z/ho = 0.01 units in XY-plane (tornado flow field only without building) (b) zoom in for Fig. 27
(a) with contour and velocity vectors in the background using Mesh - B
(a)

(b)

Zoom in region

Fig. 28. (a) Pressure contour plot with mesh and velocity vectors in the background for S = 0.83
at z/ho = 0.01 units in XY-plane (tornado flow field only without building) (b) zoom in for Fig. 28
(a) with contour and velocity vectors in the background using Mesh - C
Now, some of the important features of tornado-like vortex such as the maximum tangential
velocity (Vtmax), core radius (rc), elevation of core radius (zc) and minimum pressure (Pmin) obtained
from three different grids are reported in Table 9. It can be observed that the value of maximm
tangential velocity from all the 3 grids tend to coincide around a value of Vtmax/Vro = 3.4 units and
similarly for the elevation of core radius at a value of zc/ho = 0.1 units roughly. On the other hand,
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some deviation in core radius is obtained from different grids as the value roughly differs by a
margin of about 0.1 units from different grids. Similarly for the minimum pressure values, which
differs by roughly 2 units in different grids. While on a minuscle level, the flow field differs from
one grid to another; it can be concluded that the important vortex features generally point towards
a similar value.
Table 9. Details of three different grids used to study grid resolution effect on tornado flow field
Grids
Total number of grid points Vtmax/Vro
rc/ho
zc/ho
Pmin/ρVro2
Mesh-A

1540351

3.494095

0.739208

0.101512

-10.8160

Mesh-B

670761

3.581230

0.495324

0.077522

-14.5748

Mesh-C

3302966

3.325525

0.593047

0.113028

-12.7066

(a)

(b)

Fig. 29. Comparison of (a) ground pressure profile (b) tangential velocity profile between 3 grids
(from XY-plane at KM = 1)
A grid independence study was also carried out by considering the 3 grids and the ground pressure
profile as well as the tangential velocity profile in XY-plane at z/ho = 0.01 units is compared
between the grids as shown in Fig. 29. From the plots in Fig. 29, it can be again concluded that the
pressure distribution and tangential velocity profile generally follows similar trend with some local
variation of respective quantities (pressure and tangential velocity) at different locations. As Mesh74

C is the most-refined grid, thus, the deviation in profile from Mesh-A and B are compared with
reference to Mesh-C in Table 10. The normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) calculated
using Eq. (20) for Mesh-A is 13.51% for pressure whereas 7.23% for tangential velocity whereas
the corresponding values are 15.48% and 41.46% for Mesh-B.

Grids

Table 10. Comparison of NRMSE between different grids
NRMSE (Pressure profile)
NRMSE (Tangential velocity profile)

Mesh-A

13.51%

7.23%

Mesh-B

15.48%

41.46%

Mesh-C

-

-

Based on the qualitative analysis of flow field from different grids as well as the quantitative
analysis of NRMSE from different grids, it is concluded that the grid does influence wind field of
tornado-like vortex on a minuscule scale (different number of suction vortices at different
locations). However, the important tornado vortex parameters from different grids generally agree
with each other. Nonetheless, numerous suction vortices observed in Fig. 23 seem to be artificially
created because of the grid with large aspect ratio cells. Thus, from different grids considered
above, it is concluded that Mesh-C would be appropriate for further CFD computations (interaction
of tornado flow field with building) as the core of tornado is contained within the uniform region
extending up to 0.78rc from the center of tornado simulator, where the important flow-critical
phenomena are happening. A finely resolved uniform mesh at the center inhibits formation of illconditioned linear system of equations as well as inhibits any possible issues with convergence or
formation of multiple vortices as observed in Fig. 23. Hence, Mesh-C is used for further analyses
and calculations unless stated otherwise.
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6.3 Validation of Induced Pressures on Building from CFD Model with TTU Simulator
The relative position of a building with respect to the center of tornado-like vortex greatly
influences the magnitude of pressures induced by a tornado-like vortex on the building. Thus, in
this section, the mean pressures induced by tornado-like vortex on a building placed at two radial
locations, i.e., r/rc = 0 and r/rc = 1.0 are computed using the CFD model and compared with
corresponding TTU experimental measurements.
As shown in Fig. 30 (a), the radial distances (r = 0 and r = rc) are measured along the X-axis and
the stationary tornado-like vortex is fixed at the center of tornado simulator (if vortex wandering
phenomena is neglected). Similarly, in Fig. 30 (b), an exploded view of the building is shown. To
estimate the wind loads due to a stationary tornado wind field interacting with the building model
placed at different radial locations with respect to the center of the tornado simulator, the values
of pressure coefficient (Cp) is computed as per Eqn. (41) below.
(P−P

)

Cp = 0.5 V2ref =
t,max

(P∗ −P∗ref )  V2ro
2
0.5 V∗2
t,max Vro

Building

(a)

Y

Z

=

(P∗ −P∗ref )
0.5V∗2
t,max

(41)

(b)

X

O

Fig. 30. (a) Schematic diagram of interaction of tornado wind field with the building when it is
placed at different radial locations (r) along the X-axis (b) Exploded view of the faces of building
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 31. Pressure contour plot around the building in XY-plane at z = 0.01ho when building is
placed at (a) center of tornado chamber (r/rc = 0) (b) core radius location (r/rc = 0.46)
During CFD computations, the pressure in the domain is already deducted from the reference
∗
pressure value (Pref
= 0). So, to obtain the values of pressure coefficient, the resulting values from
2
CFD computations are divided by 0.5Vt,max
. The reference velocity is taken as the maximum

tangential velocity in the flow domain without the presence of building, which is the same as in
TTU experiment. The value of maximum tangential velocity is obtained as Vt,max = 3.33Vro.
6.3.1 Comparison of Mean Cp on Building for Different Radial Location of Building
In Fig. 32 below, the pressure coefficient (Cp) contour plots from CFD model is compared with
TTU experiment. The comparisons are made for the swirl ratio (S) case of S = 0.83, which in both
the experimental and CFD simulator represents a double-celled tornado-like vortex beyond
touchdown. The value of pressure coefficient is calculated using Eq. (41) in which the relative
pressure (P*-Pref*) is already computed from CFD, which is then divided by ½ V*tmax2 (where V*tmax
= Vtmax/Vro = 3.33 is the maximum tangential velocity in the flow domain without the building) to
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yield the value of pressure coefficient. Using maximum tangential velocity value of V*tmax = 3.33,
the mean Cp contour plot as shown in Fig. 32 (a) is obtained.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 32. Comparison of Mean Cp contour for swirl ratio (S) = 0.83 when building is placed at the
center of tornado chamber (a) CFD (b) TTU Experiment
The values of mean pressure coefficient on the faces of the building shows reasonable agreement
between the CFD model and the TTU experimental datasets. When the building is placed at the
center of CFD tornado simulator, the mean Cp values range from -1.58 to -1.73, whereas that for
TTU experiment, the corresponding Cp values range from -1.49 to -1.65. The values obtained from
CFD agrees reasonably with the TTU experimental datasets except for some discrepancy, which
may be due to slight variation in the magnitude of maximum tangential velocity, which is used for
computing the pressure coefficient (Cp). As Cp depends on the square of maximum tangential
velocity (Vtmax), so even a slight variation in Vtmax can strongly affect the values of Cp. Applying
the same reasoning, it is suspected that the slight variation between the CFD results and TTU
datasets may have occurred.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 33. Comparison of Mean Cp contour for swirl ratio (S) = 0.83 when building is placed at the
location of core radius (rc/ho = 0.46) of tornado vortex for S = 0.83 (a) CFD (b) TTU Experiment
For the case when the building is placed at the location of core radius (Fig. 33), a good qualitative
agreement in the Cp contour values can be noticed readily again. The minimum Cp occurs on the
south-east corner of the roof (pointed by arrow pointers) with a magnitude of about -2.8 for CFD
model whereas for TTU experiment, the magnitude of minimum Cp is about -2.98 at tentatively
the same location as the CFD model. However, the range of pressure variation is different between
the CFD model and TTU experiment; the range of mean Cp varies between -1.3 to -2.8 for the
CFD model whereas for TTU experiment, the range varies between -0.19 to -2.98. The reason for
such deviation is not very well understood at this time; however, a comparatively coarser grid at
the location of core radius may have caused the deviation. In addition, the sparse distribution of
measurement points on the faces of building as shown in Fig - C1 (b) (in Appendix C) may also
have attributed to challenges in obtaining a high resolution of pressure measurements in the
experimental work.
6.3.2 Comparison of Minimum Cp on Building for Different Radial Location of Building
During tornadic events, usually, roofs are blown off due to static pressure drop caused by
tornadoes, so, it would be of engineering significance to determine the minimum values of C p
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when the building model is placed at different radial locations with respect to the center of tornado
simulator. In Fig. 34, the Cp contour plots of minimum pressure obtained from CFD model are
plotted when building is placed at two different radial locations, i.e., at r/ho = 0 in Fig. 34 (a) and
r/ho = 0.46 in Fig. 34 (b). From the contour plots, it is deduced that the roof region and wall to roof
connection are indeed the most critical parts of a building/structure which encounters enormous
magnitude of suction forces on them (-2.9 in Fig. 34 (a) and -5.0 in Fig. 34 (b)) resulting in uplifting
of roof and breach of the building envelope.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 34. Comparison of Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is
placed at (a) the center of CFD tornado simulator (b) the core radius of CFD tornado simulator
Since the pressure coefficients on the faces of building show reasonable agreement between the
CFD model and TTU experiment, it is concluded that a validated CFD model is obtained for
studying the interaction of tornado-like vortex with building model. Furthermore, the study also
shows that the roof region and parts of the building comprising of roof to wall connections are the
most vulnerable parts of the building and susceptible to damage.
6.4 Comparison of Induced Pressure on Building due to Different Sizes of Building
As discussed in section 6.1, the size of building models used for vortex-building interaction studies
in different work of literature can influence the magnitude and interpretation of pressures induced
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by tornado-like vortices. In that regard, Kikitsu and Okuda (2016) proposed some guidelines on
selecting the size of building as compared to the size of tornado-like vortex, which is discussed
next in section 6.4.1.
6.4.1 Selection of Core Radius of Tornado-like Vortex with Respect to the Size of Building
Kikitsu and Okuda (2016) used different sizes, and scale of building model in experimental
tornado-like wind simulator at Building Research Institute (BRI), Japan and concluded that
different sizes/scale of building results in different pressures and force coefficients. They also
proposed the idea of equivalent radius (req = √𝐵𝐷/√𝜋), which is the radius for a circle whose area
is equivalent to the plan area (BD, where ‘B’ and ‘D’ are planar dimensions) of the structure. The
scale ratio (Rr), which is the ratio of size of building relative to the core radius of tornado-like
vortex is computed using (42).
1

BD

Rr = r √ π
c

(42)

Based on Eq. (42), Razavi and Sarkar (2018) and Alipour et al. (2020) have selected the scale of
building model in their work. Kikitsu and Okuda (2016) proposed to use the scaling ratio Rr less
than 0.45 based on the compassion of load characteristics obtained from tornado simulator with
Rankine vortex. However, it is pointed out that Rankine vortex model represents a tornado-like
vortex primarily by the distribution of tangential velocity profile, but it is also well-understood
now that wind field of tornado-like vortex comprises of all the 3 components, i.e., radial,
tangential, and axial velocity components. The contribution of radial and axial velocity component
is missed out in the Rankine vortex model, so, it might affect the proposition to use an effective
building scaling ratio (Rr) of 0.45 or less while evaluating the loads exerted by tornado-like vortex
on the buildings, thus, limiting the scope of the proposition.
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6.4.2 Comparison of Pressure Coefficients Due to Different Sizes of Building
In this work, the effect of all the 3 velocity components on the wind field and on the induced
pressures on building is accounted for by solving the 3D Navier-Stokes (NS) Equation. Two
different sizes of building (0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho & 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho) are considered to
learn about the differences in magnitude of induced pressures on the building when the same
tornado-like vortex interacts with building of different sizes. In addition, the range of Cp (max. Cp
– min. Cp) for both the mean and the minimum pressure coefficient is computed for two cases, i.e.,
(a) when the building is located at the center of tornado simulator (r/ho = 0) and (b) when the
building is located at the core radius of tornado simulator (r/ho = 0.46).
Table 11. Comparison of range of mean and the minimum Cp on the building of different sizes
r/ho = 0
r/ho = 0.46
Building Size

Mean Cp

Min. Cp

Mean Cp

Min. Cp

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

0.10ho x 0.05ho x
0.05ho

-1.25

-0.96

-3.00

-2.03

-2.89

-1.20

-5.22

-2.65

0.10ho x 0.10ho x
0.10ho

-2.30

-2.05

-7.33

-3.57

-2.58

-1.45

-6.79

-2.56

The pressure coefficients for all the different cases are included in Table 11. For the first building
(with size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho), the scale ratio computed using Eq. (42) is 0.087 and for the
second building (with size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho), the scale ratio is 0.123, which are both less
than the critical value (0.45) suggested by Kikitsu and Okuda (2016). From Table 11, it can be
observed that the range of mean pressure coefficient is almost the same for both the sizes of
building when building is located at the center of CFD tornado simulator. However, the absolute
value of mean Cp is roughly about 2 times for the building of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho as
compared to the building of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho. A similar trend is observed for the
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minimum pressure coefficient when the building is placed at the center of CFD tornado simulator.
This observation indicates that the induced pressures on the building can differ by about 100%
when the building of different sizes or scales are used in a tornado simulator with all the relevant
flow conditions remaining constant even when the scaling ratio (Rc) is significantly lower than the
critical value of 0.45. Thus, it seems that maintaining a scale ratio (Rr) of less than 0.45 (or
significantly lower than 0.45) may not be a sufficient criterion to eliminate the effect of the size or
scale of a building model on induced pressure or load characteristics.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 35. Comparison of Mean Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at the center of CFD tornado simulator (a) of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho (b) of size 0.10ho x
0.10ho x 0.10ho
(a)

(b)

Fig. 36. Comparison of Mean Cp on the faces of building when the building is placed at core radius
(rc/ho = 0.46) for S = 0.83 in CFD tornado simulator (a) of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho (b) of size
0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 37. Comparison of Min. Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at the center of CFD tornado simulator (a) of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho (b) of size 0.10ho x
0.10ho x 0.10ho
(a)

(b)

Fig. 38. Comparison of Min. Cp on the faces of building when the building is placed at core radius
(rc/ho = 0.46) for S = 0.83 in CFD tornado simulator (a) of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho (b) of size
0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho
For the case when the building is placed at core radius, the range of mean and the minimum Cp
shows some variation; however, the absolute value of mean and the minimum Cp generally do not
differ by a large margin. The absolute value of mean and the minimum Cp varies roughly about
3% to 30% in Table 11. So, it seems like the influence of size of the building on induced pressures
is more pronounced when the building is fully engulfed inside the core of tornado-like vortex
rather than when it is located at the outer core (core radius) of tornado-like vortex. The distribution
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of mean Cp on the faces of building of both the sizes when it is located at the center and the core
radius of CFD tornado simulator are included in Figs. 35-36 whereas that of the minimum pressure
distribution on the building faces are included in Figs. 37-38.
Finally, the values of mean pressure coefficient (Cp) along the centerline of the frame of the
building is plotted along the Y-axis whereas the corresponding distances (d) is plotted along the
X-axis in Fig. 39. The centerline Cp profile for both the buildings (i.e. building of size 0.10ho x
0.05ho x 0.05ho and of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho) is included in Fig. 39 and it can be clearly
noticed that the the size of building can influence the tornado-induced loads on the building. For
building of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho, the pressure coefficient on the westward face is about 1.7 whereas the corresponding Cp value for building of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho is roughly
around -2.2. Considering these two values of Cp, the tornado-induced wind load on the west face
of the building varies roughly about 25% and similar trend can be observed for roof as well as the
eastward wall. Hence, it seems critically important to consider an appropriate benchmark for size
and scale of the building while determining tornado-induced wind pressures on building.

Fig. 39. Comparison of Mean Cp profile along the centerline frame of building of two different
sizes (i.e., 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho and 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho)
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For the first building (with size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho), the ratio (Rr) is 0.087 and for the second
building (with size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho), the scale ratio is 0.123, which are both less than the
critical value (0.45) suggested by Kikitsu and Okuda (2016). It is observed that the range of mean
pressure coefficient is almost the same for both the sizes of building when building is located at
the center of CFD tornado simulator. However, the absolute value of mean Cp is roughly about 2
times for the building of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho as compared to the building of size 0.10ho
x 0.05ho x 0.05ho. Similar trend is observed for the minimum pressure coefficient when the
building is placed at the center of CFD tornado simulator. This observation indicates that the
induced pressures on the building can differ by about 100% when the building of different sizes
or scales are used in a tornado simulator with all the relevant flow conditions remaining constant
even when the ratio (Rr) is significantly lower than the critical value of 0.45. Thus, it seems that
maintaining a ratio (Rr) of less than 0.45 (or significantly lower than 0.45) may not be a sufficient
criterion to eliminate the effect of size or scale of a building model on induced pressure or load
characteristics.
For the case when the building (of different sizes) is placed at core radius, the range of mean and
the minimum Cp shows some variation; however, the absolute value of mean and the minimum Cp
generally do not differ by a large margin. The absolute value of mean and the minimum Cp varies
roughly about 3% to 30%. So, it seems like the influence of size of the building on induced
pressures is more pronounced when the building is fully engulfed inside the core of tornado-like
vortex rather than when it is located at the outer core (core radius) of tornado-like vortex. It can be
clearly noticed that the size of building can influence the tornado-induced loads on the building.
For building of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho, the pressure coefficient on the west face is about 1.7 whereas the corresponding Cp value for building of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho is roughly
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around -2.2. Considering these two values of Cp, the tornado-induced wind load on the west face
of the building varies roughly about 25% and similar trend can be observed for roof as well as the
east wall.
6.5 Conclusion
The mean pressure coefficients on the faces of building show good agreement between the CFD
model and TTU experiment as discussed in detail in section 6.3. Thus, the CFD model is validated
using TTU experimental datasets for conducting further studies on the interaction of tornado-like
vortex with building model. Besides, it is also concluded that the size of building model can
influence the magnitude of pressure induced by a tornado-like vortex on the building model.
Hence, it seems critically important to consider an appropriate benchmark for size and scale of the
building while determining the pressure induced by tornado-like vortex on building models.
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Chapter-7: Comparison of Pressures on a Building due to Different Flow Structures of
Vortex and Different Reynolds Number
7.1 Introduction
A diverse range of flow structures (with different swirl ratios) of tornado-like vortex have been
considered in the existing literature for evaluating tornado forces on building (Refer Table 3 in
section 2.7). Different flow structures of tornado-like vortex have different wind velocity profile
and pressure distribution, which may result in different loading conditions on building. The
difference in flow structure is likely to be one of the most important factors leading to a wide
variation of tornado forces on building. However, the kind of tornado flow structure that would be
suitable to develop wind load provisions for buildings in tornado-prone areas is not very well
explained in the existing literature. Besides, the details of flow field and/or the coherent structures
in the wind field including the cause of variation in induced pressures on the building are also not
available. Furthermore, the definition of swirl ratio also varies from one work of literature to
another as pointed out by Gillmeier (2019), so, the value of swirl ratio calculated using different
definitions/expressions can lead to further disparity in flow structure of tornado-like vortices from
different work. Verma and Selvam (2021c) tried to connect different definitions/expressions of
swirl ratio and then compare the flow structure of tornado vortices in different tornado simulators
using a consistent definition/expression of swirl ratio. They observed that different flow structures
of tornado vortices may exist in different tornado simulators at similar values of swirl ratio if a
consistent definition is not used, which may further lead to disparity in induced pressures during
the interaction of tornado-like vortex with buildings.
7.2 Previous Work on Various Flow Structure & Reynolds Number of Tornado-like Vortex
The experimental study carried out by Razavi and Sarkar (2018) examined the forces induced by
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tornado-like vortex on a building due to a single-celled tornado-like vortex (S = 0.16) as well as a
two-celled tornado-like vortex (S = 0.86). They concluded that the former produced larger peak
loads on a building compared to two-celled tornado-like vortex. They also observed that the
horizontal drag and vertical lift forces occurred on the building concurrently, and thus could be a
significant contributing factor for the loads induced by tornado-like vortex on building. Similarly,
Li et al. (2020) used CFD simulation to investigate tornado-induced loads on a dome due to a
single-celled and double-celled tornado-like vortex. They concluded that a single-celled vortex
can produce peak load on a building than a double-celled vortex; however, they also speculated
that a double-celled vortex could cause dynamic loading effect on the dome due to rapidly
fluctuating forces over a short interval of time. Even though different flow structures of tornadolike vortex can lead to different magnitude of vortex induced pressures and forces on building,
there are no such guidelines in the existing literature and/or building codes that provides
recommendation for selecting a particular flow structure (or swirl ratio) of vortex for load
estimation and building design purposes. Besides, the studies mentioned above are mostly based
on comparison of vortex-induced forces on building between a single-celled and double-celled
tornado-like vortex; however, the kind of vortex (or the flow structure) that would be suitable for
developing wind load provisions for load calculation and design of buildings in tornado-prone
areas is not generally identified and/or suggested. Thus, in this work, a systematic investigation is
carried out to quantify the pressures induced on a building model due to different flow structures
of tornado-like vortex by gradually varying the flow structure (swirl ratio (S) = 0.15, 0.36 and
0.83, which are representative of vortex before, during and after touchdown respectively) and the
observations/results are discussed.
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7.3 Pressure Coefficient on the Faces of Building due to Different Flow Structure of Vortex
(a)

(b)

Fig. 40. Pressure contour plot on the faces of the building due to a tornado-like vortex with swirl
ratio (S) = 0.15 (before touchdown) when building is located at the center of CFD tornado
simulator (a) Mean Cp plot (b) Minimum Cp plot
In Fig. 40, the mean and the minimum pressure coefficient (Cp) contour plot due to the interaction
of a single-celled tornado-like vortex (S = 0.15) with building is included. From the collected
datasets, it is observed that a stationary tornado-like vortex with low swirl ratio can produce drastic
loading conditions on a building with a minimum pressure coefficient value as low as -7.5.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 41. Pressure contour plot on the faces of the building due to a tornado-like vortex with swirl
ratio (S) = 0.36 (during touchdown) when building is located at the center of CFD tornado
simulator (a) Mean Cp plot (b) Minimum Cp plot
Similarly, the mean and the minimum pressure coefficient (Cp) contour plot due to the interaction
of a touched-down tornado-like vortex (S = 0.36) with building is included in Fig. 41. From Fig.
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40 and 41, it can be observed that the minimum pressure coefficient on the faces of building goes
on decreasing with increasing swirl ratios, i.e. Cp = -7.5 for S = 0.15 and Cp = -5.0 for S = 0.36.
Similar trend is observed in case of mean pressure coefficient as well in that the minimum mean
pressure coefficient drops from Cp = -3.5 for S = 0.15 to Cp = -2.2 for S = 0.36. Also, the range of
both the mean and the minimum pressure coefficient is observed to be decreasing when the swirl
ratio of tornado-like vortex is increased from S = 0.15 to S = 0.36.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 42. Pressure contour plot on the faces of the building due to a tornado-like vortex with swirl
ratio (S) = 0.83 (post touchdown vortex) when building is located at the center of CFD tornado
simulator (a) Mean Cp plot (b) Minimum Cp plot
Similarly, the mean and the minimum pressure coefficient (Cp) contour plot due to the interaction
of a post touched-down vortex (S = 0.83) with building is included in Fig. 42. From Fig. 41 and
42, it can be again observed that the minimum pressure coefficient on the building decreases
further to Cp = -2.90 when the swirl ratio of vortex increases from S = 0.36 to S = 0.83 and similar
trend follows for the mean pressure coefficient as well. Also, the range of both the mean and the
minimum pressure coefficient decreases further for S = 0.83 as compared to S = 0.36.
This observation indicates that when the swirl ratio of a stationary tornado-like vortex increases or
when the tornado-like vortex gradually transitions from a single-celled vortex to a touched-down
or a post-touched down vortex, the effect of drop in static pressure influencing the loading
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conditions on a building is also gradually reduced. As the swirl ratio of tornado-like vortex
increases, the tangential velocity component becomes stronger thus, it seems probable that the
interaction of tornado-like vortices at high swirl ratio is more dominated by aerodynamic forces
that involves separation of detached suction vortices, which then exhibit circular motion around
the building rather than the static pressure deficit (Refer Fig. 44 and Fig. 45). Furthermore, the
range of pressure coefficient (Cp) is also found to be decreasing when the swirl ratio of tornadolike vortex goes on increasing and this holds true for both the mean and the minimum pressure
coefficients. It has been commonly observed that a tornado-like vortex before touchdown bears a
slender filamant like structure (Rotunno, 2013) with large pressure drops at the center of vortex
whereas the core of tornado-like vortex becomes larger with increasing value of swirl ratio and the
the static pressure deficit in the core of tornado-like vortex also becomes lower compared to a
single-celled tornado-like vortex (Tang et al., 2018a, 2018b; Verma and Selvam, 2020). Based on
this observation, it can be inferred that a tornado-like vortex interacting with building at higher
swirl ratios engulfs a building completely with a larger core radius; however, due to lower drop in
static pressure deficit compared to a single-celled vortex as well as lower pressure gradient at the
core of vortex, the range of pressure coefficient (Cp) goes on decreasing for larger swirl ratio cases.
7.3.1 Tornado Flow Field at Roof Level around the Building Due to Different Swirl Ratios
when Building is located at the Center of Simulator
In addition, it is observed that the low pressure suction vortex remains attached to the east face of
the building consistently over different time steps for the lower swirl ratio case (S = 0.15) as shown
in Fig. 43. The low pressure suction vortex which remains attached to the building might be the
probable cause for a very low value of the minimum pressure coefficient (Cp = -7.5) in Fig. 40 for
S = 0.15. However, in case of a touched-down tornado vortex (with S = 0.36), it has been observed
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that the low pressure suction vortex gets detached from the face of building and then exhibits a
circular motion around the building. As the suction vortices detach from the faces of building and
exhibit a circular motion, the vortex dynamics changes and thus the aerodynamic forces dominate
over the forces resulting from static pressure drop. Consequently, the pressure coeficient as well
as the range of pressure coefficient on the faces of building decreases.
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 43. Suction vortex attached on the eastward face of the building for swirl ratio (S) = 0.15 and
building located at the center of CFD tornado simulator at 4 different time steps (a) t * = 19.61 (b)
t* = 23.47 (c) t* = 25.15 and (d) t* = 29.00
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The flow field of tornado-like vortex around the building for S = 0.15 starting from nondimensional time of t* = 19.61 units to t* = 29.00 units is shown in Fig. 43, which clearly
demonstrates that the low pressure suction vortex remains attached to the east face of building in
each of the time steps. Whereas for a tornado-like vortex during touchdown (S = 0.36) and after
touchdown (S = 0.83), the low pressure suction vortex detaches from the faces of building and
exhibits a circular motion around the building as shown in Figs. 44-45. The unsteady detached
suction vortices in the periphery of building seems somewhat comparable to Von Karman vortex
street observed in straight line wind flows. In a straight line wind flow around a solid obstacle
object, the vortices detach from the solid object and are carried away in streamwise direction of
flow beyond certain critical Reynolds number. However, in tornado-like wind flow, the detached
vortices begin to exhibit circular motion around the solid object (building in this case) under the
influence of tangential and radial velocity components. The detached suction vortices in the
periphery of building are unsteady in nature and could be another contributing factor for wind load
on buildings during tornadic events as these vortices possess momentum due to their circular
motion. When these vortices transfer their momentum to stationary buildings during the impact
then, it can produce impact loading on the buildings. However, in this relatively simplistic model,
such dynamic effects have not been considered, so, the mean as well as the minimum pressure
coeffients may be much higher for the single-celled tornado-like vortex (S = 0.15) than the
touched-down (S = 0.36) or double-celled vortex (S = 0.83). Hence, considering the induced wind
loads on building due to static pressure drop, tornado-like vortex before touchdown seems to be
more devastating than a vortex during and beyond touchdown. Nevertheless, the impact loading
due to exchange of momentum between the detached suction vortices around the building and the
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stationary building could be another important factor contributing to tornado-induced loads on
building leading to disintegration of building envelope.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 44. Detached suction vortices in the periphery of building for swirl ratio (S) = 0.36 and
building located at the center of CFD tornado simulator at 4 different time steps (a) t* = 17.96 (b)
t* = 22.95 (c) t* = 25.82 and (d) t* = 28.12
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 45. Detached suction vortices in the periphery of building for swirl ratio (S) = 0.83 and
building located at the center of CFD tornado simulator at 4 different time steps (a) t* = 17.96 (b)
t* = 22.95 (c) t* = 25.82 and (d) t* = 28.12
7.3.2 Tornado Flow Field at Roof Level around the Building Due to Different Swirl ratios
when Building is located at the Core Radius of Vortex
In general, the induced negative pressures on the building is reduced for the case when the building
is placed at the location of core radius compared to the center of tornado-like vortex since the
building experiences positive pressures due to the direct impact of tangential velocity component.
Thus, the magnitude of negative pressures is most likely to decrease for the case when building is
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placed at core radius rather than at the center of tornado-like vortex. However, it is observed from
the collected datasets in this study that suction vortices formed in the periphery of building remains
attached to the building for a low swirl ratio case (S = 0.15) as shown in Fig. 49. The attached
suction vortices on the building is most likely the reason for low mean and minimum pressure
coefficeint (Cp = -3.8 for mean and Cp = -5.0 for minimum respectively) on the building in Fig. 46
below. However, in case of a touched-down (S = 0.36) and post-touched-down vortex, the low
pressure suction vortices is observed to detach from the faces of building and then exhibit circular
motion around the building. The detached suction vortices revolve around the building with
different radii; the radius for higher swirl ratio (S = 0.83) is greater that that for S = 0.36. Despite
the anticipated direct impact of tangential velocity component reducing the negative pressures on
the building, it is observed that the suction vortices that detach from the building during the circular
motion around the building could impact the building as well as get attached to the building
momentarily. The pressure drop in these suction vortices is a lot higher than that of the surrounding
core region of vortex. Thus, it seems to be the reason for higher magnitude of negative pressures
on the building even when the building is placed at core radius location. The mean and the
minimum pressure coefficient contour plots when the bulding is placed at core radius of tornadolike vortex for different swirl ratios (S = 0.15, 0.36 and 0.83) are included in Figs.46-48. Similarly,
the attached suction vortices around the building for S = 0.15 and the detached suction vortices
revolving around the bulding for S = 0.36 and S = 0.83 are included in Figs. 49-51.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 46. Pressure contour plot on the faces of the building due to a tornado-like vortex with swirl
ratio (S) = 0.15 (before touchdown) when building is located at core radius of tornado-like vortex
(a) Mean Cp plot (b) Minimum Cp plot
(a)

(b)

Fig. 47. Pressure contour plot on the faces of the building due to a tornado-like vortex with swirl
ratio (S) = 0.36 (during touchdown) when building is located at core radius of tornado-like vortex
(a) Mean Cp plot (b) Minimum Cp plot
(a)

(b)

Fig. 48. Pressure contour plot on the faces of the building due to a tornado-like vortex with swirl
ratio (S) = 0.83 (post-touchdown vortex) when building is located at core radius of tornado-like
vortex (a) Mean Cp plot (b) Minimum Cp plot
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 49. Suction vortex attached on the periphery of building when the building is placed at core
radius for swirl ratio (S) = 0.15 at 4 different time steps (a) t* = 20.17 (b) t* = 24.13 (c) t* = 26.90
and (d) t* = 29.92
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 50. Detached suction vortices around the building when the building is placed at core radius
for swirl ratio (S) = 0.36 at 4 different time steps (a) t* = 24.93 (b) t* = 25.14 (c) t* = 25.63 and (d)
t* = 25.73
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 51. Detached suction vortices around the building when the building is placed at core radius
for swirl ratio (S) = 0.83 at 4 different time steps (a) t* = 20.27 (b) t* = 20.80 (c) t* = 20.97 and (d)
t* = 21.16
Finally, a summary of the minimum and the maximum of the mean and the minimum pressure
coefficient for the case when the building is located at the center of simulator and at the location
of core radius of tornado-like vortex is documnted in Table 12 below. From the collected datasets
in Table 12, it can be observed that the minimum of mean pressure coefficient for each of the flow
structure of tornado-like vortex is recorded at the location of core radius than at the center of
tornado simulator. Thus, a building placed at the location of core radius experiences a
comparatively higher negative mean pressure and could be more vulnerable to failure. However,
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considering the magnitude of the minimum pressure coefficient, the suction experienced by the
building at the center of vortex is slighlty higher than that at the core radius of vortex for S = 0.15
and S = 0.36.
Table 12. Range of mean and min. Cp on the faces of building due to different swirl ratios of
tornado-like vortices
S.N.
Swirl
r/rc = 0
r/rc = 1
ratio

Mean Cp

Minimum Cp

Mean Cp

Minimum Cp

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

1

0.15

-3.885

-0.363

-7.709

-0.623

-5.422

-0.204

-7.214

-0.876

2

0.36

-2.247

-1.246

-5.162

-2.509

-2.426

-0.266

-4.247

-0.98

3

0.83

-1.736

-1.571

-3.000

-2.301

-2.889

-1.201

-5.223

-2.652

Hence, it is concluded that the interaction of wind field of a tornado-like vortex at low swirl ratio
(or a single-celled tornado vortex) produces the severest suction pressure and thus the most adverse
loading conditions on a structure. This observation also complies well with the results obtained by
Razavi and Sarkar (2018) and Li et al. (2020). However, from real-life experience, the doublecelled tornadoes, and the multi-vortex tornadoes such as El Reno tornado (Seimon et al., 2016) are
the most violent tornadoes, which have even killed storm chasers. This could be because the
current CFD model cannot account for the debris and wind-borne debris impact on the building
model. Thus, in the future, a more sophisticated CFD model may be necessary that can account
for the motion of debris particles and their impact on the structures to infer realistic results from
the model.
7.4 Pressure Coefficient on the Faces of Building due to Different Reynolds Number
Refan and Hangan (2016, 2018) analyzed the effect of Reynolds number (Re = 1.6 x 10 4 – 2.0 x
106) on the flow field of tornado-like vortex. They concluded that the surface pressure due to
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tornado-like vortex is quasi-independent of the Reynolds number beyond a critical Reynolds
number (of Re = 4.5 x 104). Even though some studies have been carried out on the effect of
variation of Reynolds number on the flow field of tornado-like vortex, its effect on the pressures
induced on buildings is relatively unexplored. Liu et al. (2018) compared the pressure coefficients
on a cooling tower from the CFD model with the experimental results from Cao et al. (2015). They
observed that there was significant variation in the values of pressure coefficient between the CFD
model and the experimental results and speculated that the difference in Reynolds number may
have been a probable cause. As the effect of variation of Reynolds number on the pressures induced
by tornado-like vortex on a building is not readily available in the existing literature, so, in the
following section, the Reynolds number of flow is varied systematically to study its effect on the
building pressures.
Three different Reynolds number (i.e., Re = 2.755 x 105, 1.0 x 106 and 1.0 x 107) are considered
to study the effect of variation of Reynolds number on the pressures induced by a double-celled
tornado-like vortex with Swirl ratio (S) = 0.83. In addition, two different cases are considered for
the relative position of building with respect to the tornado-like vortex (i.e., building placed at the
center and at the core radius of tornado-like vortex). The pressure contours on the building when
it is placed at the center of CFD tornado simulator for the three different Reynolds number are
included in Figs. 52-54. From Figs. 52-54, it is observed that the value of maximum negative
pressure coefficient on the building model goes on increasing with increase in the value of
Reynolds number.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 52. Mean and Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at the center of CFD tornado simulator for Re = 2.755 x 105
(a)

(b)

Fig. 53. Mean and Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at the center of CFD tornado simulator for Re = 1.0 x 106
(a)

(b)

Fig. 54. Mean and Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at the center of CFD tornado simulator for Re = 1.0 x 107
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As shown in Figs. 52-53, the maximum negative pressure coefficient increases from -1.73 to -2.10
as the Reynolds number increases from Re = 2.755 x 105 to Re = 1.0 x 106. Similarly, from Fig.
53-54, it can be observed that the maximum negative pressure coefficient increases from -2.10 to
-2.60 as the Reynolds number increases further from Re = 1.0 x 106 to Re = 1.0 x 107. Similar
trend is observed for the minimum pressure coefficients on the building. Thus, it can be said that
the pressure coefficients on the building goes on increasing with increasing value of Reynolds
number in CFD simulation.
When the building is placed at the location of core radius, the mean and the minimum pressure
coefficients are found to be increasing with the increase in value of Reynolds number. The peak
negative mean pressure coefficient, however, shows a slight decrease in the value (i.e., from Cp =
-2.80 to Cp = -2.70) for Re = 2.755 x 105 as compared to Re = 1.0 x 106. The pressure contour plots
on the building for three different Reynolds number when the building is placed at core radius
location are shown in Figs. 55-57. Finally, the range of pressure coefficients for both the mean and
the minimum pressure on the building is summarized in Table 13.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 55. Mean and Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at core radius of vortex for Re = 2.755 x 105
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 56. Mean and Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at core radius of vortex for Re = 1.0 x 106
(b)

(a)

Fig. 57. Mean and Minimum Cp on the faces of building for S = 0.83 when the building is placed
at core radius of vortex for Re = 1.0 x 107
Table 13. Comparison of Mean and the Minimum Cp for different Reynolds Number
Re = 2.755 x 105
Cp
Mean
Min.

r/rc = 0
Max Min
-1.6 -1.7
-2.0 -3.0

r/rc = 1
Max Min
-1.2
-2.9
-2.7
-5.2

Re = 1.0 x 106
r/rc = 0
Max Min
-1.8
-2.1
-3.2
-6.0

r/rc = 1
Max Min
-1.4 -2.7
-2.7 -5.9

Re = 1.0 x 107
r/rc = 0
Max Min
-2.3 -2.6
-3.6 -6.5

r/rc = 1
Max Min
-2.3 -3.3
-4.7 -8.6

7.5 Conclusion
Hence, it is concluded that the interaction of wind field of a tornado-like vortex at low swirl ratio
(or a single-celled tornado vortex) produces the severest suction pressure and thus the most adverse
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loading conditions on a building. When the swirl ratio of stationary tornado-like vortex increases
or when the tornado-like vortex gradually transitions from a single-celled vortex to a toucheddown or to a post-touched down vortex, the effect of drop in static pressure influencing the loading
conditions on a building is also gradually reduced. As the swirl ratio of tornado-like vortex
increases, the tangential velocity component becomes stronger thus, it seems probable that the
interaction of tornado-like vortices at high swirl ratio is more dominated by aerodynamic forces
that involves separation of detached suction vortices, which then exhibit circular motion around
the building rather than the static pressure deficit. A tornado-like vortex interacting with building
at higher swirl ratios engulfs a building completely within a larger core radius; however, due to a
comparatively lower drop in static pressure deficit compared to a single-celled vortex as well as
lower pressure gradient at the core of vortex, the range of pressure coefficient (Cp) goes on
decreasing for larger swirl ratio cases.
On the other hand, it is observed that the pressures induced on a bulding due to a double-celled
tornado-like vortex goes on increasing with the increasing value of Reynolds number. The trend
holds for both the mean and the minimum presure coefficients. Also, the maximum negative
pressure coefficient (Cp = -8.60) is obtained on the building for the case of Re = 1.0 x 107. As the
Reynolds number of real –world tornadoes are very high (in the range of 107 – 108), so, it seems
necessary to maintain a high Reynolds number flow while studying the interaction of tornado-like
vortex with building models to obtain more precise values of induced pressures on the building.
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Chapter-8: Conclusion
8.1 Summary
There are several challenges in experimental simulation of tornado-like vortices in experimental
simulators such as scaling of simulated vortices with the real-world tornadoes, differences in the
kinematic and dynamic characteristics of flow field of simulated vortices as compared to full-scale
tornadoes, challenges in data acquisition near to the ground-surface as well as high construction
and operational costs of the experimental facilities. Many challenges encountered in the
experimental simulation of tornado-like vortices can be eliminated using validated CFD models.
However, modeling of an efficient CFD tornado simulator to obtain data with reasonable accuracy
and within a reasonable timeframe is a challenge in itself. CFD tornado simulators that are based
on the idea of replicating the geometry of experimental simulators often require modeling of
mechanical parts such as the turning vanes and the fans. To resolve the flow domain along with
the mechanical parts of experimental tornado simulators requires an enormous number of grid
points in the CFD model. So, it is often necessary to run the simulation using high performance
computing system for several days to weeks to obtain the simulation results. Hence, in this work,
a simple CFD model of a tornado simulator (resembling the experimental tornado simulator at
Texas Tech University) is implemented and the details of the implementation are discussed.
Although some challenges faced in experimental tornado simulators can be overcome by CFD
tornado simulators, there are still some challenges with CFD models that it must be validated
against the experimentally simulated results to ensure that the model follows the trend of realworld physical simulation. Thus, in this work, the important features of tornado-like vortex (such
as the touchdown swirl ratio, core radius, the maximum tangential velocity and elevation of the
maximum tangential velocity) are validated with the experimental results from experimental TTU
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tornado simulator. In addition, the profiles of core radius and the pressure profiles close to the
ground surface are also compared with experimental results. Results from the comparison indicate
that the CFD model agrees reasonably well with experimental results for the majority of the
compared flow features. Thus, it is concluded that the CFD model can produce similar flow
features as the experimental TTU tornado simulator.
After validation of CFD flow field, the flow features of tornado-like vortex such as the touchdown
swirl ratio, the maximum tangential velocity, core radius and the elevation of maximum tangential
velocity in different experimental and CFD simulators are compared. In the process, it is observed
that different flow structures of tornado-like vortex can exist in different tornado simulators at
similar value of swirl ratio unless a consistent definition of swirl ratio is used. In addition, it is also
found that different tornado simulators have different touchdown swirl ratios, different maximum
tangential velocity, core radius of tornado-like vortex, etc. Each of these vortex features such as
the size of core radius, the maximum tangential velocity, etc. can significantly influence the
pressures induced by a tornado-like vortex during its interaction with building models. Similarly,
the effect of geometric variation in tornado simulators such as the total height and the outlet
diameter is also investigated, and it is found that these features also influence the features of
tornado-like vortex. Hence, it is concluded that the differences in geometry of tornado simulators
as well as the flow features of tornado-like vortex may lead to different interpretation of pressures
and forces induced by a tornado-like vortex.
From literature review, it is found that the peak pressures on building from experiment differs from
one study to another on the experimental side whereas on the computation side, the pressures
induced by tornado-like vortex on the building models lack validation with experimental results.
Therefore, in this work, the pressures on the building model induced by a double-celled vortex (S
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= 0.83) are computed from the CFD model. The results are then, compared with the experimental
results from TTU simulator. Results of the comparison exhibit a good agreement between the CFD
results and the TTU experiment. Also, different sizes (or scale) of building models and different
flow structure of tornado-like vortices are used in different work of literature while evaluating the
pressures and forces on building. However, the effect of differences in the size of building as well
as the flow structure and Reynolds number on the pressures induced by tornado-like vortex on the
building is no understood very well. Hence, in this work, a systematic investigation is carried out
on the effect of variation of the size of building on the pressures induced by a tornado-like vortex.
Similarly, the effect of the flow structure and the Reynolds number on the pressures induced by
tornado–like vortex is also investigated and the details are discussed. The major conclusions drawn
from different studies is summarized in section 8.2 below.
8.2 Conclusion
Firstly, the features of tornado vortex important from an engineering perspective and that can
strongly influence the tornado pressures on building are identified for validation of CFD flow field.
The important tornado vortex features considered in this work are (a) touchdown swirl ratio (ST)
(b) core radius (rc) of vortex and (c) the maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax) (d) elevation of
maximum tangential velcotiy (zc). The reason for considering these features important in CFD
flow validation is discussed in detail in section 1.1 of Verma and Selvam (2021b). In addition, the
pressure distribution close to the ground surface is also considered for validation of CFD flow
field. Results of the comparison indicate that the vortex features from CFD model compare
reasonably well with the experimental measurements from Texas Tech University tornado
simulator. The major conclusions drawn from the comparison of CFD flow field with TTU
experiment are summarized below:
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•

The value of touchdown swirl ratio (ST) = 0.22 at aspect ratio (a) = 1, obtained from CFD
model matches with TTU experimental results at aspect ratio of unity. Similarly, the value of
touchdown swirl ratio (ST) = 0.36 obtained from CFD model matches with TTU experimental
results at aspect ratio of 0.5. The aspect ratio of TTU tornado chamber can only vary between
0.5 and 1.0. As the CFD model predicted touchdown swirl ratio very well for both the aspect
ratios (i.e., a = 0.5 and a = 1), it is concluded that the CFD model reasonably predicts the
evolution of vortex in TTU tornado simulator.

•

The average deviation in vertical core profile from CFD model with TTU experiment for a
vortex with swirl ratio (S) = 0.24 is 0.016rup whereas for the vortex with swirl ratio (S) = 0.78,
the average deviation is about 0.066rup. As the average deviation for both the core profiles are
low and the vertical profile of core radii from CFD model shows an overall good agreement
with TTU experimental core profile, so, it is concluded that the CFD model can produce similar
vortices as the TTU tornado simulator.

•

As the pressure profiles from CFD model show good qualitative agreement with TTU
experimental pressure profiles over a range of varying swirl ratios and the comparison of
dimensional negative peak pressure from CFD model to TTU experiment shows deviation less
than 5%, thus, it is concluded that the CFD model predicts the pressure field of TTU tornado
chamber reasonably well. As the important features of tornado vortex from CFD model agrees
well with TTU flow field, thus, it is concluded that an experimentally validated CFD model is
obtained.

Different definitions of swirl ratio are reviewed and conversion relations are worked out to connect
different definitions of swirl ratio. When the value of touchdown swirl ratio is expressed according
to a single consistent definition, it is observed that different tornado simulators have different
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values of touchdown swirl ratio. Identifying the macroscale similarities in flow pattern of different
tornado simulators, the reviewed tornado simulators are classified into 5 major categories.
However, it is found that there exists variation in value of touchdown swirl within a category of
tornado chambers (for instance, in TPOS category from Table 5, ST varies from 0.34 to 4.42). So,
attention is provided to study the effect of variation of geometric features (total height and outlet
diameter) of tornado chamber on touchdown. The conclusions drawn from literature review and
parametric variation study are summarized below.
•

Different tornado simulators have different values of touchdown swirl ratio when touchdown
swirl ratio is evaluated based on a single consistent definition of swirl ratio.

•

Among the different classification categories of tornado simulators, the SOS category of
tornado simulator have the lowest value of touchdown swirl ratio followed by TFOS and TPOS
categories. As compared to other tornado chambers, ISU tornado chamber and WindEEE dome
have higher value of touchdown swirl ratio.

•

TFOS and TPOS categories of tornado chambers have similar flow generation mechanism.
However, some variation in the values of touchdown swirl ratio was observed in TFOS and
TPOS categories of tornado chamber. So, attention was then fixed to understand the effect of
geometric variations (such as variation of total height and size of outlet of tornado chamber)
on touchdown.

•

It was observed that the value of touchdown swirl ratio decreases with increase in total height
of tornado chamber and large changes in total height of tornado chamber can only produce a
small change in value of touchdown swirl ratio.
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•

Similarly, the value of touchdown swirl ratio increases with decrease in outlet diameter of
tornado chamber and the change in touchdown swirl ratio with decrease in outlet diamter of
simulator is more pronounced than that with the increase in height of tornado chamber.

Following the comparison of flow features of tornado-like vortex in different tornado simulators
and the effect of geometric variation of different simulators on the flow field, the pressures induced
on buildings by tornado-like vortex is studied. The mean and the minimum pressures induced on
building by tornado-like vortex are computed from the CFD model and the results are compared
with corresponding TTU experimental measurements. The major conclusions drawn from the
comparison of vortex-induced pressures on building model with TTU experimental results and the
effect of building size, the flow structure of vortex and the Reynolds number is summarized below.
•

Using a hybrid grid with uniform cells at the center followed by stretching cells beyond 0.78rc
on either side of the center of computational domain, the values of mean pressure coefficient
on the faces of building shows reasonable agreement between the CFD model and the TTU
experimental datasets. When the building is placed at the center of CFD tornado simulator, the
mean Cp values range from -1.58 to -1.73, whereas that for TTU experiment, the corresponding
Cp values range from -1.49 to -1.65. The values obtained from CFD agrees reasonably with the
TTU experimental datasets except for some discrepancy, which may be due to slight variation
in the magnitude of maximum mean tangential velocity, which is used for computing the
pressure coefficient (Cp).

•

For the case when the building is placed at the location of core radius, a good qualitative
agreement in the Cp contour values can also be noticed easily. The minimum Cp occurs on the
south-east corner of the roof with a magnitude of about -2.8 for CFD model whereas for TTU
experiment, the magnitude of minimum Cp is about -2.98 at tentatively the same location as
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the CFD model. However, the range of pressure variation is different between the CFD model
and TTU experiment; the range of mean Cp varies between -1.3 to -2.8 for the CFD model
whereas for TTU experiment, the range varies between -0.19 to -2.98. It is suspected that the
deviation could be due to lower grid resolution at the location of core radius, which is not as
fine as at the center of tornado simulator in the CFD model. Thus, lower grid resolution could
be the cause for the discrepancy.
•

For the first building (with size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho), the ratio (Rr) is 0.087 and for the
second building (with size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho), the scale ratio is 0.123, which are both
less than the critical value suggested by Kikitsu and Okuda (2016). It is observed that the range
of mean pressure coefficient is almost the same for both the sizes of building when building is
located at the center of CFD tornado simulator; however, the absolute value of mean Cp is
roughly about 2 times for the building of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho as compared to the
building of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho. Similar trend is observed for the minimum pressure
coefficient when the building is placed at the center of CFD tornado simulator. This
observation indicates that the induced pressures on the building can differ by about 100% when
the building of different sizes or scales are used in a tornado simulator with all the relevant
flow conditions remaining constant even when the ratio (Rr) is significantly lower than the
critical value of 0.45. Thus, it seems that maintaining a ratio (Rr) of less than 0.45 (or
significantly lower than 0.45) may not be a sufficient criterion to eliminate the effect of size or
scale of a building model on induced pressures.

•

For the case when the building (of different sizes) is placed at core radius, the range of mean
and the minimum Cp shows some variation; however, the absolute value of mean and the
minimum Cp generally do not differ by a large margin. The absolute value of mean and the
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minimum Cp varies roughly about 3% to 30%. So, it seems like the influence of size of the
building on induced pressures is more pronounced when the building is fully engulfed inside
the core of tornado-like vortex rather than when it is located at the outer core (core radius) of
tornado-like vortex. It can be clearly noticed that the size of building can influence the tornadoinduced loads on the building. For building of size 0.10ho x 0.05ho x 0.05ho, the pressure
coefficient on the westward face is about -1.7 whereas the corresponding Cp value for building
of size 0.10ho x 0.10ho x 0.10ho is roughly around -2.2. Considering these two values of Cp,
the tornado-induced wind load on the westward face of the building varies roughly about 25%
and similar trend can be observed for roof as well as the eastward wall. Hence, it seems
critically important to consider an appropriate benchmark for size and scale of the building
while determining tornado-induced wind loads on buildings.
•

When the swirl ratio of stationary tornado-like vortex increases or when the tornado-like vortex
gradually transitions from a single-celled vortex to a touched-down or a post-touched down
vortex, the effect of drop in static pressure influencing the loading conditions on a building is
also gradually reduced. As the swirl ratio of tornado-like vortex increases, the tangential
velocity component becomes more stronger thus, it seems probable that the interaction of
tornado-like vortices at high swirl ratio is more dominated by aerodynamic forces that involves
separation of detached suction vortices, which then exhibit a circular motion around the
building rather than the static pressure deficit. A tornado-like vortex interacting with building
at higher swirl ratios engulfs a building completely within a larger core radius; however, due
to a comparatively lower drop in static pressure deficit compared to a single-celled vortex as
well as lower pressure gradient at the core of vortex, the range of pressure coefficient (Cp) goes
on decreasing for larger swirl ratio cases.
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8.3 Primary Contributions to the Scientific Community
The content of this thesis advances the existing body of knowledge by elucidating the details of
the interaction of wind field of a tornado-like vortex with buildings of different sizes and different
flow structures of tornado-like vortices. The salient research contributions of the current work are
as follows:
•

Development of a simple CFD model (resembling TTU tornado simulator) without turning
vanes, fans, etc. that can run on a regular computer and can deliver a reliable solution within a
reasonable time-frame. Because of the simplified CFD tornado simulator model, the
computational cost of CFD simulation reduces significantly and a more refined study could be
done with higher grid resolution at the core and at the base of the simulator.

•

Identification of important tornado vortex features (touchdown swirl ratio (ST), core radius (rc),
maximum tangential velocity (Vtmax), elevation of maximum tangential velocity (zc) and
pressure distribution with varying swirl ratios) for validation of CFD flow field which strongly
influences the tornado-induced pressures on building.

•

Categorization of different tornado simulators from the existing literature into 5 major types
based on the recognition of similarity of flow pattern, which makes the comparison of flow
field in different tornado simulators relatively systematic and easy.

•

Validation of tornado-induced pressures on building from CFD model with experimental
measurements. At present, the computed tornado pressures on building from CFD models lack
validation with experimental measurements.

8.4 Limitations of Current Study
The conclusions reached in the current study are based on the datasets obtained by the 3D CFD
tornado simulator model used in the current work. The details of the CFD model are provided in
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Appendix A. The results and the conclusions drawn in this work pertains directly to the scope of
the CFD model and the parameter ranges considered in this work.
In this work, the interaction of a stationary tornado-like vortex with building models is investigated
instead of a translating vortex. Since, the real-life tornadoes are always translating in nature, so,
the stationary tornado-like vortex considered in this work could be a possible limiting factor in
extending the scope of the results in this work to real-life and practical applications. The pressures
induced on the building by tornado-like vortex is the maximum for a single-celled vortex; however,
it has been observed in real-life situations that a double-celled and multi-vortex tornadoes have
caused huge economic losses and higher number of casualties. In real-life situation, debris impact
due to wind-borne missiles is an important contributing factor for the wind loads. However, in this
relatively simple CFD model, there is no way to account for the debris impact due to wind-borne
missiles. Therefore, the analysis of datasets in this work may have led to the conclusion that a
single-celled tornado-like vortex produces the most drastic loading conditions on a building as
compared to the touched-down and double-celled tornado-like vortex.
Another limitation of the current work is that the building model considered in this work is
impermeable. Therefore, the flow cannot enter the building at all; however, in a real-life situation,
the wind flows can enter the building via openings such as the doors and the windows and can
alter the internal pressures inside the building. This could be another limiting factor confining the
scope of the results in this work to practical applications. In addition, the building used in the
current work is modeled as a rigid structure; however, the real-world structures possess at least
some degree of elasticity. This could be another factor to limit the scope of the work described in
this thesis.
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8.5 Suggested Future Work
In section 8.4, the limitations of the current work were discussed. Based on the same discussion,
several topics have been identified for future research. The topics identified for future research are
discussed below in a sequential order.
•

First of all, the interaction of a stationary tornado-like vortex with building is considered in
this work. In the future, the interaction of a translating tornado-like vortex with building model
can be investigated to learn if translation of vortex has any effect on the interpretation of
pressures and forces on the building.

•

In this work, a preliminary study is carried out on the influence of Reynolds number’s effect
on the pressures induced by a tornado-like vortex but only a double-celled vortex is considered
here. In the future, more exhaustive studies can be carried out using different combinations of
Reynolds number and flow structure of tornado-like vortex.

•

The building considered in this work is modeled as a rigid structure, which does not deform
under the influence of applied wind loads (pressure and shear stress due to the vortex flow). In
reality, however, a structure experiences an incremental effect on deformation due to the
application of wind loads due to the vortex flow. To capture such effects, a two-way coupled
CFD-FEM simulation in which the the deformed state of the structure is shared between the
CFD and FEM solver can be implemented in the future computer models. This would help in
better understanding of the deformation of building models exposed to tornado-like winds and
the failure mechanism.

•

As pointed out earlier, in this model, there is no way to account for the debris impact on the
building due to wind-borne missiles. In the future models, CFD-DEM coupling could be
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applied or the debris could be modeled as Lagrangian particles to account for the effect of
wind-borne debris on buildings.
•

In this work, it is concluded that a single-celled flow structure of tornado-like vortex produces
the most drastic loading conditions on a building; however, it may not be practical to develop
wind load provisions based on a single flow structure of vortex. For future studies, the
historical database pertaining to occurrence of tornadoes of different intensities (EF scale) in
different states/regions of mainland United States could be considered for statistical analysis
(such as the frequency of occurrence of tornadoes of different intensities, the return period and
the probabilty of exceedence of a tornado of a given intensity). From the analysis, a
probabilistic framework of design for buildings subjected to tornadoes of varying intensities
could be developed in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix A: User Manual for CFD Program - “ward79.out”
A.1 Introduction and Overview
The study carried out in this work is undertaken by the 3D incompressible Navier-Stokes Equation
solver (based on Finite Volume Method - FVM) developed by Dr. R. Panneer Selvam. Using the
Linux executable “ward79.out”, the author designed the mesh for computational domain and
performed calculations on flow parameters to be used as input for CFD simulation. The Linux
executable “ward76.out” (obtained by compiling ForTRAN code) computes the tornado wind
field around a building which can be placed at different locations within the computational domain.
This code has a feature that different K-planes (K-index) can be selected by the user to visualize
the tornado wind field around the building at different elevations from the base (or ground level).
A.2 Preparation of Input Data File
The required input data files for code execution are “ward74-i.txt”. Another text file named
“char.txt” should also be contained in the same working folder. During the execution of program,
the name of the files (such as mv1.plt, mv2.plt,…,etc.) will be picked from the text file “char.txt”
for writing the contour plots at different time-steps at the elevation level (or K-index) specified by
the user. The series of saved contour plot files are later used to make an animation for the evolution
of tornado-like vortex over time in the computational domain.
Users can modify the numerical value for several keywords in the input data file; the variation of
numerical values of those keywords leads to different geometrical configuration of the CFD
tornado simulator and the tornado-like vortex simulated in it.
Following are the keywords used in the input data file, the variation of which leads to creation of
different physical conditions and boundary conditions for the CFD model. Users should adjust the
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numerical values based on flow calculations, desired level of mesh resolution, required flow
structure (or swirl ratio) of tornado-like vortex and/or the intended geometric configuration of
tornado simulator. If the simulation of tornado-like vortex is carried out in the presence of building
then, the start and the end index for the building in XY-plane and the number of points up to the
height of the building in the Z-direction should be specified. This program (ward79.out) can also
be used for vortex simulation without the presence of the building by specifying the same value
for start and end index for the building and specifying ‘0’ as the number of points for elevation of
the building. In the input data file, users should specify the numerical values for keywords in 3
lines similar to what is demonstrated below.
LINES FROM INPUT DATA FILE:
1. READ (4, *)

HVMIN, HVMAX, FAC, XMAX, ZMAX, DTT, REN, S, TTIME

HVMIN

Min spacing in between the grid lines in the vertical direction = 0.01

HVMAX

Max allowed spacing in between the grid lines in the vertical direction = 0.05

FAC

Stretching Factor for grid spacing from minimum grid spacing = 1.1

XMAX

Maximum distance for the grid in X-direction = 2.0

ZMAX

Maximum distance for the grid in Z-direction = 6.0

DTT

Time step size = 0.001

REN

Reynolds Number = 2.755e5

S

Swirl Ratio

TTIME

Total Simulation time = 30.1

2. READ (4, *) HXMIN, HXMAX, ZHOLE, IMOVIE, IFLAG, C11, Z0, ZH
HXMIN

Min grid spacing in the horizontal direction = 0.01

HXMAX

Max allowed grid spacing in the horizontal direction = 0.05
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ZHOLE

Height from the base of CFD simulator for locating the effective top hole

IMOVIE

Interval for time step index for writing two successive movie files

IFLAG

Index number of the time-step from which the movie files are written

C11

Roughness parameter (=0.0924) at reference height of 1.0 non-dimensional
units (at the radius of the updraft hole) defined by U*/K, where U* =Shear
velocity and K = Von-Karman Constant = 0.4

Z0

Roughness height = 0.00004

ZH

Height of the inlet =1.0 (1 m height which is equivalent to 1.0 unit in nondimensional form)

3. READ (4, *)

IMK1, IMK2, JMK1, JMK2, KH, IBUILX, IBUILZ, TAVE, KMOVIE

IMK1

Index for starting point of building in X-direction

IMK2

Index for end point of building in X-direction

JMK1

Index for starting point of building in Y-direction

JMK2

Index for end point of building in Y-direction

KH

Number of points from base (or ground level) up to building height

IBUILX

No. of points on either side of center of CFD simulator for which uniform
minimum spacing value is considered in X-direction

IBUILZ

No. of points in Z-dir. for which uniform min spacing value is considered

TAVE

Time from which the time-averaging and calculation of pressure statistics
on building faces starts

KMOVIE

K-index from base (or ground) where the movie files are written for making
animation/movie file
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Fig. A-1. Sample data for Input Data File
A.3 Output Files Obtained from the Program
Several output files are created in the directory where the Linux executable resides once the
execution of program (ward79.out) starts. These output (Tecplot) files contain the necessary data
and information for post-processing of CFD simulation results. The output files are: (1) ward74o.plt (2) ward74-p.plt (3) ward74-gr.plt (4) ward74-m.txt (5) mv1.plt and so on up to the end of
simulation time.
CAUTION: The output files listed above are the files generated by Linux executable
(ward79.out). If the user wants to run the same executable after making some modifications to
the input data file, then the output files obtained earlier should be renamed before executing the
program. If not renamed, the output data files are overwritten when the program in executed the
second time and valuable data may be lost.
To tackle this problem, the program can be executed from different directories such as if we want
to obtain data for three different swirl ratios then, we can create three different directories for three
different swirl ratio case studies, modify the input file as required in each of the directories and
then run the executable through their own respective directories.
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Appendix B: A Simple CFD Tornado Simulator Implementation in OpenFOAM
Abstract
Tornadoes have caused the loss of billions worth of properties and hundreds of casualties in the
United States. In addition to the US, Canada, China, and Europe too have encountered numerous
tornadoes over the past couple of decades and the trend is expected to continue in the coming days
as well when the conditions required for tornado-spawning thunderstorms are met. Even though
the occurrence and/or the frequency of natural hazards (such as tornadoes) are beyond our control,
nevertheless, the engineering community collectively can certainly contribute to better
understanding of the wind field (velocity and pressure distribution) of tornado vortices as well as
the nature and magnitude of forces that these severe storms produce on buildings and built-up
infrastructure. Such understanding can help to design the buildings and the built-up infrastructure
adequately, thus, diminishing (or possibly eliminating) the loss of lives and properties in the future.
Hence, in this work, the implementation of a simple numerical tornado simulator using
OpenFOAM (OF) is discussed. The details of the employed model including the implementation
of boundary conditions are discussed in detail. The distribution of tangential velocity and pressure
distribution in a tornado vortex is extracted and compared/validated with the experimental
measurements. It is demonstrated that OpenFOAM can be employed as a reliable CFD solver for
simulating tornado vortices and computing the pressures and forces exerted by tornado vortices on
the buildings and the built-up infrastructure.
1. Introduction
Tornadoes have caused the loss of billions worth of properties [1] as well as hundreds of casualties
[2]. So, the exploration of tornado wind field and the pressures (or forces) induced by tornadoes
on buildings and the built-up infrastructure has received more attention in the research community
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in the past couple of decades. The first step in building safer infrastructure against the tornadic
hazards is to develop a sound understanding of the wind field of the tornado vortex itself and many
field campaigns have been carried out with the same motivation in the past [3], [4], [5], [6]. Field
studies involve chasing and tracking a live tornado in real-time using radar instruments mounted
on a vehicle to capture its wind field (velocity and pressure distribution). However, such pursuits
can be extremely risky and life threatening at times. Besides, the resolution of measurements
(which may be in few kilometers to a few hundred meters resolution) provided by field
measurements in inadequate for engineering purposes (which may require a resolution in
measurement of a few meters to a few centimeters). Due to these challenges, gradually, the
research community started studying about the wind field of tornado vortices in experimental
tornado simulators [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. Although some of the challenges encountered in the
field studies of tornadoes were circumvented by experimental tornado simulation, there were other
challenges with this approach. Firstly, a scaled-down model of building is used in experimental
tornado simulators to measure the pressures and forces exerted by tornadic wind flows; however,
due to small size of the model, it becomes difficult to acquire the velocity and pressure
measurements with required resolution. Secondly, the cost of construction, operation and
maintenance of experimental tornado simulators is very high. Due to these drawbacks with
experimental simulation of tornado-like vortices, numerical simulation of tornado-like vortices
using Computational Fluid Dynamics has been gaining momentum in the research community to
explore the wind field of tornado-like vortices and the pressures exerted by tornadic winds on the
buildings and the built-up infrastructure. Numerical simulation of tornado vortices can be traced
back to as early as 1970s and 1980s. Early CFD simulation of tornado vortices mostly entailed
modeling the wind field of tornado vortex by a simple axisymmetric wind field comprising of
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rotating winds [12], [13]. However, it was realized later that the wind field of a tornado vortex
bears a three-dimensional character where all the 3 velocity components play an important role in
defining its velocity profile and pressure distribution. Thus, in the recent times, CFD studies on
numerical simulation of tornadoes have been carried out using a replica CAD geometry of the
popular experimental tornado simulators [9], [10], [11]. However, in those replica CFD tornado
simulators [14], [15], some simplifications have been applied such as modeling the outlet as
outflow (zero gradient) boundary condition instead of modeling the physical fans and applying
pressure jump [15] to mimic the effect of fans. Despite these sophisticated numerical models, an
engineer/designer can barely estimate the value of wind loads reliably for design of buildings from
the existing literature. In addition, the access to numerical tornado simulator model is severely
restricted to select research groups in select universities pursuing research on numerical simulation
of tornadoes and its fluid-structure interaction. Thus, in this work, a simple tornado simulator is
modeled and the details of the implementation of the simulator model using OpenFOAM is
discussed. In addition, the flow visualizations obtained from the CFD model are qualitatively
compared and the pressure profile is quantitatively validated with experimental tornado simulator
(called VorTECH) measurements. Further details about the experimental tornado simulator and
the wind field obtained in the simulator facility can be obtained from [11], [16].
2. Simplified Geometrical Idealization for CFD Tornado Simulator
In Fig. B-1 (a), a 3D view of experimental tornado simulator at Texas Tech University (also called
VorTECH) is shown with a prismatic building model placed at the center of simulator whereas in
Fig. B-1 (b), the equivalent CFD model considered for this work is shown. In Fig. B-1 (a), the fans
and the turning vanes of the experimental tornado simulator are not drawn. Further details on the
geometry of VorTECH simulator can be obtained from [11] and [16]. The experimental tornado
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simulator is octagonal in shape with 8 fans of 1.2192 m (4 ft.) diameter each. The inlet height of
experimental tornado simulator is ho = 1m and the updraft radius is rup = 2 m. The aspect ratio of
the experimental tornado simulator is thus maintained at aspect ratio (a) = ho/rup = 0.5. The total
height of the experimental tornado simulator is H = 5.96 m.
To create a replica CFD model of tornado simulator, some simplifications are applied to the
numerical model implemented in this work. Firstly, the octagonal shape of experimental tornado
simulator (with an inscribed circle diameter of 4m) is approximated with a circular section of a
cylinder with the same diameter of 4 m. The inlet height (ho) is kept at 1m (same as the
experimental tornado simulator) and the total height (H) is approximated as 6m. Similarly, the
updraft radius (rup = 2m) for the CFD tornado simulator is kept the same as the experimental
tornado simulator. However, the outlet region provided by 8 fans of 1.2192 m diameter each in the
experimental tornado simulator is replaced in the CFD tornado simulator by an effective outlet
height of 0.743 m. The effective height for the CFD tornado simulator is simply obtained by
equating the combined area of the 8 fans of the experimental tornado simulator with the curved
surface area of the cylindrical domain at the outlet region as shown in Fig. B-1 (b).
(a)

(b)

Fig. B-1. (a) Experimental tornado simulator VorTECH at Texas Tech University (b) Simplified
CFD tornado simulator
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3. Mathematical Formulation
3.1 Governing Equations
The governing equations for incompressible fluid flow of Newtonian fluid are given by
▽. 𝒖 = 𝟎

(1)

𝝏𝒖
+ ▽. (𝒖𝒖) = − ▽ 𝒑 + 𝝂 ▽𝟐 𝒖 + 𝑭
𝝏𝒕

(2)

In Eq. (2), the convection part comprises of multiplication of velocity vector (u) by itself finally
resulting in a tensor. Such multiplication is also known as dyadic multiplication. Also, the pressure
(p) in equation (2) is the kinematic pressure given by (P/), where ‘P’ is the dynamic pressure and
‘’ is the density of the fluid and ‘F’ is the external force (or source term) in the momentum
equation. In Large Eddy Simulation (LES), the governing equations are spatially averaged using a
low-pass filter resulting in the following form:
̃=𝟎
▽. 𝒖

(3)

̃
𝝏𝒖
̃
̃) = −▽𝒑
̃ + 𝝂 ▽𝟐 𝒖
̃+𝑭
+ ▽. (𝒖𝒖
𝝏𝒕

(4)

In Eq. (3) and (4), the symbol tilde ‘~’ used over the variables represent the spatially averaged
terms. Different filtering functions can be applied for the low pass filter; however, the most
common filter is the top-hat filter, which physically signifies the volume average of a physical
quantity in a cell of finite volume mesh. For homogeneous filters (i.e., the filters for which filtering,
and differentiation does not depend on the spatial coordinates), the following is obtained:
̃ ) =▽. (𝒖
̃ ̃𝒖) + ▽. 𝝉𝒔𝒈𝒔
▽. (𝒖𝒖

(5)
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𝑠𝑔𝑠

In Eq. (5), ‘𝜏 𝑠𝑔𝑠 ’ or ‘𝜏𝑖𝑗 ’ in tensor notation is called the residual stress tensor or the subgrid-scale
(SGS) stress tensor. Using the principles of tensor mathematics, a stress tensor can be split into
two parts: i.e. (a) a hydrostatic (isotropic) part and (b) a deviatoric part.
𝒔𝒈𝒔
𝟏
𝝉𝒅𝒆𝒗
𝒊𝒋 = 𝝉𝒊𝒋 − ⁄𝟑 𝜹𝒊𝒋 𝝉𝒌𝒌

(6)

In Eq. (6), the term ′ 𝟏⁄𝟑 𝜹𝒊𝒋 𝝉𝒌𝒌 ′ is the hydrostatic part of stress tensor and the negative sign
implies a compressive stress due to the action of pressure force. Thus, Eq. (4) finally takes the
following form:
̃
𝝏𝒖
𝒔𝒈𝒔
̃
̃𝒖
̃) = − ▽ 𝒑
̃ + 𝝂 ▽𝟐 𝒖
̃ − ▽. 𝝉𝒊𝒋 + 𝑭
+ ▽. (𝒖
𝝏𝒕

(7)

Considering that there are no external forces on the fluid, the term ′𝐹̃ ′ can be dropped from Eq. (7)
resulting in
̃
𝝏𝒖
𝒔𝒈𝒔
̃𝒖
̃) = − ▽ 𝒑
̃ + 𝝂 ▽𝟐 𝒖
̃ − ▽. 𝝉𝒊𝒋
+ ▽. (𝒖
𝝏𝒕

(8)

The hydrostatic part of SGS tensor can be incorporated into the pressure term and the effect of
deviatoric part of stress tensor is modeled analogously to the viscous stress tensor. Thus, the
following form is obtained.
𝒔𝒈𝒔
𝟏
𝝉𝒊𝒋 = −𝝉𝒅𝒆𝒗
𝒊𝒋 + ⁄𝟑 𝜹𝒊𝒋 𝝉𝒌𝒌

𝝉𝒅𝒆𝒗
= 𝟐𝝂𝒔𝒈𝒔 𝑺̃𝒊𝒋
𝒊𝒋

(9)
(10)

In Eq. (10), the filtered rate of strain tensor is given by
𝑺̃𝒊𝒋 =

̃𝒋
̃ 𝒊 𝝏𝒖
𝟏 𝝏𝒖
(
+
)
̃𝒋 𝝏𝒙
̃𝒊
𝟐 𝝏𝒙

(11)

For the current work, Smagorinsky sub-grid stress model is used and the turbulent kinematic
viscosity ‘𝝂𝒔𝒈𝒔 ’ used in the Smagorinsky model is given by
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𝝂𝒔𝒈𝒔 = 𝑪𝒌 △ 𝒌𝟎.𝟓

(12)

In Eq. (12), ‘k’ represents the turbulent kinetic energy, which is obtained by solving the following
quadratic equation:
𝒂𝒌𝟐 + 𝒃𝒌 + 𝒄 = 𝟎

(13)

The coefficients of the quadratic equation are given by
𝐚 =

𝐂𝐞
△

𝟐

𝒃 = 𝟑 ∗ 𝒕𝒓(𝑫)

(14)

𝒄 = 𝟐 𝑪𝒌 △ (𝐝𝐞𝐯(𝐃): 𝐃)
𝑫 = 𝟏/𝟐 (▽ 𝒖 + ▽ (𝒖𝑻 ))}
, where tr(D) represents the trace of tensor ‘D’ and dev (D) represents the deviatoric of tensor ‘D’
and finally, the default model coefficients used in OpenFOAM for ‘Ce’ and ‘Ck’ are 1.048 and
0.094 respectively.
3.2 Non-dimensional Form of Navier-Stokes Equation
In this work, non-dimensional form of Navier-Stokes (NS) is used. The reference values
considered to non-dimensionalize the NS equation are (a) inlet height (ho) for length scale and (b)
radial velocity at inlet height (Vro) for velocity. If x, y, and z denote the coordinates along x-axis,
y-axis, and z-axis of the discretized computational domain in dimensional form then, the
corresponding non-dimensional coordinates are given by x*, y* and z* respectively. Similarly, if
U, V, and W denote the velocity components along x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis in the discretized
computational domain in dimensional form then, the corresponding non-dimensional velocities are
given by U*, V* and W* respectively. In the similar manner, the solved non-dimensional pressure
field in the computational domain is represented by P* for the actual physical pressure field (P).
The relationship between the dimensional and the corresponding non-dimensional variables is as
follows:
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U* =

U
Vro

V* =

V
Vro

W* =

W
Vro

x* =

x
ho

y* =

y
ho

z* =

z
ho

t* =

Vro t
ho

P* =

P
ρV2ro

Re* =

∗ h∗
Vro
o



Further details about the conversion of dimensional form of NS equations to non-dimensional from
can be obtained from [17].
3.2 Boundary Conditions
A logarithmic velocity profile is used to model the inlet velocities in X and Y direction for the
tornado simulator. The vertical velocity component is considered zero throughout the inlet height.
The maximum non-dimensional radial velocity is taken as Vr (z = ho) = Vro = 1, and the
corresponding tangential component is designated as Vto. The distribution of radial velocity from
the base of tornado simulator up to the inlet height is expressed as a function of elevation and is
given as
z+zo

Vr (z) = C1 ln (

zo

z

) = C1 ln (1 + z )
o

(15)

The swirl ratio (S) for flow is calculated by
S=

Vto
h
2 (r o ) Vro
up

(16)

Using the defintion of ‘S’, the tangential component of velocity is computed as
h

Vt (z) = 2 Vr (z) S (r o )
up

(17)

Now, the velocity components in the radial and tangential direction needs to be resolved in the X
and Y-direction to be provided as the boundary condition for the velocity inlet since the
computational domain (cylinder) is based on Cartesian grid system. In this work, a tornado vortex
rotating in anticlockwise direction is assumed. The radial and tangential velocity components are
decomposed into its constituent x-component and y-component locally with respect to the
direction (α) as shown in Fig. B-3. Here, the angle is always measured in the anticlockwise
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direction from the local X-direction up to the direction of radial velocity component at the point
𝑦
of interest (P) (refer Fig. B-3). For instance, in Fig. B-3, the value of angle ‘α’ is (π+ tan−1 ⁄𝑥)
radians for a generic point in the first quadrant in which ‘x’ and ‘y’ are the x-coordinate and ycoordinate of point P respectively. For the 1st quadrant, the limits for the quadrant angle ‘’ is
given by (0    π/2) radians. Now, if the radial and tangential velocity components are
decomposed in the local X-direction and Y-direction then, the effective velocity component in the
X-direction and Y-direction are obtained as:
X-direction: Vr*cos (α) + Vt*cos (α − π/2)
Y-direction: Vr*sin(𝛼) + Vt*sin (α − π/2)

(a)

(b)

Fig. B-2. (a) 3D view of cylindrical computational domain showing different boundary faces (b)
Sectional view through plane ABCD showing different boundaries for the computational domain

Fig. B-3. Top view for transverse section at X-X’ showing velocity boundary condition at inlet
height
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In the similar manner, for each of the 4 quadrants, the value of angle ‘α’ is determined and the
radial-tangential velocity components are resolved in the X (Ux) and Y-direction (Uy) and reported
in Table B1. In Table B1, the Z-component (Uz) is taken as ‘0’ throughout the inlet height.
Table B1. Velocity boundary condition for the inlet patch of CFD tornado simulator
Quadrant
Ux
Uy
Uz
Angle ‘α’
st
𝑦
1
0.0
Vr*sin(𝛼) +
π+ tan−1 ( ⁄𝑥) Vr*cos (α) +
Vt*cos (α − π/2)
Vt*sin (α − π/2)
(0    π/2)
2nd
(π/2    π)
3rd
(π    3π/2)
4th
(3π/2    2π)

𝑦
tan−1( ⁄𝑥)

Vr*cos (α) +
Vt*cos (α − π/2)

Vr*sin(𝛼) +
Vt*sin (α − π/2)

0.0

𝑦
2π + tan−1( ⁄𝑥)

Vr*cos (α) +
Vt*cos (3π/2 + α)

Vr*sin (α) +
Vt*sin (3π/2 + α)

0.0

𝑦
π+ tan−1 ( ⁄𝑥)

Vr*cos (α) +
Vt*cos (α − π/2)

Vr*sin(𝛼) +
Vt*sin (α − π/2)

0.0

At the inlet, Neumann boundary condition, i.e., a zero gradient condition for pressure is applied
for the pressure field. Similarly, at the walls (bottomWall, sideWall and topWall), no slip boundary
condition is applied where the velocities are considered equal to ‘0’ and the gradient of pressure
is also equated to ‘0’. For the outlet, an outlet pressure boundary condition is applied with pressure
equated to ‘0’ and the gradients of velocity components are also taken as ‘0’. Different boundary
conditions applied to different boundary faces of the computational domain are summarized in
Table B2.
Table B2. Description of boundary faces, types, and boundary conditions for different faces in
computational domain
S.N.

Boundary name

BC type

Color Coding

BC in mathematical form

1

Inlet

Patch

Red

velocity as per Table 1; ∂n = 0

2

bottomWall

Wall

Green

u = v = w = 0; ∂n = 0

3

sideWall

Wall

Blue

u = v = w = 0; ∂n = 0

4

outlet

Patch

Yellow

∂p

∂p
∂p

∂u

p = 0; ∂n =

∂v
∂n

=

∂w
∂n

=0
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Table B2. Description of boundary faces, types, and boundary conditions for different faces in
computational domain (Cont.)
S.N.
Boundary name
BC type
Color Coding
BC in mathematical form
5

topWall

Wall

Cyan

(a)

∂p

u = v = w = 0; ∂n = 0

(b)

Fig. B-4. Mesh for the cylindrical computational domain (a) vertical section through the diametric
axis of the cylinder showing elevation (b) horizontal section showing plan of the computational
domain
The roughness parameters considered in the model are zo = 0.00004ho and C1 = 0.0924Vro (refer
Eq. (15)). The Reynolds number considered for flow computation is 2.755 x 105, which is
calculated at the inlet height (ho) of tornado simulator. The elevation and plan of the mesh for the
cylindrical computational domain is shown in Fig B-4 (a) and (b) respectively and it consists of
540,000 hexahedral cells.
3. Results and Validation
As the Reynolds number of flow is very high at Re = 5.51 x 105, thus, the flow is highly turbulent
and so the flow properties (velocity and pressure) changes from one time instant to another. Since
the turbulent flows are commonly described the flow statistics. So, an attempt is made to track the
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pressure and velocity close to the ground surface at 4 different points, viz. probe 1, 2, 3 and 4. The
coordinates of each of the probes in shown in Fig. B-5.
(a)

(b)

Fig. B-5. Time series plot of (a) non-dimensional pressure and (b) non-dimensional velocity
magnitude with respect to non-dimensional time
In Fig. B-5 (a), it can be observed that the pressure at probes 1, 2 and 3 have attained a relatively
steady state (although a slightly upward trend can be observed) as the perturbations in the
magnitude is very low. The pressure at probe location 1, however, shows a decreasing trend and
the simulation may be run a bit longer further so that the flow attains a statistically steady state.
However, for the purpose of this work, the duration of simulation would be kept 30 time units.
(a)

(b)

Fig. B-6. Instantaneous profile at the bottom of tornado simulator (a) tangential velocity profile at
z/rup = 0.05 (b) pressure profile at z/rup = 0.05
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After monitoring the pressure and velocity statistics over time at 4 different locations in the flow
domain, the instantaneous profiles for tangential velocity and pressure are extracted in Fig. B-6
corresponding to the final time step, i.e., t* = 30 units. A slightly flattened pressure profile at the
core of tornado vortex in Fig. B-6 (b) indicates a vortex beyond touchdown. Similar observations
were made by [16], in which the sharp gradient of pressure at the core of vortex was transformed
into a flattened profile in a post-touchdown tornado-like vortex.
(a)

(b)

Fig. B-7. Mean profiles at the bottom of tornado simulator (a) tangential velocity profile at z/rup =
0.05 (b) pressure profile at z/rup = 0.05
The mean profiles are shown in Fig. B-7 in which the profiles exhibit a smoother nature because
of time averaging after t* = 20 units until the final time step, i.e., t* = 30 units. Finally, the
experimental pressure profile for S = 0.83 is compared with the predicted pressure profile from
CFD for S = 0.83 in Fig. B-8. A good qualitative agreement can be readily noticed between the
profiles in Fig. B-8. Furthermore, the contour plot for velocity magnitude including the velocity
vectors through a section plane passing through the diametric axis of tornado simulator in XZplane and XY-plane are shown in Fig. B-9 and Fig. B-10 respectively.
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Fig. B-8. Comparison of pressure profile at the base of tornado simulator (i.e., z/rup = 0) between
the TTU simulator dataset and CFD datasets

Fig. B-9. Contour plot of Velocity magnitude with velocity vectors in the background through the
diametric XZ-plane of CFD tornado simulator

Fig. B-10. Velocity magnitude contour plot with velocity vectors in the background through the
XY-plane of CFD tornado simulator at z/rup = 0.01
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3.1 Computation of Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE)

ST-1

ST-5

ST-15

ST-19

Fig. B-11. Sketch showing different stations for computing NRMSE in pressure profiles
To quantify the error between the TTU experimental pressure profile and the pressure profile
predicted by CFD model, normalized root mean squared error (NRMSE) is taken as the error
estimate. To calculate NRMSE, 19 stations are considered along the X-axis (represented by green
lines) in Fig. B-11 below starting from -0.9 to 0.9 with an interval of 0.1. At each of the stations,
the value of pressure from TTU experiment were determined (represented by variable-v1) and the
values predicted by CFD model at those stations were also determined (represented by variablev2). Then, the value of error between the experimental values and that predicted by the CFD model
was calculated as e = (v1-v2). Further calculations are shown in Table B3.
Table B3. Calculation of NRMSE between TTU Experimental and CFD Pressure Profile
ST (n)

TTU EXP (v1)

CFD (v2)

e = (v1-v2)

e2

1

-14.7111

-13.919

-0.7921

0.627422
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Table B3. Calculation of NRMSE between TTU Experimental and CFD Pressure Profile
(Cont.)
ST (n)

TTU EXP (v1)

CFD (v2)

e = (v1-v2)

e2

2

-17.3703

-15.4102

-1.9601

3.841992

3

-24.1965

-17.0386

-7.1579

51.23553

4

-29.4922

-19.3613

-10.1309

102.6351

5

-33.182

-23.2249

-9.9571

99.14384

6

-43.4235

-30.713

-12.7105

161.5568

7

-63.8347

-45.7704

-18.0643

326.3189

8

-90.2808

-72.183

-18.0978

327.5304

9

-133.148

-124.112

-9.036

81.6493

10

-122.068

-159.899

37.831

1431.185

11

-127.932

-118.478

-9.454

89.37812

12

-106.467

-70.9353

-35.5317

1262.502

13

-72.2159

-44.0176

-28.1983

795.1441

14

-46.3381

-30.6529

-15.6852

246.0255

15

-35.4588

-23.4277

-12.0311

144.7474

16

-25.8303

-19.6924

-6.1379

37.67382

17

-21.6502

-17.4124

-4.2378

17.95895
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Table B3. Calculation of NRMSE between TTU Experimental and CFD Pressure Profile
(Cont.)
ST (n)

TTU EXP (v1)

CFD (v2)

e = (v1-v2)

e2

18

-20.6138

-15.8171

-4.7967

23.00833

19

-20.3549

-14.3266

-6.0283

36.3404
∑ e2 = 5238.502

Once, the sum of squared error (∑ e2 ) is determined in Table 1, the value of mean squared error
(MSE) is computed using Eq. (18).
Mean Squared Error (MSE) = ∑ 𝑒 2 /n

(18)

, where n represents the number of stations where the deviation between the TTU experimental
pressure profile and the CFD pressure profile were taken. The value of MSE is obtained as MSE
= 275.7106 using Eq. (18). Then, the value of RMSE is computed using Eq. (19) and obtained as
RMSE = 16.60454.
Root Mean Squared Deviation (RMSE) =√(∑ 𝑒 2 )/𝑛

(19)

Finally, the value of Normalized Root Mean Squared Error (NRMSE) is computed using Eq. (20)
and obtained as NRMSE = 0.113745 (11.3745 %).
√(∑ 𝑒 2 )/𝑛

NRMSE = (𝑚𝑎𝑥.(𝑣1,𝑣2) −𝑚𝑖𝑛.(𝑣1,𝑣2) )

(20)

While computing NRMSE, the value of NRMSE is normalized by the range of dataset, which is
computed as the difference of maximum of (v1, v2) and the minimum of (v1, v2) from Table B3.
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4. Conclusion
A qualitative analysis of the wind field of tornado-like vortex obtained from the CFD model for S
= 0.83 is done. Results indicate that for S = 0.83, a vortex beyond touchdown is obtained as the
downdraft winds can be clearly observed at the center of CFD tornado simulator. This observation
from CFD simulator model agrees very well with the observations of experimental TTU tornado
simulator, in which a double-celled tornado vortex is obtained for S = 0.83. Then, the pressure
profile close to the ground surface is extracted from CFD model, and compared with experimental
TTU profile, which again exhibits a reasonable agreement between the experimental datasets and
the CFD results. In this work, NRMSE (Normalized Root Mean Squared Error) is taken as the
measure of error estimate and the deviation between the experimental profile and that predicted by
CFD model is computed to be 11.37%. Even though an error percentage below 10% would have
been much better, the pressure profile predicted by the CFD model still exhibits a good prediction
for the experimental pressure profile. Thus, the CFD model is validated against the experimental
measurements; based on a good qualitative agreement between the CFD results as well as a good
quantitative agreement on the pressure profile, it is concluded that a validated CFD model is
obtained. All the relevant case files for CFD tornado simulator model described in this work can
be accessed at https://github.com/timusv5977/CFD_Tornado_Simulator.
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Source Code Listing:
C/C++ code snippet for implementing the inlet velocity boundary condition in CFD model:
inlet
{
type fixedValue;
value #codeStream
{
codeIncludes
#{
#include "fvCFD.H"
#};
codeOptions
#{
-I$(LIB_SRC)/finiteVolume/lnInclude \
-I$(LIB_SRC)/meshTools/lnInclude
#};
//libs needed to visualize BC in paraview
codeLibs
#{
-lmeshTools \
-lfiniteVolume
#};
code
#{
const IOdictionary& d = static_cast<const IOdictionary&>
(
dict.parent().parent()
);
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const fvMesh& mesh = refCast<const fvMesh>(d.db());
const label id = mesh.boundary().findPatchID("inlet");
const fvPatch& patch = mesh.boundary()[id];
vectorField U(patch.size(), vector(0, 0, 0));
const scalar pi = constant::mathematical::pi;
const scalar S = 0.83;
const scalar a = 0.5;
const scalar z_0 = 0.00004;
const scalar C_1 = 0.106004476;
const scalar Vin = 1;
for (int i=0; i<patch.size(); i++)
{
const scalar x = patch.Cf()[i][0];
const scalar y = patch.Cf()[i][1];
const scalar z = patch.Cf()[i][2];
// Implementing logarithmic variation of radial velocity component from the ground surface
const scalar U_r = Vin*C_1*(log(1+(z/z_0)));
const scalar U_t = 2*S*a*U_r;
// Assigning velocity vector at inlet after transformation from Cylindrical to Cartesian system and
// then assigning to respective Quadrants
// using if-else ladder
if (x>=0 && y>=0) // 1st Quadrant
{
const scalar alpha = pi + atan(y/x);
U[i]=vector(((U_r)*cos(alpha)+(U_t)*cos(alphapi/2)),((U_r)*sin(alpha)+(U_t)*sin(alpha-pi/2)),0.0);
}
else if (x<=0 && y>=0)
// 2nd Quadrant
{
const scalar alpha = atan(y/x);
U[i]=vector(((U_r)*cos(alpha)+(U_t)*cos(alphapi/2)),((U_r)*sin(alpha)+(U_t)*sin(alpha-pi/2)),0.0);
}
else if (x<=0 && y<=0)
// 3rd Quadrant
{
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const scalar alpha = 2*pi + atan(y/x);
U[i]=vector
(((U_r)*cos(alpha)+(U_t)*cos(3*pi/2+alpha)),((U_r)*sin(alpha)+(U_t)*sin(3*pi/2+alpha)),
0.0);
}
else // 4th Quadrant
{
const scalar alpha = pi + atan(y/x);
U[i]=vector(((U_r)*cos(alpha)+(U_t)*cos(alphapi/2)),((U_r)*sin(alpha)+(U_t)*sin(alpha-pi/2)),0.0);
}
}
writeEntry(os, "", U);
#};
};
}
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Appendix C: Mapping of Experimental Data onto a Contour Plot

Pressure on Building Model collected by Tranducers (csv file)

(a)

Intended Mapping of the Tabular Data
(b)

(c)

Final Output
(Contour plot on Building)

Fig. C-1. Demo for mapping the pressures recorded on building from csv file to a contour plot
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In this section, the Matlab script used to map the pressure data (recorded by pressure transducers)
from a csv file to a pressure contour plot is presented. As shown in Fig, C-1 (a), the recorded
pressure values on the building are organized in a tabular format in csv file. The pressure values
in the csv file corresponds to the probe locations as shown in Fig. C-1 (b). After mapping the data
from csv file onto the faces of the building model, the final contour plot obtained is shown in Fig.
C-1 (c). The Matlab script is listed below:
%% Matlab Script that reads csv file with Pressure Data collected by Pressure Transducers
% at Texas Tech University Tornado Simulator - VorTECH and
% outputs the pressure contour plots on the faces of Building Model
%% Distances in mm
x = [0,5,25,45,50,60,80,100,120,140,150,155,175,195,200];
y = [0,5,25,45,50,55,62.5,70,75,80,100,120,125];
building_height = 50;
building_length = 100;
building_width = 25;
%% Distances in m
x_m = x./1000;
y_m = y./1000;
building_height_m = building_height/1000;
building_length_m = building_length/1000;
building_width_m = building_width/1000;
%% Index Key for Mapping Experimental Pressure Data
P_int_face1_index_key = [1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15];
P_int_face2_index_key = [16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24];
P_int_face3_index_key = [25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39];
P_int_face4_index_key = [40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48];
P_int_face5_index_key = [49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63];
%% Building Face wise Contour Distribution
%% Face -1 Contouring
start_index_x = 5;
end_index_x = 11;
x_face1 = zeros(1,end_index_x-start_index_x + 1);
start_index_y = 1;
end_index_y = 5;
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y_face1 = zeros(1,end_index_y-start_index_y + 1);
%% Local X-array for Face-1
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(x_face1))
x_face1(i) = x_m (start_index_x + k) - building_height_m;
k = k + 1;
end
%% Local Y-array for Face-1
for i = 1:(length(y_face1))
y_face1(i) = y_m(i);
end
P = zeros(length(x_face1),length(y_face1));
for i = 1:length(x_face1)
for j = 1:length(y_face1)
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face1) || j == length(y_face1))
P(i,j) = NaN;
end
end
end
%% Data Import
Exp_data =
importdata('A05_S082_LambdaT05_Beta00_r00_Run01_F67_RH33_2992inHg_20200209.csv')
;
% Row index to calculate no. of columns of 'P' matrix
i = 1;
Exp_face1_data = zeros(length(x_face1)-2,length(y_face1)-2);
P_int = zeros(length(Exp_face1_data),length(Exp_face1_data(i,:)));
P_int_1D = zeros(1,length(Exp_face1_data)*length(Exp_face1_data(i,:)));
n = 1;
k = P_int_face1_index_key(n);
for i = 1:length(Exp_face1_data(i,:))
for j = 1:length(Exp_face1_data)
P_int(i,j) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
P_int_1D (k) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
k = k+1;
end
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end
P_int = P_int';
for i = 1:length(x_face1)-1
i1 = i-1;
for j = 1:length(y_face1)-1
j1 = j-1;
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face1) || j == length(y_face1))
P(i,j) = NaN;
else
P(i,j) = P_int(i1,j1);
end
end
end
P = P';
P = P.*(6894.76);
density = 1.225;
max_Vt = 12;
Cp = P./(0.5*density*(max_Vt^2.0));
[X, Y] = meshgrid(x_face1,y_face1);
figure(1);
hold on;
subplot(3,3,8);
contourf(X,Y,Cp,101,'LineStyle','none');
colormap('jet');
%% Face-2 Contouring
start_index_x = 11;
end_index_x = 15;
x_face2 = zeros(1,end_index_x-start_index_x + 1);
start_index_y = 5;
end_index_y = 9;
y_face2 = zeros(1,end_index_y-start_index_y + 1);
%% Local X-array for Face-2
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(x_face2))
x_face2(i) = x_m (start_index_x + k) - building_height_m - building_length_m;
k = k + 1;
end
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%% Local Y-array for Face-2
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(y_face2))
y_face2(i) = y_m(start_index_y+k) - building_height_m;
k = k+1;
end
P = zeros(length(x_face2),length(y_face2));
for i = 1:length(x_face2)
for j = 1:length(y_face2)
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face2) || j == length(y_face2))
P(i,j) = NaN;
end
end
end
%% Data Imports
Exp_data =
importdata('A05_S082_LambdaT05_Beta00_r00_Run01_F67_RH33_2992inHg_20200209_SV.
csv');
i = 1;
Exp_face2_data = zeros(length(x_face2)-2,length(y_face2)-2);
P_int = zeros(length(Exp_face2_data),length(Exp_face2_data(i,:)));
P_int_1D = zeros(1,length(Exp_face2_data)*length(Exp_face2_data(i,:)));
n = 1;
k = P_int_face2_index_key(n);
for i = 1:length(Exp_face2_data(i,:))
for j = 1:length(Exp_face2_data)
P_int(i,j) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
P_int_1D (k) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
k = k+1;
end
end
P_int = P_int';
for i = 1:length(x_face2)-1
i1 = i-1;
for j = 1:length(y_face2)-1
j1 = j-1;
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if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face2) || j == length(y_face2))
P(i,j) = NaN;
else
P(i,j) = P_int(i1,j1);
end
end
end
P = P';
i1 = 1;
P_final = zeros(size(P));
% Reflecting matrix about X-axis
for i = length(P(:,1)):-1:1
for j = 1:length(P)
P_final(i,j)=P(i1,j);
end
i1 = i1+1;
end
P_final = P_final.*(6894.76);
density = 1.225;
max_Vt = 12;
Cp = P_final./(0.5*density*(max_Vt^2.0));
[X, Y] = meshgrid(x_face2,y_face2);
subplot(3,3,6);
contourf(X,Y,Cp,101,'LineStyle','none');
colormap('jet');
%% Face-3 Contouring
start_index_x = 5;
end_index_x = 11;
x_face3 = zeros(1,end_index_x-start_index_x + 1);
start_index_y = 9;
end_index_y = 13;
y_face3 = zeros(1,end_index_y-start_index_y + 1);
%% Local X-array for Face-3
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(x_face3))
x_face3(i) = x_m (start_index_x + k) - building_height_m;
k = k + 1;
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end
%% Local Y-array for Face-3
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(y_face3))
y_face3(i) = y_m(start_index_y+k) - building_height_m - building_width_m;
k = k + 1;
end
P = zeros(length(x_face3),length(y_face3));
for i = 1:length(x_face3)
for j = 1:length(y_face3)
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face3) || j == length(y_face3))
P(i,j) = NaN;
end
end
end
%% Data Import
Exp_data =
importdata('A05_S082_LambdaT05_Beta00_r00_Run01_F67_RH33_2992inHg_20200209_SV.
csv');
% Row index to calculate no. of columns of 'P' matrix
i = 1;
Exp_face3_data = zeros(length(x_face3)-2,length(y_face3)-2);
P_int = zeros(length(Exp_face3_data),length(Exp_face3_data(i,:)));
P_int_1D = zeros(1,length(Exp_face3_data)*length(Exp_face3_data(i,:)));
n = 1;
k = P_int_face3_index_key(n);
for i = 1:length(Exp_face3_data(i,:))
for j = 1:length(Exp_face3_data)
P_int(i,j) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
P_int_1D (k) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
k = k+1;
end
end
P_int = P_int';
for i = 1:length(x_face3)-1
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i1 = i-1;
for j = 1:length(y_face3)-1
j1 = j-1;
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face3) || j == length(y_face3))
P(i,j) = NaN;
else
P(i,j) = P_int(i1,j1);
end
end
end
P = P';
i1 = 1;
P_final = zeros(size(P));
% Reflecting matrix about X-axis
for i = length(P(:,1)):-1:1
for j = 1:length(P)
P_final(i,j)=P(i1,j);
end
i1 = i1+1;
end
P_final = P_final.*(6894.76);
density = 1.225;
max_Vt = 12;
Cp = P_final./(0.5*density*(max_Vt^2.0));
[X, Y] = meshgrid(x_face3,y_face3);
subplot(3,3,2);
contourf(X,Y,Cp,101,'LineStyle','none');
colormap('jet');
%% Face-4 Contouring
start_index_x = 1;
end_index_x = 5;
x_face4 = zeros(1,end_index_x-start_index_x + 1);
start_index_y = 5;
end_index_y = 9;
y_face4 = zeros(1,end_index_y-start_index_y + 1);
%% Local X-array for Face-4
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(x_face4))
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x_face4(i) = x_m (start_index_x + k);
k = k + 1;
end
%% Local Y-array for Face-4
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(y_face4))
y_face4(i) = y_m(start_index_y+k) - building_height_m;
k = k+1;
end
P = zeros(length(x_face4),length(y_face4));
for i = 1:length(x_face4)
for j = 1:length(y_face4)
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face4) || j == length(y_face4))
P(i,j) = NaN;
end
end
end
%% Data Import
Exp_data =
importdata('A05_S082_LambdaT05_Beta00_r00_Run01_F67_RH33_2992inHg_20200209_SV.
csv');
% Row index to calculate no. of columns of 'P' matrix
i = 1;
Exp_face4_data = zeros(length(x_face4)-2,length(y_face4)-2);
P_int = zeros(length(Exp_face4_data),length(Exp_face4_data(i,:)));
P_int_1D = zeros(1,length(Exp_face4_data)*length(Exp_face4_data(i,:)));
n = 1;
k = P_int_face4_index_key(n);
for i = 1:length(Exp_face4_data(i,:))
for j = 1:length(Exp_face4_data)
P_int(i,j) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
P_int_1D (k) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
k = k+1;
end
end
P_int = P_int';
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for i = 1:length(x_face4)-1
i1 = i-1;
for j = 1:length(y_face4)-1
j1 = j-1;
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face4) || j == length(y_face4))
P(i,j) = NaN;
else
P(i,j) = P_int(i1,j1);
end
end
end
P = P';
i1 = 1;
P_final = zeros(size(P));
% Reflecting matrix about X-axis
for i = length(P(:,1)):-1:1
for j = 1:length(P)
P_final(i,j)=P(i1,j);
end
i1 = i1+1;
end
P_final = P_final.*(6894.76);
density = 1.225;
max_Vt = 12;
Cp = P_final./(0.5*density*(max_Vt^2.0));
[X, Y] = meshgrid(x_face4,y_face4);
subplot(3,3,4);
contourf(X,Y,Cp,101,'LineStyle','none');
colormap('jet');
%% Face-5 Contouring
start_index_x = 5;
end_index_x = 11;
x_face5 = zeros(1,end_index_x-start_index_x + 1);
start_index_y = 5;
end_index_y = 9;
y_face5 = zeros(1,end_index_y-start_index_y + 1);
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%% Local X-array for Face-5
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(x_face5))
x_face5(i) = x_m (start_index_x + k) - building_height_m;
k = k + 1;
end
%% Local Y-array for Face-5
k = 0;
for i = 1:(length(y_face5))
y_face5(i) = y_m(start_index_y+k) - building_height_m;
k = k + 1;
end
P = zeros(length(x_face5),length(y_face5));
for i = 1:length(x_face5)
for j = 1:length(y_face5)
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face5) || j == length(y_face5))
P(i,j) = NaN;
end
end
end
%% Data Import
Exp_data =
importdata('A05_S082_LambdaT05_Beta00_r00_Run01_F67_RH33_2992inHg_20200209_SV.
csv');
% Row index to calculate no. of columns of 'P' matrix
i = 1;
Exp_face5_data = zeros(length(x_face5)-2,length(y_face5)-2);
P_int = zeros(length(Exp_face5_data),length(Exp_face5_data(i,:)));
P_int_1D = zeros(1,length(Exp_face5_data)*length(Exp_face5_data(i,:)));
n = 1;
k = P_int_face5_index_key(n);
for i = 1:length(Exp_face5_data(i,:))
for j = 1:length(Exp_face5_data)
P_int(i,j) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
P_int_1D (k) = Exp_data(length(Exp_data),k);
k = k+1;
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end
end
P_int = P_int';
for i = 1:length(x_face5)-1
i1 = i-1;
for j = 1:length(y_face5)-1
j1 = j-1;
if(i == 1 || j == 1 || i == length(x_face5) || j == length(y_face5))
P(i,j) = NaN;
else
P(i,j) = P_int(i1,j1);
end
end
end
P = P';
i1 = 1;
P_final = zeros(size(P));
% Reflecting matrix about X-axis
for i = length(P(:,1)):-1:1
for j = 1:length(P)
P_final(i,j)=P(i1,j);
end
i1 = i1+1;
end
P_final = P_final.*(6894.76);
density = 1.225;
max_Vt = 12;
Cp = P_final./(0.5*density*(max_Vt^2.0));
[X, Y] = meshgrid(x_face5,y_face5);
subplot(3,3,5);
contourf(X,Y,Cp,101,'LineStyle','none');
colormap('jet');
%% End of Script
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Appendix D: Computation of Tornado Pressures on Building Using OpenFOAM
The procedure to include a building model inside the CFD tornado simulator is described in this
part. The main goal of this work is to establish a framework to study the interaction of tornadolike vortex with the building. In that regard, some key aspects of meshing and flow visualizations
of contour plots are only discussed here. Further details about the model are provided at
https://github.com/timusv5977/tornado_pressure_building. It is also pointed out that the flow field
and/or the pressures on the building model are not validated in this section. Rather, the primary
focus of this section is on setting up a framework to incorporate building models inside the
computational domain for studying the interaction of tornado-like vortex with building models.

Building Model

Fig. D-1. A cubical building model placed at the center of CFD tornado simulator
Meshing of Computational Domain
Firstly, a background mesh comprising of a cuboid (bounded by the extreme coordinates (-1.1 1.1 -0.1) and (1.1 1.1 3.1)) was created as shown in Fig. D-2 (a). The “blockMesh” utility in
OpenFOAM is used to create the background mesh. After this step, the 3D CAD model for CFD
tornado simulator with the building model inside (as shown in Fig. D-2 (b)) is modeled. Once,
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both the CAD model and the background mesh is ready as shown in Fig. D-2 (c), meshing of the
computational domain is carried out using “snappyHexMesh” utility in OpenFOAM. The final
mesh obtained after executing ‘snappyHexMesh” command is shown in Fig. D-2 (d).
(a)

(b)

Building Model

(c)

(d)
Building Model

Fig. D-2. (a) Background mesh for the computational domain (b) 3D CAD model for CFD tornado
simulator with building model inside (c) Background mesh and 3D CAD model (d) Final mesh
obtained from “snappyHexMesh”
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Flow Visualizations
The contour plot of pressure coefficients obtained by simulating the wind field of tornado-like
vortex around a cubical building for a total non-dimensional time of t* = 10 units is shown in Fig.
D-3. As pointed out earlier, the results presented here are only a preliminary analysis to set up a
framework to compute the pressure coefficients on a building subjected to tornado-like wind flow
rather than proposing definitive values of pressure coefficients for analysis of wind load on the
buildings. The pressure coefficients are computed using the following relation:
𝐶𝑝 =

(a)

(𝑃 − 𝑃∞ )/𝜌
2
0.5 𝑈𝑚𝑎𝑥

(b)

Fig. D-3. (a) Exploded view of pressure contour plot on the faces of building model (b) Pressure
coefficient along the centerline of the building
For this work, the free-stream kinematic pressure (P∞/ρ) is taken as 7.43168 m2/s2 and the
maximum velocity (Umax) is taken as 1.5 m/s. Further details about the model are covered at
https://github.com/timusv5977/tornado_pressure_building.
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Appendix E: Parallel Simulation in OpenFOAM
Parallel simulation in OpenFOAM is based on the idea of domain decomposition in which the
mesh and the associated fields are divided into different segments (sub-domains) and assigned to
different processor cores to obtain the solution of individual sub-domains. Later, the solution of
each sub-domain is re-constructed to obtain the solution of the whole domain. A detailed
discussion of parallelism implemented in OpenFOAM can be obtained from:
https://www.openfoam.com/documentation/user-guide/3-running-applications/3.2-runningapplications-in-parallel
E.1 Case Set Up in Parallel
In this section, the procedure for case set up for parallel simulation in OpenFOAM is described.
The necessary steps are discussed below in a sequential order:
1. At first, the mesh for the computational domain must be created (for instance, using
“blockMesh”, the mesh for the computational domain is created).
2. Once, the mesh is created, it must be decomposed into different sub-domains (no. of subdomains = no. of processor cores used in the parallel simulation). Before dividing the mesh
into different sub-domains, the mesh decomposition method, and the number of cores to be
used for the parallel simulation should be specified in “decomposeParDict” file inside the
“system” directory. Finally, the following command is used for mesh partitioning into
different sub-domains: $ decomposePar
3. After completion of Step-2, the next step is to run the solver in parallel mode, which is
accomplished by the following command:
$ mpirun –np <no. of processor cores > solverName – parallel > logFileName &
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4. Using the command above, the solver executes in parallel and the output in the screen is
dumped into the file “logFileName”. The “&” used in the above command pushes the parallel
simulation process to the background.
5. Once, the simulation is complete, the next step is to reconstruct the mesh and associated fields
(such as velocity and pressure fields) from individual sub-domains. For this purpose, the
following command should be used: $ reconstructPar

~
Mesh Creation (as done similar to Serial Computing case)

Mesh Partitioning (Domain decomposition)
$ decomposePar

Solver Execution in Parallel
$ mpirun –np <no. of proc.> solverName –parallel > log &

Field Re-construction (from individual sub-domains of mesh)
$ reconstructPar

Post-processing (either paraFoam or loading controlDict file)

Fig. E-1. Flowchart demonstrating control flow for parallel simulation in OpenFOAM
A simple flowchart outlining the entire process from step - 1 until step - 4 is shown in Fig. E-1.
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